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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The Board has issued three Partial Initial Decisions on a range of

safety, environmental, and emergency planning contentions in this

contested operating license proceeding. This Final Licensing Board1

Decision resolves two contentions on which evidentiary hearings were

held late in the proceeding. Those contentions, concerning alleged

widespread drug use at the Shearon Harris site and the adequacy of

Carolina Power 8 Light Co,'s ("CPSL") siren alert system in summer

nightNme conditions, are resolved in the Applicants'avor. In

addition, we provide reasons for our recent grant of two motions for

summary disposition, and for denial of a motion to reconsider rejection,

of certain emergency planning contentions.

Our findings on the drug use and siren contentions are set forth at

length hereafter. A capsule summary follows.

Alle ed "Wides read" Dru Use. Drug use at the Shearon Harris

construction site has not been "widespread" as alleged in the

Intervenor's contention. The Board considered a range of evidence on

this question, including an undercover investigation at the site in late

1984, statistics on terminations of employees for drug activity (proved

or suspected), CP&L's multifaceted program to detect and deter drug use

(including urinalysis testing and detection dogs), observations of site

employees, and indirect indicators, such as comparative work place

1
See LBP-85-5, 21 NRC 410 (1985); LBP 85-28, 22 NRC 232 (1985); LBP
35-49, 22 NRC 899 (1985).
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accident rates. Because drug use is illegal and clandestine, it is

impossible to determine with any precision the level of drug use at the

site over time or at any particular time. On the basis of the record

evidence, we estimate that drug use has ranged at various times from 3

to 4.5X of the work force at the Shearon Harris site.

CP8L's anti-drug program is well conceived and vigorously enforced.

This gives us confidence that the actual rate of drug use at the site is

no higher than the other evidence indicates. Given the prevalence of

drug use in'merican society today, we do not believe that further

anti-drug measures could be taken to reduce significantly the rate of

drug use at the Harris site, short of cost-ineffective and/or Draconian

actions.

There is no evidence that any specific deficient work has been done

or that any specific safety concerns exist at the Harris plant because

of drug use. Furthermore, CPSL's quality assurance program is designed

and implemented to detect and correct the kinds of mistakes workers are

likely to make when under the influence of- drugs. The Board was

particularly concerned that a number of quality inspectors had been

terminated for proved or suspected drug use. 'The work of these

inspectors was reinspected on a random basis; it was convincingly shown

that drug use had not affected their work.

Ni httime Emer enc Notification. Alerting residents in the

10-mile Emergency Planning Zone around a nuclear power plant is an

essential element in planning for possible emergencies. The applicable

rule provides, in substance, that the "design objective" of the
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notification system shall be to essentially complete initial

notification within about 15 minutes following a declared emergency.

This "design objective" has been elaborated as requiring 15-minute

notification of "essentially 100%"" of the population within 5 miles of

the site and some lesser unspecified {but substantial) percentage of the

population in the 5-to-10 mile area.

Intervenor Wells Eddleman sponsored a contention that the Harris

siren system would not alert, the public during a sumner night.- when most

people are asleep. Consultants to both Applicants and the Federal

Emergency Management Agency {FEMA) developed analytical estimates of the

extent of arousal to be expected from the sirens and rather speculative

estimates on the extent of "informal alerting" of the rest of the

population by those awakened by the sirens. In our findings, we detail

our views on the steps in the analytical procedures, which are

separately different in Applicants'nd FEMA testimony. Applicants'nd

FEMA estimates were developed independently. However, based on the
II

record at the initial November 1985 hearing, both happened to arrive at

similar numerical estimates that approximately 70» of the population

would be awakened by the sirens and that roughly 885 would be alerted in

15 minutes as a result of both siren and "informal" alerting.

During the initial hearing, Mr. Eddleman brought to the Board's and

parties'ttention the existence of a research study conducted in 1962

at the University of Bonn, West Germany that appeared to be potentially

probative of the siren alerting issue. Subsequent - to the initial
hearing, the NRC staff counsel had the report translated and served.



The Board requested that the FEMA/NRC Staffs have the report reviewed by

a psychoacoustics professional and ordered a sharply limited reopening

of the record to admit the review and allow cross-examination on the

review results. A limited supplemental hearing was held in March 1986

for this purpose.

As a further development, in February 1986 Applicants announced

their intention to supplement the siren system by providing tone alert

radios to all households within the first 5 miles of the EP2. Testimony

on the Applicants tone alert radio system formed a part of the March

1986 hearing.

Based 'on the record as finally developed the Board finds that

direct alerting by the siren system can be expected to be approximately

. 84 percent of the EPZ households and that, with consideration of

"informal" alerting, siren induced alerting would total approximately

91" throughout the Harris EPZ in 15 minutes. That 91% figure clearly

satisfies the 15-minute notification requirement for the 5-to-10 mile

outer area of the EP2. In addition, route alerting with police and fire

vehicles is an integral part of the Harris emergency plan. It would

cover 30 to 40% of the Harris EPZ population in 15 minutes (most of whom

would already be alerted) and can be completed in about 45 minutes.

With the route alerting and continued "informal alerting", we find that

the required "essentially 100%" coverage of the entire EPZ can be

completed in 45 minutes.

With respect to the first 5 miles of the Harris EP2, the Board

finds that the combined effect of sirens and informal alerting -- 91%—
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does not satisfy the required "essentially 100%," which we equate with

greater than 95 . Kowever, the tone alert radio system, if 100

functional and utilized by the residents, can be expected to alert

approximately 97~ of the households at night. A FEMA survey at the Fort

St. Vrain site showed that 13.6% of the residents were not using their

radios properly, which might reduce radio alerting to approximately 83».

However, 91% of the 17% not alerted by the radios would be expected to

be alerted independently by ,the sirens and "informal" alerting. That
\

91% multiplied by 17% increases the percentage of persons aler'ted by

15.5$ , so that the overall alerting level would be 98.5X. The Board

concludes that the independence and partial redundancy of the siren and

radio systems demonstrate compliance with the requirement of

"essentially 100~" alerting in fifteen minutes in the first 5 miles of

the EPZ.
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FINDINGS OF FACT

I. Alleged Widespread Drug Use

A. Introduction

1. On January 18, 1985, the Conservation Council of North Carolina

('CCNC) filed a motion for admission of a late-filed contention styled

WB-3 (Drug Abuse During Construction). The contention referred to an

attached newspaper article published in the ~nalei h News and Observer on

January 11, 1985, concerning an undercover drug investigation conducted

by the North Carolina State Bureau of Investigation (SBI) and the Wake

County Sheriff's Department (WCSD) at the Shearon Harris site. The
1

a'nve'stigationhad resulted in the arrest of six workers and the issuance

of warrants for the arrest of two others. On March 13, 1985, the

Licensing Board admitted Contention WB-3. The contention, as modified

by the Board to delete an allegation of widespread alcohol abuse, reads

as follows:

Drug use at the Harris Plant is widespread (see the attached
newspaper article for details and basis). Employees under the
influence of drugs are less able to follow proper procedures
and tech specs for the installation of electrical systems,
pipe-fitting, and other safety-related work.

Applicants'anagement

has failed to control drug use during the
construction and further, has failed to reinspect all
safety-related work done by known drug abusers.

2. After the conclusion of discovery, Applicants filed a motion

for su+nary disposition of Contention WB-3. The motion included

supporting affidavits describing CP8L's drug detection and control

programs. On July 31, 1985, the Attorney General of North Carolina
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(NCAG) petitioned to intervene, pursuant to 10 CFR g 2.715, and opposed

the Applicants'otion for summary disposition. The basis for the North

Carolina opposition was an affidavit of SBI Agent S. (Shirley) Burch.

The affidavit described the undercover drug investigation referred to in
n

the newspaper article which formed the basis for Contention WB-3. CCNC

also filed in opposition to the Applicants'otion, offering an

affidavit of Ms. Patty Miriello, a former site employee who alleged that

she had witnessed drug use on 'site.

3. The Board subsequently denied the Applicants'otion for

summary disposition, stating the issues for hearing as follows:

1) whether drug use at the Harris site is widespread;

2) whether the Applicants have failed to control drug use

during construction; and

3) the possible effects of drug use on safety of

construction and the Applicants'orrective actions.

Order (Concerning Time, Place and Other Matters Related to Hearing on

Drug Use Contention) at 1-2 (September 18, 1985).

4. The Board bifurcated the evidentiary hearing. At the first
hearing, held September 30, 1985 through October 3, 1985 in Apex, North

Carolina, evidence was presented concerning the extent of drug use at

the Harris site, including the undercover operation of late 1984, and

the Applicants'rug detection and pr'evention program -- essentially

issues ( 1) and (2) above. The second phase was held in Raleigh, North

Carolina on November 12, 1985, the evidence addressing the Applicants'
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quality assurance program and its ability to detect and correct any

errors which might be caused by employees using drugs.

5. The record on Contention WB-3 is extensive -- consisting of

1,924 pages of transcript and over 1,000 pages of prefiled written

testimony and exhibits. 2

B. A licable Standards

6. Although the NRC does not have regulations specifically

addressed to the use of drugs on a nuclear power plant construction

site, its quality assurance standards applicable to the construction of

nuclear power plants are relevant. Appendix B to ]0 C.F.R. Part 50

requires a Quality Assurance (QA) program designed to eliminate the

possibility that construction defects of potential safety significance

will go undetected and therefore uncorrected. See Cleveland Electric

Illuminatin Co. et al., (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 8 2), ALAB

802, 21 NRC 490, 492-93 (1985).

7. The Applicants'roposed findings properly emphasize the

importance of their QA program for this drug abuse contention. We quote

The Board grants Applicants'nopposed request to amend the
evidentiary record to incorporate corrections contained in
"Applicants'roposed Transcript Corrections" (December 11, 1985).

The Commission has published a proposed rule on fitness for duty
designed to prevent persons under the influence of drugs or
otherwise unfit for duty from endangering public health or safety
at an operating reactor. 74 Fed. Reg. 33,980 (1982).
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and adopt portions of those findings, as follows. "CCNC Contention WB-3

— postulates construction defects caused by impaired employees under the

influence of „drugs. In its ruling on summary disposition, the Board

raised the question of whether the QA program was designed to cope with

the effects of widespread drug abuse. Tr. 8224." App. PF 8.
1Q

Applicants'osition concerning the capability of their QA program to

identify construction defects is that the "unspecified CCNC postulated

defects are not distinguishable from defects which result from other

causes, Consequently, to a great extent the litigation of CCNC

Contention WB-3 was viewed to be a challenge to the effectiveness of the

QA program implemented during construction of the Shearon Harris Nuclear

Power Plant." App. PF 8.

8. "In assessing the execution of construction QA programs, NRC

adjudicatory boards appropriately have turned for standards and guidance

to the legal findings required for grant of an operating license

application. Error-free construction is not a precondition for an

operating license under either the Atomic Energy Act or the Comoission's

regulations. What is required is a finding of reasonable assurance that

the plant, as built, can and will be operated without endangering the

public health and safety. 42 U.S.C. 55 2133(d), 2232(a); 10 CFR 5

50.57(a)(3)(i); Pacific Gas and Electric Com an (Diablo Canyon Nuclear

Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-756, 18 NRC 1340, 1345 ( 1983), aff'd,
San Luis Obis o Mothers for Peace v. NRC, 751 F.2d 1287, 1319-1321 (D.C.

Cir. 1984), artial rehearin ranted on other rounds, 760 F.2d 1320

(1985); Union Electric Com an (Callaway Plant, Unit 1), ALAB-740, 18
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NRC 343, 346 (1983), recons iderati on denied, ALAB-750, 18 NRC 1205

(1983), as modified', ALAB-750A, 18 NRC 1218 (1983)." App. PF 9.

9. "In examining claims of quality assurance deficiencies, then,

boards are to look to the implication of those deficiencies in terms of

s afe plant operation. ~Call lawa, ~su ra, ALAB-740, 18 NRC at 346 (1983).

Even if it is established that all ascertained construction errors have

been cured

there may remain a question whether there has been a

breakdown in quality assurance procedures of sufficient
dimensions to raise legitimate doubt as to the overall
integrity of the facility and its safety-related structures
and components. A demonstration of a pervasive failure to
carry out the quality assurance program might well stand in
the way of the requisite safety finding.

Id. Thus, the two-pronged test for examining CCNC Contention WB-3 . . .

is: (1) whether ascertained construction errors caused by employees

under the influence of drugs have been corrected; and (2) whether there

has been a pervasive failure to carry out the quality assurance. program

4
as a result of employees working under the influence of drugs. See

Louisiana Power 5 Li ht Com an (Waterford Steam Electric Station, Unit

3), ALAB-812, 22 NRC 5, 14-15 (1985); Lon Is land Li htin Com an

The "pervasive failure" or "breakdown" portion of the test
typically is applied in the context of alleged specific quality
assurance deficiencies. See Ouke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear

d A WA~ 59, 64-72 (1985);
Callawa , su ra, ALAB-740, 18 NRC 343 (1983); Perr , ~su ra,

C at 502 ( 1985) (attention focuse on speceeic
deficiencies at issue before deciding whether a need existed to
expand, the scope of the inquiry).
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(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), ALAB-788, 20 NRC 1102, 1141

(1984)." App. PF 11.

10. This is not to say, however, that the Board is not concerned

with whether drug use has been "widespread" on the He ris site, as the

Contention alleges. Given the evidence in this record establishing

relationships between on-site drug use and the possibility of deficient

work (see Board Findings 143-J,55), we believe that an effective program

to hold employee drug use to a minimum is an essential element in a

nuclear construction licensee's gA program, whether or not formally so

denominated. To put it another way, under the pending drug use

Contention, it is not enough to show a paper record of compliance,

without consideration of the extent of drug use that has actually been

occurring on the site -- particularly where, as here, some gA personnel

have themselves been implicated in drug use. Evidence of widespread

drug use would also evidence a deficient anti-drug program and could, in

turn, evidence serious deterioration in the gA program.

C. Extent of Dru Activit on Site

11. Me begin with the knowledge that involvement with drugs has

become an ever-increasing problem in American society. According to the

National Institute on Drug Abuse, in 1983 there were over 22 million

users of marijuana on a once-a-month basis, over 4 million users of

cocaine at least once a month, and perhaps as many as 10 million abusers

of prescribed medications. Drugs are in schools and universities, in

jails, in the armed services, and in athletic teams at all levels.
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While most drug use occurs in a social setting, and is much less

frequent on the job, drugs have also invaded, work places in the United

States -- including government and law enforcement agencies. Arrests

for drug use and sale have been made at a number of nuclear power plant

construction sites throughout the country. Testimony of William J.

Hindman, Jr., Michael W. King, D. Glenn Joyner, and Peter B. Bensinger

on the Assessment of Employee Drug Activity, ff. Tr. 8893 (hereafter

"Applicants'ssessment Testimony" ) at 17-18; Applicants'estimony of

Dr. Robert L. Dupont, Jr. on the Effects of Employee Drug Use, ff. Tr.

9994 (hereafter DuPont) at 4-5. Applicants'itness, Mr. Peter

Bensinger, a former Administrator of the United States Drug Enforcement

Administration, estimated that the level, of drug abuse may be from 5-12"

of the nation's work force on and off the job. Tr. 8338. It is against

this background that we examine the extent of drug activity at the

Shearon Harris construction site.

12. The Hoard heard testimony from several sources concerning the

extent of drug activity at the Harris site. These sources include
5

5
We often use the broader term "drug activity" in preference to the
terms "drug abuse" or "drug use" used in the contention. While it
is only employee impairment on the job due to drug consumption
("drug abuse") which has potential safety significance, much of the
evidence, for example on employee termination, does not distinguish
between consumption and other drug activity -- such as possession,
purchasing and selling, delivery and other supportive roles or
failure to cooperate with site drug policy and procedures.
However, it seems reasonable to assume that most drug activity
indicates potential drug use or abuse.
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participants in the undercover investigation at the plant, data on the

number of employees terminated for suspected drug activity, CPKL's

policies and implementing procedures on drug use (including testing),

data on indirect indicators of drug activity (such .as site accident

rates, the quantity of drugs confiscated, and the age of site workers),

and the judgments of witnesses for CP8L, CCNC, and the NRC Staff who

have worked at"the Harris site.

~
'.

The Undercover Investi ation

13. The undercover drug investigation at the Harris site commenced

in early November 1984, and ended in early January 1985. Tr. 9169

(Hensley). (We note that CCNC misstates the record when it claims the

investigation began in December 1984. CCNC PF 11.) On this subject the

Board heard the testimony of the two undercover operatives who conducted

the investigation -- Deputy Kenneth G. Hensley of the WCSD (Tr. 9164)

and Agent Donald Williams (then of the SBI) (Tr. 9274) — and two

supervisors from each agency: Major T.W. Lanier and Lt. R.J. Self of the

WCSD (Tr. 9164), and Supervising Agent C.J. Overton and Assistant

Supervisor Shirley Burch of the SBI (Tr. 9274). CPBL presented the

testimony of its four employees involved in the planning and execution

of the investigation: William J. Hindman, Jr., CPSL's Manager, Harris

Project Administration and the project-level coordinator of drug

information; Michael W. King, Supervisor of CP8L's Construction Security

Unit; and the two employees who worked directly with the undercover

agents —D. Glenn Joyner of CP&L Security and Michael L. Plueddemann
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of Daniel Industrial Relations. (Daniel is the principal contractor at

the site.) Tr. 8471. In addition, although he played no part in the

undercover investigation, Applicants'xpert witness Peter B. Bensinger

offered his opinion of the investigation. Tr. 8471.

14. The undercover investigation was initiated after CPEL

requested such an operation be undertaken by off-site law enforcement.

Affidavit of S.L. Burch, ff Tr. 9274 (hereafter Burch) at 2;
Applicants'estimony

of William J. Hindman, Jr.; Michael W. King, D. Glenn Joyner,

Michael L. Plueddemann, and Peter B. Bensinger on the undercover drug.

Investigation ff. Tr. 8471 (hereafter "Applicants'nvestigation

Testimony" ), at 10-11. CP&L introduced Deputy Hensley of the WCSD and

Agent Williams of the SBI to a confidential informant and supplied the

agents with names of 21 workers suspected of being involved in illegal

drug activity. Applicants'nvestigation Testimony at 13-16; Tr. 8568

(King). The informant, a former CP8L employee previously dismissed for

drug involvement, worked on site with Hensley and Williams for the

duration of the investigation. Tr. 8527-30 (King);
Applicants'nvestigation

Testimony at 13. CPSL provided the agents with necessary

"cover" as employees which gave them unrestricted access to any part of

the site at any time. The investigation was, however, directed to the

first (day) shift, on which approximately 5000 of the approximate total

of 6000 employees then worked. Tr. 9216 (Hensley); Tr. 8526-27

(Joyner). Deputy Hensley worked at the site weekdays, except for

holidays, from early November 1984 through early January 1985. Tr. 9169

(Hensley). Hensley was instructed to use his cover as an employee at
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the plant to try to purchase drugs and to obtain information about drug

activity. Tr. 9173 (Hensley). SBI Agent Williams was on the Harris

site two or three day's a week for a total of about fifteen times.

Statement of Donald Williams, Jr., ff. Tr. 9274 (hereafter Williams) at

3. During the investigation, the WCSD spent $ 1,725 to purchase cocaine,

marijuana, hashish and methamphetamine. Tr. 9207-08 (Hensley);

Applicants'nvestigation Testimony at 40, Attachment 5. The

investigation resulted in the, arrest of eight persons for sales" to the

officers and the identification of 53 others suspected of drug activity.

Tr. 9173-74 (Hensley).

15. The parties do not dispute the above facts concerning the

investigation. However, there are significant disagreements among the

parties concerning certain actions CP5L took during the course of the

investigation, and the timing of and reasons for the termination of the

investigation, as'ell what the investigation reveals about the extent

of drug activity at the Shearon Harris site. These disagreements are

discussed below.

1. Metal Detector Searches

16. SBI Assistant Supervisor of Drug Investigations Burch

testified concerning the undercover investigation. Burch was SBI Agent

Williams'upervisor during the time he participated in the undercover

operation at the Harris site. Burch's testimony criticizes certain of

CPBL's actions as impeding the effectiveness of, the investigation,

endangering the undercover agents,. and causing the investigation to be
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terminated prematurely. Burch at 3-4. Burch testified that shortly

after, the investigation commenced CP8L began using hand-held metal

detectors to perform random gate exit searches of employees. Id.

Supervisor -Burch alleged, without elaboration, that this procedure

slowed the progress of the undercover operation. Burch at 3. Burch

testified that Hensley told her that the procedure had never been used

before and that the employees from whom Hensley had been purchasing

drugs had reported that there was a "snitch" on site. Id. at 3-4.

17. CCNC asserts that the initiation of metal detector searches

had the effect of making drug users "skittish", and attributes this

,testimony to Mr. ~Jo ner. Tr 8519.-20, 8524, 8555; CCHC PF 17. However,

at the relevant transcript page, Mr. ~Kin refused to agree with the

questioner that this would be the effect of the introduction of metal

detectors. Tr. 8524 {King). CCNC again misstates the record when it
claims that "[gjate searches also began during the investigation and

indeed found two workers with drugs.. Tr. 8614." CCNC PF 17. Gate

searches did not begin during the undercover investigation - only the

use of hand held metal detectors as an added element in random exit

searches. See App. PF 36. Gate searches were already in effect before6

the investigation commenced. Furthermore, the search which discovered

Such searches are conducted during every shift change, at which
time lunch boxes, briefcases, and other containers are opened for
inspection as employees leave the site, and on a random basis as
employees enter the site. Applicants'ssessment Testimony at 5.
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two workers in possession of drugs was not a routine gate search but a

planned interception of drugs based on specific information about the

two workers gathered during the undercover investigation. Tr. 922l

(Hensley). This incident at the site gate is discussed below; we

mention it here only to eliminate any confusion concerning the searches

instituted during the course of the undercover investigation.

18. CPEL's Manager, Harris Project Administration, William

Hindman„. testified that the Octal detectors had been requested by the

Daniel Construction Company construction manager prior to the inception

of= the undercover operation and that the detectors'ole purpose was to

curb tool theft. Applicants'nvestigation Testimony at 16-19.

19. Metal detectors do not detect drugs, and the effect of the use

of metal detectors on drug activity appears to be quite limited.

Certainly, if an employee is carrying concealed tools or other objects

which alert the metal detector a further search might lead to discovery

of any drugs on the employee's person. Thus, the discovery of drugs

might well be an incidental benefit resulting from the program designed

to curb tool theft. However, we expect the number of persons who would

alert the metal detector and then be found to be carrying drugs would be

quite small, since employees know they will be searched if they alert

the metal detector. Presumably, employees would also realize that the

institution of metal detector searches would not signal a "crackdown" 'on

drugs. In addition, since the random gate searches were already in

effect when the undercover investigation began, we find the use of metal
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detector searches to have had little, if any, effect on the undercover

operation.

2. Dru Detection Do s

20. Beginning in February 1985, under the direction of CPKL's

security unit, a narcotic detection dog has been on the Harris

construction site twice a month on hn unannounced schedule to search a

random sampling of areas on the site: If specific requests are made, or

if information is available concerning the possibility of drugs at

particular areas on site, then those areas are given priority for search

by the dog. Applicants'ssessment Testimony at 5-6; Testimony of

Francis J. Long, William J. Tobin, and Richard L. Prevatte, ff. Tr. 8653

(hereafter "Long et al.") at 8.

21. The dog handlers, Ms. Dana B. Mackonis and Mr. Kenneth A.

Mathias, testified that the dogs used at the Harris sjte are

"aggressive" dogs who will bark, scratch, dig, or bite at the area where

they find drugs, and therefore these dogs do not perform body searches.

Applicants'estimony of Dana B. Mackonis and Kenneth A. Mathias on the

Use of Drug Detection Dogs, ff. Tr. 8993 (hereafter "Mackonis and

Mathias") at 8. Thus, if an employee is carrying drugs on his or her

person the dog would not signal the presence of drugs on that employee,

Id. at 8.

22. At Board Findings 107-111 we discuss whether the drug dogs

were effective and what that indicated about the extent of drug use at

the site. In the present context, we address whether the dogs'se
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obstructed the undercover investigation. SBI witnesses Burch and

Overton testified that the undercover operation had to be terminated

prematurely because CP&L insisted upon initiation of its program of

narcotic detection dog searches at the Harris site. Burch at 7-8;

Direct Testimony of C.J. Overton, III, ff. Tr. 9274 (hereafter

"Overton") at 5-6. CCNC and the NCAG contend that the undercover

agents'afety would have been threatened by the presence of drug dogs.

CCNC PF 12; NCAG PF 9.
t

23. As previously noted, the undercover investigation began in

early November 1984 and culminated in arrests on January 10, 1985

{although agent activity ceased about the turn of the year).

Applicants'nvestigation Testimony at 16, 34; Board Finding 14. The

first dog search was not actually conducted on site until February 25,

1985, but a misunderstanding appears to have developed between CP&L and

the law enforcement personnel as to when the dog searches would begin.

Applicants 'nvestigation Testimony at 37-38; Tr. 9203-04 (Lani er,
r

Hensley, Self). Both CP&L's witnesses and those from the WCSD testified

that Sheriff Baker believed that introduction of the dogs during the

undercover investigation would endanger the physical safety of the

agents on site, and therefore Sheriff Baker wanted the operation

terminated. Tr. 9189 (Lanier): Tr. 8561-62 (Joyner); Tr. 8498 (King).

Supervising Agent Overton testified that the use of the dogs during the

undercover operation would have created the "distinct possibility" that

the undercover agents would have been endangered and that the "risk was
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too great". Yet SE1 Agent Overton gave no explanation for the perceived

threat from the digs. Overton at 5-6.

24. Deputy Hensley testified that "if the dogs had been used in a

'ituation where a certain group of people, including myself, knew a

stash area or a quantity of drugs would be or who would have them, and

if the dog picked up on that, it could cause some fault as to an

informer or something being into the plant which could have pointed back

towards me." Wv. 9224. Deputy Hensley explained that if the dogs went

directly to a stash area, this might make people believe that there was

a "snitch" on site. Tr. 9258. However, SBI Agent Williams testified
'that in his opinion the investigation could have proceeded with the dog

searches in progress. Williams at 12.

25. CPSL's employees, King and Joyner, who have experience as law

enforcement officers, and CPEL's expert, Mr. Bensinger, testified that

the random dog searches would not have posed a threat to the safety of

the undercover agents. Applicants'nvestigation Testimony at 38-39;

Tr, 8562-65 (King).

26. Although it is not clearly stated in the parties'estimony or
a

in the proposed findings, it appears to the Board that the most likely

way the operatives might have been endangered would have been if the

drug dogs were ~alwa s taken to search places the agents had reported as

stash areas. There was testimony that the drug dogs might be taken to

search a specific place on a tip (Applicants'ssessment Testimony at

. 6), however there is no evidence that the dogs were consistently taken

to stash areas reported by the undercover agents. Moreover, if this had
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been standard practice, the agents could have simply asked CPSL not to

search consistently, in the stash areas of the group with which t e

agents were working. In any event, Hensley testified that he did not

inform CPKL of. any stash locations of which he was aware. Tr. 9197.

Finally, there seems to have been no reason why site workers should have

had greater suspicion about Hensley and Williams than about other

workers, other than the fact that'he agents were among recent arrivals

on site. Although the use, of the dogs may have rendered the criminal

investigation less effective as a law enforcement operation because of

the dogs'eneral deterrent effect on drug 'activity, the Board finds

that the occasional presence of, dogs on site would not have presented a

significant incremental threat to the safety of the undercover agents.

Nor does the Board find any evidence that CPKL brought the dogs on site

for any reason other than to find drugs and, deter drug activity among

site employees.

3. Alle ed „Premature Termination of
t e n ercover nvesti at>on

27. CCNC and the NCAG claim that the undercover investigation was

terminated prematurely. CPSL maintains that the investigation was

winding down in December 1984 in terms of cases being made against

suspects [See Applicants'nvestigation Testimony at 40-41 an'd

Attachment 5; Tr. 8589 (King)], an assessment with which Hensley agreed,

(Tr. 9231-32), and that based on the geographically concentrated area,

the informant, and the leads; it provi'ded, CPKL understood the
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investigation would last about 8 weeks. Applicants'' Investigation

Testimony at 32-33. WCSD personnel testified that they had not intended

to leave such an impression with CP&L employees. 'Tr. 9200-9203 (Lanier,

Self, Hensley). To resolve this issue, we examine the testimony of the

witnesses who offered an opinion,.on the matter.

28. Major Lanier of the WCSD .testified that he believed "more

could have been accomplished on the aperation, as in any operation, with

an extension on the length of time that we might be involved."

'Tr. 9190. Lt. Self and Deputy Hensley agreed with Lanier. Tr. 9190.

29. SBI Supervisor Burch testified that the SBI had inadequate

time to investigate at Shearon Harris. Tr. 9306. Burch stated that the

investigation was not terminated because it was complete, nor because

the law enforcement agencies conducting it recommended termination, nor

because of a lack of suspects. Burch claimed that the operation was

terminated because the drug detection dogs would have created a. risk to

the personal safety of the law enforcement officers, an issue we have

just discussed. Burch at 7-8.

30. SBI Supervisor Overton testified that the operation would have

been more successful if the investigators had changed shifts, but that

bringing in drug dogs would severely hamper the undercover operation.

Over'ton at 4-5. Overton testified that it is not unusual for an

operation of the sort performed at Harris to have lasted 6 months and

that the operation was not a success from the SBI's point of view. Id.

at 6.
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31. SBI Agent Williams expressed his frustration with the way CPEL

pursued its investigation of drug activity at the site, which he

characterized as primarily a "policy type investigation rather than law

enforcement." Williams at 15. For example, Williams complained that

CPEL would search without probable cause and then fire employees, thus

hindering drug dealing. Id. Williams further testified that if Shearon

Harris had "cut down on its security procedures" (the gate searches and

the metal detector searches), he believed "a lot more could have been

accomplished." Id. at 12. He would have preferred that CP8L "[jjust

let it be a mild atmosphere where people could feel like they were

getting away with something and we could have made more buys readily."

Id.

32. We find that much of the disagreement concerning whether the

investigation was terminated prematurely stems from the different goals

and perspectives of the participants. CPEL's primary goal was to rid

the site of drug activity as quickly as possible. Oriented as it was

toward safety in construction, CPEL was reluctant to allow, let alone

facilitate, drug use at the site for an extended period of time. CPKL

had no direct interest in making arrests or obtaining convictions. The

law enforcement officers, on the other hand, were primarily interested

in arresting and convicting persons involved in drug activity. To that

end, they wanted a site atmosphere in which drug dealing could occur

more or less freely. These differences in goals and orientation are

illustrated by an incident in which two individuals suspected of
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bringing marijuana on site were stopped by CP8L employees when the

individuals attempted to enter the plant.

33. On December 20, 1984, the informant told Deputy Hensley about

two individuals the informant believed were about to bring a large

quantity of marijuana on site. Applicants'nvestigation Testimony at

21; Tr. 9221 (Hensley). SBI Supervisor Burch claims that Deputy Hensley

requested CP8L Security allow the .two individuals to pass through the

gate. Burch at 4. CPEL's employees, Joyner and Plueddemann, testified

that there had never been a request to allow the individuals to pass

through the gate. Joyner and Plueddemann claim it was agreed that they

should search the employees, since they would be bringing a large

amount of marijuana on site for distribution to other employees

(Applicants'nvestigation Testimony at 21), and because Hensley had

said that these two individuals would not sell to him directly. Tr.

9221. We do not find Supervisor Burch's testimony on this matter

persuasive for two reasons: ( 1) it conflicts with the testimony of all

other persons involved in the investigation, and 2) Burch was not

present at the meeting during which plans to deal with the two

individuals were made. We instead rely on the testimony of witnesses

who testified from first hand knowledge.

34. The plan decided upon by Deputy Hensley, Mr. Joyner, and Mr.

Plueddemann was to have a sheriff's deputy with a search warrant at the

site on the morning of December 21, 1984 to search the two individuals

as they attempted to enter. Deputy Hensley agreed with the plan and all

involved agreed that it would not compromise the cover of Hensley or the
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informant. Applicants 'nvestigation Testimony at 21-22. Joyner

testified that both he and Deputy Hensley discussed the plan by

telephone with Lt. Self. Id. at 22. Although Lt. Self had agreed to

provide a deputy with a search warrant, when the deputy did not arrive

on the morning of December 21, 1984, Joyner and Plueddemann searched the

two individuals rather than allow them to take marijuana on site. One

suspect was found with two packages of marijuana in his pants. The

other had a package of marijuana and a small amount of cocaine. The

marijuana was packaged in individual glassine bags typically used for

distribution. Id.

35. CP8L's primary concern in this instance was not with probable

cause to search, or, for that matter, with any of the formalities

prerequisite to an arrest and conviction. CP8L's overriding concern was

with preventing drugs from entering its site. The law enforcement

authorities wanted to make arrests, and to do so in such a way as to

maximize the chance of conviction, requiring that proper law enforcement

procedures be followed. Thus the action which would serve CPSL's

objectives was not the same action which would best serve the objectives

of law enforcement authorities.

4. De ut Hensle 's Testimon

36. We give separate attention to the testimony of Deputy Hensley

because he spent more time on site than did Williams, the other

undercover agent, and because Hensley provided the most detailed
1

information about what occurred during the undercover investigation. As
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noted above, Deputy Hensley was at the Harris site 5 days a week from

early November 1984 through early January 1985, excluding holidays. Tr.

9169 (Hensley); Hoard Finding 14. The first purchase of. drugs was

accomplished after one and one-half hours on site, which might suggest

that drugs were easy to acquire. However, this was a "controlled buy",

in that the informant actually made the purchase in Deputy Hensley's

presence and under Hensley's supervision, after Hensley had given the

informant the money with which to make the purchase. Tr. 9229

(Hensley).

37. The investigation resulted in the arrest of eight site

employees for sales to officers and in the identification of 53 others

suspected of drug activity. Tr. 8568 (King); Tr. 9174 (Hensley). The7

original 21 individuals whose identity was provided by CPEL are included

in the 61 either arrested for or suspected of drug activity. Tr. 8568

(King). In addition, Hensley testified that he observed about .40 other

employees, whom he could not identify, either using or being connected

with drugs on the job. Tr. 9175. He also stated that he suspected,

based on "intelligence" being gathered, another 100 employees. Tr.

9241; Tr. 9263-64.

38. CP&L contends that if Hensley was close enough to observe the

40 employees allegedly engaging in drug activity he should have been

able to identify these employees by their hardhat color and the

7 Hensley testified that the number was 51 or 53. Tr. 9174.
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identification letters on the hardhats. App. RF 27. There are

approximately 15 different hardhat colors, and each color identifies a

particular craft or function. Tr. 8975 (Joyner). These hats have

letters and numbers which also identify the crew. The markings on the

hats are approximately 3 inches high. Id. CPEL employees wear light

blue hats. Tr. 8978 (Joyner). These hats have decals with half-inch

identification letters. Tr. 8979 (Joyner). Visitors to the site wear

whatever hats are available in the lobby. Tr. 8980 (Joyner). Based on

the number of hat colors, the various sizes of letters and numbers on

the hats, and the fact that visitors wear a variety of different hats,

we do not believe it unreasonable for Hensley to have been unable to

identify specific crafts, crews, or„ individuals on the basis of the

hardhat colors and markings. = Also, Hensley may have been reluctant to

peer closely at hardhat identification markings. Even if he had been

able to determine the craft and crew from the markings, Hensley may

have had a difficult time keeping notes of such information without

attracting attention to himself.

39. We accept Hensley's belief that he observed about 40

unidentified employees engaged in drug activity and that as a trained

law enforcement officer he was probably correct as to most of those

employees.

40. Deputy Hensley's testimony was somewhat ambiguous concerning

the scope of his investigation around the site. At the beginning of his

cross-examination, he confirmed the accuracy of a statement attributed

to him by Lt. Self, and reported in Ms. Burch's testimony, that "Deputy
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Hensley began to develop intelligence which indicated that there were

several cliques dealing drugs at the Harris plant . . . ." Burch at

4-5; Tr. 9176. , The reference to "several cliques" seems to suggest that

there might have been several drug sales operations on site, possibly

operating independently of each other. If that were so, and if Hensley

had only managed to infiltrate one such operation, serious concerns

might arise about the extent of drpg activity on site. Similarly, if
Hensley had worked primarily in one area of the plant or with one craft

(e.g., electricians), that might suggest that the 61 definite

identifications he made of employees involved in drug activity were a

small part of a larger problem. Some other Hensley statements point

toward, but more point away, from these concerns.

41. Deputy Hensley testified that the word "clique" (which

possibly originated with Ms. Burch) means the same thing, to him, as

"group." He testified that: "The scope was to try to determine as many

individuals as there were involved in drugs at the plant as we could,

and in order to do that we had to move elsewhere out -of this little
group." Tr. 9232-33. In a similar vein, Hensley testified that:

HENSLEY: I . . . acted on the informant's information. The people
he originally started introducing me to that were dealing
in drugs, or using drugs, were people that were on his
work crew and people that they partied with off the site,
and associates by some means~or another with other folks.

JUDGE KELLEY: An interrelated group of people?

HENSLEY: Yes, I would say that is correct.

JUDGE KELLEY: Now, did you function while you were there primarily with
,

that group of people'
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HENSLEY:

Tr. 9249.

While I was on site, yes.

42. On the other hand, other Hensley testimony seems inconsistent

with his having been confined to a small area of the site or one or two
1

types of craftworkers. Thus, when Hensley spoke of "moving elsewhere

out of this little group," he was thinking in terms of moving from the

day shift to the night shift. Tr. 9232-33, 9225. At that time,

approximately 5000 employees, were working the day shift and only about

800 employees were on the night shift. Tr. 8527 (Joyner). Thus if one

were to postulate several independent drug dealing "groups" it is

reasonable to assume that most, if not all, of them would be working the

day shift, which comprised over 85% of total workers. Yet Hensley

apparently thought he had no other "group" to go to on the day shift.

43. Although Hensley repeatedly used the words "group" and

"groups" in referring to persons involved in drug activity, he noted at

one point that "group" is "probably the wrong term to use. The

informant we were using was associated with these people." Tr. 9234.

Captain. Lanier suggested at this point, with Hensley's apparent

concurrence, that:

I.B]ack during the operation there were several groups within
the first shift that the informant associated with either
through work or off the site. There were certain suppliers or
dealers within each of these groups, but it would only throw
suspicion on him if he developed one supplier in one group.
There was a closeness between the dealers on site sufficient
to the point where if he went to one supplier and placed an

order, and then in the same day or in the same work period
went to another supplier that it would draw suspicion. They
were that close knit a group.
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Tr. 9236. Lanier's statement suggests the existence of several

"subgroups" in the first shift whose members knew each other, bought and

sold to each other, and were themselves a "group" who dealt with the

informant and, to some extent, with Hensley. Given that reading of

these rather confusing portions of testimony, one would expect that

Hensley's activities were not confined to a small area of the site or a

few crafts. Other testimony tends to confirm that reading.

44. Hensley testified of the informant's associates that "most

were electricians, some pipefitters, people that he had been purchasing

drugs off of . . . ." Tr. 9234-35. Further, he stated that "No, they

were not all in the same craft." Apparently, the employees he saw

buying drugs included some quality assurance inspectors. Tr. 9224.

Furthermore Hensley's "cover" job gave him free access to all parts of

the plant. Tr. 8527. His first purchase was made in a cable spreading

room (Tr. 9230) and his last purchase was made in the parking lat. Tr.

9238. The following colloquy between counsel for the Applicants and

Deputy Hensley illustrates Hensley's mobility on site:

COUNSEL: And when you were undercover and working at the plant site,
did you limit yourself in any way geographically to one small
area?

HENSLEY: No, I tried to go throughout the whole plant. A lot initially
I was restricted to the area of where the people the informant
knew were doing drugs.

The longer the operation went on, I started moving through the
plant more.

Tr. 9266.
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45. The Board can draw no firm conclusions from Hens 1 ey '

testimony about "groups" engaged in drug activity. His use of the term

was v'ry imprecise. The weight of the evidence suggests, however, that

he was referring primarily to a site-wide "group" of dealers on the day

shift who had associations with his informant and, to some extent, with

him. Taken as a whole and in context, the evidence does not indicate

that there were several other "groups" of dealers operating on the day

shift that he had been unable to infiltrate.
46. Deputy Hensley testified that based on his observations and on

impressions gained from general conversations with people he had dealt

with, drug use at the Harris site is "widespread." Tr. 9255. He based

this conclusion in part on his estimate that there were an additional

100-200 employees on site involved with drugs than those he was able to

identify and that since he could not see or watch everybody on site the

actual number of persons involved with drugs had to be more than the

number he was able to identify. Tr. 9256 (Hensley). However, since the

Harris investigation was Hensley's first undercover narcotics operation

(Tr. 9167-68 (Hensley)] it is difficult to determine what comparative

standard, if any, Hensley was using to judge the extent of drug activity

at Harris. When asked how his opinion of "widespread" drug use at

In addition to the meanings discussed above, Hensley equated the
term "group" with "the general work force," departing completely
from the ordinary meaning of a relatively small, cohesive number of
people. Tr. 9251.
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Harris compared to the 5-12K stated by Bensinger, Hensley responded

"[ajs far as overall at Shearon Harris, probably 5-12K, somewhere in

that area, would be an accurate statement. I don't know." Tr. 9246

(Hensley). He later testified that he did not have an estimate of the

percentage of the site population which might be involved with drugs.

Tr. 9256-57 (Hensley).

47. While the Board found Deputy Mensley to be a straightforward

and credible witness about what he personally saw and did, we cannot

attach much weight to his somewhat inconsistent estimates of overall

drug use at the site. We 'discuss hereafter the significance of the

numbers of arrests and identifications made as a result of the

undercover investigation with respect to the "widespread use" issue.

5. Assessments of the Results of the
n ercover nvests at>on

48. CCNC and the NCAG claim, based on the results of the

undercover investigation, that drug use at Shearon Harris is widespread.

CP8L claims that it is not, and bases its conclusion on the undercover

investigation, as well as several other factors discussed below. Deputy

Hensley's testimony has been discussed at Board findings 36-47, above.

We now consider the opinion of others involved in the undercover

investigation.

49. Supervisor Burch testified that the results of the

investigation cannot be used to show there is no drug problem at Harris.

Tr. 9306. Not only does Burch's testimony evidence a lack of
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understanding of the issue -- in that no one has claimed that there is

no drug problem at the Harris site (or, for that matter, at any large

construction site) -- but her testimony was based almost entirely on

what Agent Williams told her. She had virtually no personal knowledge

about the factual issues in this case. Supervisor Burch also testified

that "widespread" meant that there were drugs in several areas of the

site (Tr. 9310), although she later testified she was not using the term

in only a geographic sense. Tr. 9311. Her opinion, based on her
r

experience as a law enforcement officer, was that if one dealer in one

area was caught, she did not be'lieve he or she could be the only one in

that area engaging in drug activity. Tr. 9310. Assuming the accuracy

of that statement, we do not believe that a conclusion of widespread use

follows from it.
50. Agent Williams, although he spent less time than Hensley at

the site, also expressed an opinion concerning the outcome of the

investigation. Williams testified that there was drug use and dealing

in the CPKL parking lot and at a nearby grocery store. Williams at 8.

Based on his "intelligence" gathered at the site, Williams concluded

that "there were a lot more drugs at the Harris site and that more

people could be caught with drugs", but because of CP8L's policies the

undercover agents would have had to make their buys off site. Id.

51. CPLL witnesses King and Joyner testified that they had no

knowledge about specific persons at the site using drugs and that if
they did know of anyone at the site involved in illegal drug activity

that individual would be removed from the site. Both further testified
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that they had no estimate of the number of persons now on site involved

in drugs. Tr. 8816-18 (King, Joyner). In its proposed findings CPSL

claims that even accepting the accuracy of Hensley's estimate of l00-200

employees involved in drug activity (including the 40 seen but not

identified by name, and the estimate of up to 100 others) this does not

represent widespread drug use in a population of over 6000. App. RF 34.

Mr. Bensinger testified that from 5-'12% of the working population may be

using illegal drugs, on and off the job. His opinion is that "a figure

in the upper limits of 10K all employees at a job site would represent

widespread use." Tr. 8338-39. Mr. Bensinger did not venture an opinion

as to the percent of the Shearon Harris work force that may be involved

in illegal drug activity.

52. The Board will not make a finding concerning alleged

widespread drug use at the Harris site on the basis of one undercover

investigation. We have discussed that investigation in detail -because

it provided the original impetus for this contention and because, owing

to conflicting testimony, a large portion of the hearing record focuses

on it. However, there are other important indicators of the extent of

drug use at the site which, taken together, are also significant. We

will base our conclusion about alleged "widespread" drug use on a

balance of all relevant factors.

E. Em lo ee Terminations for Alle ed Dru Activit

53. CPEL reported that "[a] review has been made of Security, CPEL

and Daniel records to provide an assessment of the extent of drug
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activity among employees at the Shearon Harris site (CPSL, Daniel and/or

other contractor employees) since February 1978, and through October 15,

1985. Nore than 26,000 people have been employed at the site during

this time period. " App. PF 69.

54. "CPSL has identified 218 employees as confirmed or suspected

10
of some level of involvement with controlled substances. None of

these 218 individuals are now employed at Shearon Harris." App. PF 70.

The following data, referred to at the hearing as the "matrix",

indicates the bases for personnel actions on these employees:

Presence of drugs confirmed through
urinalysis drug screening:

'I

Found to be in possession of a

controlled substance on site:

23

54

Arrested off site:

Arrested on site:

Refused to submit to a urina lysi s
test or a search of their person,
property or vehicle: 50

At the time of the hearing, and during .the 1984 undercover
investigation, the dai ly employee population was approximately
6,000. Thi s number was lower during the earl ier years of
construction. Tr. 8346-47 (Ferguson).

In addition, by stipulation with CCNC, Applicants agreed to treat
five employees of CONAN Inspection, who performed preservice,
baseline eddy current testing on the Harris Plant steam generators,
in the same manner as employees potentially implicate) in dtug
activity for purposes of reevaluating their work. Tr'. 8891-92.
CCNC witness had made certain drug use accusations against certain
CONAN employees in prefiled testimony. The Board encouraged CCNC

and the Applicants to enter into the stipulation withdrawing that
testimony as a means of avoiding collateral issues.
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Suspicion, based on less than
search or testing: ~ 77

Total as of October 15, 1985 218

Applicants'ssessment Testimony at 12; Applicants Exhibit 51.

55. These statistics do not prove that a terminated employee's job

performance was impaired, since terminations were for any suspected

drug-related activity, without regard to actual consumption or work

impairment. Applicants'ssessment Testimony at 15. Further, a high

rate of detection of drug activity can be caused by a high rate of drug

activity or by a high level of enforcement of anti-drug policies, or

both. Used in isolation, arrests or dismissals for drug activity can be

misleading because they can seem to show that the sites with the most

effective drug abuse prevention efforts have the highest rate of dru9
k

activity (because they have the most arrests and dismissals, for

example), when these indicators may actually reflect a relatively low

rate of drug activity at a particular site. Id. at 19. App. PF 71.

56. CCNC asserts, citing Tr. 8504, that the . 218 . employee

terminations include 29 individuals identified from a six-week

investigation in 1982, and that these 29 plus the 61 identified in the

1984 investigation show that over 40K of all workers terminated because

of drug activity have been identified through the two undercover

11
CPS< knows of .no instances of employees being impaired by drugs on
site. Tr. 8841-42 (Joyner, King, Hindman).
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investigations. CCNC PF 23. Their are two flaws in CCNC's argument.

First, CCNC fails to acknowledge that prior to the 1984 investigation,

CPSL security provided law enforcement officers with a list of 21

suspected employees. Tr. 8568 (King). Thus the number of workers

identified in the 1984 investigation was 40, not 61. Secondly, Mr. King

did not testify that the 29 individuals identified in 1982 are included

in the matrix. See Tr. 8813. Mr. King testified that these individuals

have been released from the job site, although all of them may not have

been released in 1982. Mr. King did not know how many of the 29 were

either immediately terminated or later terminated for involvement with

drugs. Tr. 8813 (King). (We note the maximum number that could have

been terminated in 1982 is 8, since that is the total terminated for all

of 1982. See Board Finding 57.) In any event, if the 29 were not

included in the matrix and the 1984 number is actually 40, then CCNC's

claim that over 40» of all workers terminated because of drug activity

have been identified through the two undercover investigations is

without merit.

57. The number of employees terminated by year since 1979 is as

follows:

Year

Number of
employees
terminated

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

1 2 ' 8 8 27 163
P

Total number of employees terminated = 218
as of October 15, 1985.
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Tr. 8806 (Hindman); Applicants'xhibit 51.

58. These figures show a large increase in the number of
12

terminations in 1985 over the year 1984 and previous years. CPKL's

witness Hindman offered four reasons why the number increased so

markedly in 1985. First, Mr. Hindman cited the general increase in drug

use in American society. Second, he pointed to a doubling of the site

population in 1984 over 1983. Third, Hindman noted the changing nature

of the work site, explaining that in the early years there was not much

cover and work was performed by large, closely supervised crews.

Finally, he mentioned the heightened awareness of the drug situation. 13

Tr. 8899-8900, 8902 (Hindman); 8973-74 (Bensinger).

59. The Board finds each of these reasons persuasive to some

degree, particularly the doubling of the site work force. However, we

believe that CPhL's increased emphasis on drug detection played the

largest, role in the dramatic increase in terminations in 1985.

12

13

CP&L asserts that the correct numbers of terminations for 1984
should be 87, and for 1985 should be 103, because 60 of those
terminated in 1985 were actually identified in 1984. App. RF 35.
Under that reasoning, however, the final number for 1985 could be
expected to rise significantly, due to persons being "identified"
in 1985 and not terminated until 1986.

Although from Mr. Hindman's testimony it was not entirely clear
whether he was referring the Applicants'wareness or the awareness
by employees of CP8L

' policies, from his later testimony it
appears that he was referring to the Applicants'eightened
awareness of drug activity and its actions in instituting and
enforcing more stringent drug control policies. Tr. 8900-01
(Hindman).
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60. Applicants claim the drug activity at the Harris site that has

been identified by CPSL, its contractors, and law enforcement

representatives, as a percent of the site work force is less than

one-eighth of the national work forces'ercentage of drug abusers.

.: App. PF 72. The national figure provided by Mr. Bensinaer was 5-12%.

Applicants'ssessment Testimony at 17-18. The total number of

employees terminated (218) is less than 1% of the total Harris work

force of 26,000. If the average of the national average 5-12» is 8".,

then 1% compared to 8~ is indeed one-eighth.

61. Viewed in isolation, the total number of employees actually

terminated over time does not suggest "widespread" drug use, since that

statistic represents slightly less than 1% of the total work force over

time. However, that termination statistic cannot be viewed in

isolation. For one thing, it distorts the dimensions of the problem at

particular times, particularly 1985, when about 200 (extrapolated to

year's 'nd) employees (over 3X of the current work force) were

terminated for drug use. Furthermore, drug sales and use are illegal,

clandestine activities and not all drug dealers and users get caught.

Mr. Bensinger estimated that the number of persons involved in drug

activity is roughly 20 to 30% higher than the number identified and

terminated. Tr. 8967. Thus, termination statistics are a function of

We note that CCNC is mistaken in its assertion that Mr. Bensinger
testified that the number of users identified in 1985 represented

(Footnote Continued)
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the effectiveness of an employer's policies and procedures to prevent

drug activity. Even under the best of anti-drug programs, some drug

activity will occur and ecape detection. We assess further the

significance of the Shearon Harris termination statistics following our

discussion of the CP&L drug prevention program.

F. Indirect Indicators of Dru Activit
62. Other significant indicators of the extent of drug activity

include site accident rates, the quantity of drugs found on employees

and in stash areas over time, and the age of the site work force. We

examine each of these in turn.

1. Site Accident Rates

63. Me agree with Applicants that "a high rate of arrests and

dismissals with a low accident rate would suggest a low relative rate of

drug use and effective intervention. A high rate of arrests and

dismissals, however, when found with high accident rates would suggest a

higher rate of drug abuse. A low- rate'f arrests and dismissals with a

high accident rate would reflect ineffective intervention.
Applicants'ssessment

Testimony at 19-20; DuPont at 13." App. PF 73.

(Footnote Continued)

20-305 of the total number of persons involved in drug activity.
CCNC PF 24.



64. "The Daniel Construction Company and its subcontractor (Davis

Electric Company) have a 0.80 incidence of lost workday accident cases

per 200,000 work hours for the period November 1984 through July 1985.

For the immediately preceding year (November 1983 though October 1984),

the figure was 0.30. By comparison, the North Carolina State Department

of Labor, Injury Statistics (1983-Construction) show a 4.7 incidence of

lost workday accident cases per 200,000 work hours for heavy

construction in North Carol,ina. The national average - Construction

1984 Edition "Accident Facts National Safety Council" - for heavy

construction in this same category is 3.5.

65. During 1984, CPSL employees at Harris experienced 0.79 lost

workdays from accidents per 200,000 work hours, compared to 1.23 lost

workdays for the Company as a whole. Additionally, the Harris project

has experienced no fatal accidents. The Board finds this to be an

excellent safety record and a strong indication of a low rate of

substance abuse. If dr'ug use were widespread at the Harris Plant, one

would expect to see a higher accident rate among the site work force.

Applicants'ssessment Testimony at 20; DuPont at 13." App. PF 74.

2. (}uantit of Dru s Found

66. Another indirect indicator of the level of drug activity is

the quantity of drugs involved in the drug related incidents at the

site. Applicants'stimate, based upon a review of its site security

files, is that CP8L security has confiscated misdemeanor amounts of

approximately 282 grams of marijuana, 4.5 grams of cocaine, 50 pills
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(controlled) and 450 pills (non-schedule). CP8L's estimates of drugs

collected and given to the WCSD in felony amounts are 16 ounces of

marijuana and 3 grams of cocaine. Applicants'ssessment Testimony at

12. These estimates do not include the drugs purchased during the

1984-85 undercover investigation. Oeputy Hensley testified that during

the investigation he purchased 7 grams of cocaine, 4.5 ounces of

marijuana, 5 grams of crystal (methamphetamine), and 16 ounces of

hashish, which cost a total of $ 1,725. Applicants'nvestigation

Testimony, Attachment 5; Tr. 9207-08.

67. Both NCAG and CCNC speculate that an unnamed supervisor 'was

bringing pound quantities of cocaine into the site. CCNC PF 14; NCAG PF

,5; Tr. 9182-83 (Hensley). They base this claim on information that a

worker allegedly told Hensley about pound quantities coming on site from

Florida. Tr. 9182 (Hensley). No details, such as the suspected

dealer's name, or dates the cocaine might be delivered, were. offered

concerning this speculation, nor was the testimony corroborated. The

Board believes this testimony is too speculative to serve as the basis

for a finding that'anyone at the plant was dealing in large quantities

of cocaine.

68. CCNC attributes to Mr. Bensinger testimony that "drug dealers

on site are more of concern than simple use". CCNC PF 27. However, Mr.

Bensinger actually testified that "the information on dealing on site 'is

more serious than use...although at a work location people generally

will sell and exchange and deal to friends, people they know or are

introduced to." Tr. 8597. CCNC fails to state the inference to be
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drawn from this testimony. We agree that larger quantities of drugs,

typically possessed by dealers, are a greater cause for concern than

simple use of small quantities. However, on this issue the record

weighs in Applicants'avor, since the quantities of drugs confiscated

generally indicate personal use, rather than large scale distribution.

Tr. 8596-98 (King, Bensinger); Applicants'ssessment Testimony at

12-16; See also Tr. 8344, 8575 .(Bensinger).

69. In addition, the record includes the results of 16 drug

detection dog searches performed at the Harris site. Most searches were

negative, and the positive searches discovered only minute quantities of

marijuana. Mackonis and Mathias at 10-12; Tr. 8994-95 (Mackonis).

70. CCNC claims that Ms. Mackonis, handler of the drug detection

dog at the site, testified that during one of her searches the dog

identified 11 out of the 200-500 cars in the parking lot. CCNC then

postulates that since there are usually several thousand cars in the

parking lot, there would be an average of 60-150 cars in the parking lot
which would have drugs or residue from drugs in them. CCNC PF 28. If
the dog detected drugs associated with ll out of 200 vehicles this

represents 5.5X of the cars. Eleven cars out of 500 is 2.2X. Assuming

that, on a given day, 2l to 6X of the cars in the parking lot caused a

dog to signal the presence of drugs, these figures would not be

inconsistent with our findings about drug activity at the site. See

Board Findings 124-139. In any event, searches of 10 of the vehicles

the fol 1 owing day were negative (one employee refused to permi t a

vehicle search). Mackonis and Mathias at ll. However, such results are
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not conclusive since drug odors might have dissipated or drugs might

have been removed from the vehicle before it was searched.

3. A e of Site Work Force

71, CCNC cites Dr. DuPont's testimony (although CCNC's citations

to the record are incorrect) that males in the 18-25 age group have the

highest rate of drug use in American society. DuPont at 5; CCNC PF 49.

CCNC then citgs age and gender data for current CPSL employees, and

concludes that "[t]he Harris work force is primarily young males." CCNC

PF 49. The age and gender data for CP8L employees is as follows:

~Ae

18-25

Hale

77

Female

37

Total

114

26-35 444 91 535

36-66 279 27 306

TOTAL 800 + 155 955

Applicants'xhibit 53 (Supplemental Affidavit of William J. Hindman,

Jr. on Gender Age Information About Certain Harris Employees, dated

November 26, 1985).

72. The very data identified in CCNC's proposed finding, however,

contradict CCNC's conclusion. App. RF 39. Only 77 of the 955 CPhL

employees are males in the 18 to 25 age group. For Daniel/Davis

employees, males under 25 constitute 13% of the employees, and for gA

inspectors, they represent only 5X of the employees. Applicants'
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Exhibit 53 (Supplemental Affidavit of William J. Hindman, Jr. on Gender

and Age Information About Certain Harris Employees, dated November 26,

1985); App. RF 39.

73. According to Dr. DuPont, in 1982 64% of 18-25 year olds had

used marijuana at least once in their lives and 28K had used it in the

month before the survey. By comparison, 23K of those 26 years of age

and older had ever used marijuana, and 7% had used it in the month prior

to the survey. The equivalent percentages for cocaine, the second most

commonly used illegal drug, were 29K (at least once) and 7X (in the

previous month) for 18-25 year olds, and 9% and ll for those 26 years

and older. DuPont at 4. Thus, the relevant age group for our purposes

is 18-25. The Board finds that the percentage of males in the age group

18-25 i s qui te smal l, about BX of the CPKL work force and 13~ of

Daniel/Davis employees. Even if the males in the age group 18-35 were

included, the percentage would be slightly more than one-half of the

total CP8L employees (54~). These age statistics are not indicative of

a high level of drug activity.

G. Observations of Persons Workin on Site

74. The Board heard testimony from several persons who have worked

at the Shearon Harris site. All but one of these witnesses, Ns, Patty

Miriello, expressed the opinion that drug use at the plant is not

widespread.
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75. CCNC witness Miriello was employed at the site from April,
- ~

1984 to August, 1985. Applicants'itness Joyner testified that Ms.

Miriello "
was dismissed by CPSL on August 30, 1985 because of her

inability to function cooperatively with her co-workers and supervisors.

Applicants'ssessment Testimony at 15. Ms. Miriello testified that

drug abuse at the Harris Plant is widespread. Testimony of Patty

Miriello for Conservation Council, ff. Tr. 9084 (hereafter "Miriello")

at 5-6. She testified that on one occasion she "observed seven or eight

workers up on the boilers smoking marijuana . . . in plain view of the

administration building." Miriello at 4. The reliability of this

observation is subject to question, in light of her admission on

cross-examination that the view of the boilers -- 660 feet from the

administration building —is obscured by another building. Tr. 9117-18

(Miriello).

76. Ms. Miriello also testified that she smelled marijuana when

walking through the Oaniel parking lot (Miriello at 4) but she did not

attempt to identify the individuals involved or report the incidents to

site authorities Tr. 9118, 9150-51. Nor did she include these

observations in her affidavit of September 6, 1985, in opposition to

Applicants'ummary disposition motion. Tr. 9115-16 (Miriello). In

15
Ms. Miriello was employed by Nuclear Energy Services from April
1984 to February 1985. She was employed by CPEL from February 25
until August 30, 1985. Miriel1 o at 2; Applicants 'ssessment
Testimony at 14.
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that regard, Ms. Miriello testified that she recalled these incidents

before the affidavit was filed, but that the "priority there was the

safety issue with the steam generator tubing", and that she and CCNC

were in a rush to get that brouqht to the attention of. the public. Tr.

9116. We find this statement difficult to credit. The few lines

necessary for Ms. Miriello to state her alleged observation of the

boiler incident and parking lot incidents could not have delayed

submission of her affidavit,

incorporate all of her concerns.

which we initially understood to

77. The alleged incident of workers smoking marijuana on the

boilers occurred in October 1984. Miriello at 4. However, in a guality

Check Employee Exit guestionnaire signed by Ms. Miriello on February 19,

1985, she indicated that she had reported no safety concerns, and that

she had no unreported concerns. Applicants'xhibit 41. At the

hearing, Ms. Miriello stated that she "didn't care" about completing

this form, and refused to acknowledge what she had marked on the form.

Tr. 9105-08. Although an occasional inconsistency in testimony is to be

expected as memories fade, we find that Ms. Miriello's testimony is

16

17

Ms. Miriel 1 o also testified, in contradiction, that she had
reported the concerns on drug activity to the FBI in November 1984.
Tr. 9109 (Miriello).

Ms. Miriello also misstated her qualifications by testifying that
she has an M.S. degree from Pennsylvania State University, when in
fact the degree has not been conferred. ~Com are Niriello at 2 with
Tr. 9114 (Mi.riello).
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unusually inconsistent. In addition, Ms. Miriello threatened CP&L in

writing that she would attempt to stop the plant through intervention in

this proceeding if she were fired. Tr. 9101 (Miriello);
Applicants'ssessment

Testimony at 15. In fact, Ms. Miriello contacted counsel for

CCNC within two days after her dismissal by CP&L. Tr. 9110

(Miriello). Finally, the Board observed Ms. Miriello's open hostility18

toward CP&L at" the hearing. For all of the foregoing reasons, we give

very little weight to Ms. Miriello's testimony.

78. A panel of CP&L witnesses associated with drug prevention at

the site testified on the extent of drug activity. Mr. Hindman,

Manager, Harris Project Administration, has been employed by CP&L at the

Harris site full time since February 1979, and was on site part time

before that date. Applicants'nvestigation Testimony at 1. His

opinion is that drug abuse is not widespread among site employees.

Applicants'ssessment Testimony at 16-17, 21. Mr. Joyner, a law

enforcement officer who has investigated alleged drug activity at the

site for six years, testified that drug use at the site has not been

widespread. Applicants'ssessment Testimony at 16. Mr. King, who has

been on site frequently in his seven years of employment with CP&L, also

concluded that drug abuse is not widespread. Applicants'nvestigation

Testimony at 2-3; Applicants'ssessment Testimony at 16-17, 21; App. PF

18 Although Ms. Miriello testified that she thought she had contacted
counsel for CCNC earlier, she could not recall when she did so.
Tr. 9110 (Miriello).
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4

81. As indicated in some of our other findings, the Board does not

agree with these CPSL enforcement witnesses'n some respects.

Nevertheless, we believe that their testimony on the overall question of

widespread use was sincere and informed.

79. Nr. Prevatte, the NRC Resident Inspector at Harris from March

1983-October 1985, testified that he is on the site almost daily, has

free access to the entire site, can observe workers at any time or

location, and spends the majority of his time in actual inspection in

the field, but has never obsgr'ved drug use on the site. Tr. 10,164

(Prevatte); Tr. 8679-80, 8755, 8759. Although Prevatte acknowledged

that drug use has occurred on the site, based upon his experience, he

does not believe "it is a dominant factor that is occurring

continuously, that high percentages of people are using [drugs] on

site." Tr. 8760-61. Prevatte testified that he has been trained to

identify drug use, and that he would be able to detect someone under the

strong influence of drugs. Tr. 8762. Finally, Prevatte testified that

if there had been widespread drug use at the Harris site, he would have

seen direct evidence of it over time. Tr. 8764. The Board believes

that Prevatte would have been able to detect an employee exhibiting

noticeable signs of drug use. However, Hr. Prevatte's primary.

responsibility was to make inspections of the plant, not to look for

evidence of drug use. We therefore believe he simply might not have

noticed employees who were using drugs infrequently or at low doses.
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H. A licants'ru Abuse Control Policies and Procedures

1. Introduction

80. The Applicants presented extensive testimony concerning their

policies and programs for control of illegal drug activity. Witnesses

testifying for the Applicants included Peter B. Bensinger, a consultant

and former Administrator of the U.S.. Drug Enforcement Agency; John D.

Ferguson, Director - Personnel Relations at Harris; Garry W. Flowers,

Manager of Corporate Security at Daniel International Corporation; and

A. Reid Pannill, Daniel's Personnel Manager at Harris from 1982 to 1985.

Tr. 8326. A panel comprised of William J. Hindman, Jr., Michael W.

King, D. Glenn Joyner, and Peter B. Bensinger also testified for

Applicants . concerning their drug abuse policies and procedures. Tr.

8893. Dog handlers Dana B. Mackonis and Kenneth A. Mathias testified

concerning the use of drug detection dogs at the Harris site. Tr. 8993.

The NRC Staff presented the testimony of Loren L. Bush, Jr., Senior

Security Specialist with the Operating Reactors Branch, Division of

Inspection Programs, Office of Inspection and Enforcement, U.S. NRC.

Tr. 8653. Francis T. Long, William R. Tobin III, and Richard L.

Prevatte also testified for the'taff. Mr. Long is Technical Assistant

to the Regional Administrator, Region II, U.S. NRC. Mr. Tobin is Senior

Physical Security Inspector, Harris Plant. Mr. Prevatte was Senior

Resident Inspector for Construction at the Shearon Harris Plant from

Marish 1983 to October 1985. Tr. 8653.
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2. CPEL Policies and Procedures

81. CPAL employees at the Harris site are subject to CPEL's Drug

and Alcohol Abuse Statement of Practice. The statement, excluding the

provisions related to alcohol abuse, is as follows:
tg

The use, possession, or sale of narcotics, hallucinogens,
depressants, stimulants, marijuana, or other controlled
substances by an employee whil.e on Company business or on
Company property will result in disciplinary action, including
possible termination.

Any other use, possession, or sale of narcotics,
hallucinogens, depressants, marijuana, or controlled
substances by an employee that may adversely affect the
employee's job performance, or that may reflect unfavorably
upon public or governmental confidence in, the manner in which
the Company carries out its responsibilities, may result in
disciplinary action, including possible termination.

This statement of practice does not apply to medication
prescribed by a licensed physician and taken in accordance
with such prescription.

Applicants'estimony of Peter B. Bensinger, John D. Ferguson, Garry W.

Flowers and A. Reid Pannill on Drug Abuse Control Policies and Training,

ff. Tr. 8326 {hereafter "Bensinger et al."), at 8. CPSL has also adopted

a Drug and Alcohol 1nterdepartmental Procedure, which prescribes

responsibilities for implementing the policy. Id. at 8-9;
Applicants'xhibit

30; App. PF 12.

19
The Applicants presented extensive testimony detailing their drug
control program and policies. Although CCNC alleges defects in the
Applicants'rograms and policies, for the most part the
Applicants'estimony on this issue went unchallenged. We

therefore adopt much of the Applicants'roposed Findings
(Footnote Continued)
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82. CCNC alleges that CP8L policy on drug use on site is unclear,

citing Tr. 8406-08. CCNC PF 39. The Board agrees with
Applicants'eply

that "CCNC's proposed finding is entirely misplaced. [At the

cited transcript page] Judge Kelley was questioning
Applicants'itnesses

on the second paragraph [of the policy], which addresses

off-site drug activity. There is no testimony which questions the

clarity of the first paragraph, and. the Hoard fails to see how the

policy against drug activity on site could be clearer. " App. RF 7.

83. Prospective CP&L Harris site employees "are fully informed of

the Company's Drug and Alcohol Abuse Statement of Practice and related

Drug and Alcohol Interdepartmental Procedures. They are advised that a

thorough five-year background investigation will be conducted, that dru9

screening procedures are a part of the required pre-employment physical

(Footnote Continued)

concerning measures taken to prevent drug activi,ty at the Harris
site. Portions of the Applicants'indings 'which have been
paraphrased by the Board bear the appropriate finding number.
Those portions adopted in whole are designated with quotation marks
and the appropriate finding number.

20
As to the paragraph on off-sste activity, Applicants explained the
basis in judicial precedent for articulating a nereus between the
policy and the employment. Tr . 8406 (Bensinger). It was also
explained that the Statement, rather than exem)ting off-site
qctivity, provides the basis for CPSL personnel action with regard
Co such activity. Tr. 8409 (Bensinger, Ferguson). The first
sentence of the CP8L Chairman/President statement in the

employees'eference

Manual is that "[d]rug and alcohol abuse whether on or
off the job is a serious concern to our Company." Applicants'x.
31 at 2. The record demonstrates that in fact CP8L and Daniel do
terminate employees for off-site drug activity.

Applicants'ssessmentTestimony, ff. Tr. 8893, at 12; Tr. 8405 (Flowers).
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examination, and that a professional evaluation using the Minnesota

Mul t'iphas i c Personal i ty Inventory (MMP I ) is a part of the total

preemployment procedure." If the drug screen indicates the presence of

drugs or contr'oiled substances not properly obtaiAed and used, the

applicant will not be considered further for employment. "Also, if the

MMPI indicates a background of or tendency toward drug or alcohol abuse

or aberrant behavior in the opinion of professional advisors to the

Compapy, they may not be considered further for employment. Bensinger

et al. at 9; [NRC Staff3 Testimony of Francis J. Long, William J. Tobin

and Richard L. Prevatte on CCNC Contention WB-3 (Drug Use During

Construction), ff. Tr. 8653 (hereafter "Long et al."), at 7." App. PF

13.

84. New Harris s i te employees attend an instructi onal program

which explains CPSL's Drug and Alcohol Abuse Practice and Procedures,

the adverse effects of drug and alcohol abuse, and CP&L's Employee

Assistance Program. Employees receive copies of the CPSL "Drug and

Alcohol Abuse Reference Manual" {Applicants'xhibit 31), which states

that the Company may conduct announced or unannounced inspections,

investigations, and searches for illegal drugs and controlled

substances, The Manual makes clear that based on the results of such

action employees may be asked to undergo a company approved medical

examinati'on, including a drug screen, and that failure to cooperate in

an inspection, investigation, or search may result in disciplinary

action, including possible dismissal. "The last page of the Manual is

detached and retained as the employee-signed record of participation in
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the orientation, of the employee's agreement to abide by the Statement

of Practice and related Procedures, and of the employee's understanding

that compliance with the Statement of Practice and related Procedures is

required for continued employment with CPINL." Bensinger et al. at 9-10;

Applicants'xhibit 31; Long et al. at 6-7; App. PF 14.

3. Contractors'ru Polic

85. By contract amendment, a drug and alcohol abuse policy is

imposed upon contractors at the Harris site. This amendment requires

the contractor to inform its employees of CPSL's drug abuse policy,

CPSL's right to search on its property, and CPSL's discretion to remove

from the site any employee who does not cooperate with or is found to be

in violation of CPSL's drug abuse policy. Bensinger et al. at ll;
Applicants'xhibit 32; App. PF 15.

86. The employees of Oaniel Construction Company .and its

subcontractors represent approximately 70% of the site work force.

Prospective Oaniel employees at the Harris site are subjected to

pre-employment background verification, including confirmation of the

dates of previous employment, job classification, performance rating,

and the reason(s) for termination. Any criminal records listed on the

employment application are reviewed, and incidents involving

drug-related activity in the applicant's background are viewed as

grounds for denial of employment. Bensinger et al. at 13-14; App. PF

16.
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87. "Daniel's drug policy at the Shearon Harris site provides that

employees are forbidden to use, sell, possess or be under the influence

of illegal drugs while on Daniel or CPSL property an'd that violation of

this prohibition „is cause for immediate discharge,. - The imjlementing

procedures provide that Daniel may take any of the following steps while

employees are on Daniel/CPEL property: observe actions of'mployees;

counsel employees; search employees'ersonal items, automobiles or

persons; require searches with canines; require drug screen urinalysis

testing. If the employee. refuses a search" or test, he/she is

immediately discharged. Bensinger et al. at 14; Applicants'xhibits

36-38." App. PF 17.

88. - All new Daniel employees and all employees transferring from

other,. Daniel work sites undergo an employee orientation, which includes

a review of the policy, a video program, and an employee handbook

describing the policy. Each employee must complete an affidavit,

retained in the site personnel file, certifying that the handbook was

received and read, and that the employee will abide by its rules.

Bensinger et al. at 15-16; App. RF 18.

89. In February, 1985 Daniel began supervisory training concerning

drug abuse at the Harris facility. Tr. 8386 (Flowers). CCNC alleges

that prio'r to early 1985 Daniel relied on its routine orientation for

workers, only a part of which included drug education and the company

policy. CCNC PF 30. Tr. 8417 (Pannill). Applicants reply that several

elements of the drug control program existed prior to 1985, including:

1) a firm policy of prohibition which was clearly communicated to all
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employees; 2) an extensive orientation program to explain the policy and

to educate employees about drugs; 3) supervisory orientation during

safety meetings on how to identify and address drug abuse; 4)

supervision monitoring employees entering and leaving the work place; 5)

random searches; 6) active surveillance in the field by Industrial

Relations; and 7) a program for employees to communicate violations.

Tr. 8417-18 (Pannill); App. RF 8. measures added to the program in

1985 no doubt increased its effectiveness. However, we are concerned
II

here with whether adequate steps are taken to control drug activity, not
I

with penalizing the Applicants'or improving their programs as

experience dictates.

4. Su ervisor Dru Awareness Trainin

90. "CPSL has a drug awareness training program for CPSL managers

and supervisors (including first-line supervisors, i.e., foremen) at the

Harris site designed to prepare them to recognize drugs and drug-related

behavior, and to understand their respopsibilities when such substances

or behaviors are observed or reported on the job. The supervisor is

responsible for reporting any information on suspected drug activity,

for removing from the job any employee having possession of or under the

influence of drugs, and for initiating disciplinary action in accordance

with the provisions of the Company's Drug and Alcohol Abuse Statement of

Practice. The drug awareness training program enables supervision to

cherry out these responsibilities effectively. In developing its drug

and alcohol abuse education efforts, CPSL utilized the expertise and
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guidance of numerous individual s and organizations with experi ence,

including other utility companies, Federal and local law enforcement

personnel, the academic community, and consulting firms with national

experience in the prevention of drug and alcohol abuse. Bensinger et

al. at 11-12." App. PF 19.

91. CP&L supervi sors and managers at the Harris Plant have

attended a "Drug and Alcohol Workshop for Supervisors." Through this

program participants learn the skills necessary to implement the

Practices and Procedures. "Each manager and supervisor receives

the CP&L Supervisor's Reference Manual, Drug and Alcohol Abuse

(Applicants'xhibit 33), which illustrates the scope and content of the

training provided. In addition to the Practices and Procedures, the

manual describes drugs of co+non abuse (including identification of the

drug, methods of use and signs/symptoms of use), guidance on observing

and documenting changes in employee behavior, guidelines for

administering CP&L's policy on drug abuse, behavior and job performance

warning signs, a check-list for observing employee behavior, and

guidelines for conducting a disciplinary interview. Bensinger et al. at

12; Applicants'xhibit 33; Long et al. at 8. In actual practice, CP&L

supervisors have identified employees involved in drug activity. Tr.

84ll (Ferguson)." App. PF 20.

92. CCNC notes that CP&L's Supervisor's Reference Manual on Drug

and Alcohol Abuse was revised on February 15, 1985, to add three new

sections which reflect training material provided to the supervisors by

Bensinger,, DuPont=and Associates in August, 1984. Tr. 8379-81 (Ferguson,

I
V
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Bensinger); CCNC PF 30. CCNC claims that prior to August, 1984 "there

was little supervisory training on the drug abuse detection." CCNC PF

30. CCNC does not offer, nor can we find, any support in the record for

this assertion. - Applicants'itnesses testified that supervisor drug

awareness training had been presented earlier, and that similar

information (reflected in the new training material) had been provided,

but not in the same format. Tr. 8382 .(Ferguson, Bensinger); App. RF 8.
I

Applicants state that the Supervisor's Reference Manual prepared in

early 1983 was not significantly modified by the February, 1985

revision, which added nine pages of text to a Manual which had been 31

pages long, and had already included: the Company Drug and Alcohol

Statement of Practice and Interdepartmental Procedure; ten pages

describing Drugs of Abuse; Observation and Documentation of Changes in

Employee- Behavior; Supervisor's Check-List in Observing Behavior; and

Guidelines for Conducting a Disciplinary Interview. Applicants'xhibit
33; App. RF 8, n. 3. While it is true that Applicants have improved

their supervisor drug awareness training program, the Board finds no

mer i t . to CCNC' cl aim that prior to August, 1984 there was 1 i ttle
l

supervisor training on drug abuse detection.

93. In 1984 CP&L increased its drug abuse control efforts. On

August 1, 1984 Mr. Peter B. Bensinger briefed CP&L management on drug

and alcohol abuse control. Subsequently, refresher training on drug and

alcohol abuse was conducted by Mr. Bensinger's associates and CP&L

personnel at the Harris site. Bensinger et al. at 2, 12-13;
Applicants'xhibit

34. In addition, CP&L employees at the Harris site, as well as
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contractor employees who attend the routine safety meetings, received a

videotape "Drug and Alcohol Abuse Refresher Training" session presented

by CP8L's Executive Vice President. Bensinger et al. at 13;
Applicants'xhibit

35; App. PF 21.

94. Daniel's supervisors also receive special training on drug

awareness and Daniel's policy. Supervisors receive the written drug

policy which appears in a Supervisor's Handbook. The supervisors are

taught to recognize drugs with high abuse rates (~e. .. marijuana,

cocaine",'nd different forms of speed), to recognize drug abuse symptoms

in an employee, and the supervisor's role in carrying out the policy.

This training program was developed from information provided by Federal

and local law enforcement agencies, medical doctors and pathologists,

and the training content has been reviewed for accuracy by law

enforcement experts and medical doctors. Bensinger et al. at 16-17;

Applicants'xhibits 39 and 40; Tr. 8413-14 (Flowers); App. PF 22.

5. CP&L Consultants'valuation of A licants'ro ram

95. "Bensinger, DuPont . and Associates has provided policy

consultation to CPSL and supervisory training to all CP8L management and

supervisory personnel at its nuclear facilities and headquarters

locations. After CCNC filed Contention WB-3, Hr. Bensinger met with

CPSL Security and Harris Project management personnel to review the

current status of efforts by CPEL and its contractors to control drug

use at the site. In addition to reviewing documentation on the Harris

site drug abuse control program, Nr. Bensinger had the manager of his
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firm's Rockville, Maryland office visit the site in order to advise him

on the actual implementation by CPSL and Daniel of their drug abuse

control policies, procedures and programs." Consequently, Mr.

Bensinger's assessment of the Harris site drug abuse control program is

based on his familiarity with the development of the program, as well as

a special review conducted for this proceeding. Bensinger et al. at

18-19; App. PF 25.

96. Mr. Bensinger outlined the key elements of an effective drug
\

abuse control program. Bensinger et al. at 19-20. The elements are

based upon the Edison Electric Institute's (EEI) "Guide to Effective

Drug and Alcohol/Fitness for Duty Policy Development" (August 1985).

(Mr. Bensinger was a consultant to the EEI Task Force which developed

the Guide. Tr. 8329-30.) According to NRC Staff witness Loren Bush,

this industry-developed standard, while not intended to be mandatory or

prescriptive, will be used voluntarily at both operating power reactors

and. those under construction to meet "fitness for duty" objectives.

Testimony of Loren L. Bush, Jr., ff. Tr. 8653 (hereafter "Bush" ) at 6;

App. PF 26. The EEI Guide describes the key elements of a drug fitness

.for duty program which include: a written policy, top management

support, effective policy communication, behavioral observation training

for supervisors, implementation training "for supervisors, union

briefing, contractor notification, law enforcement liaison, chemical

testing of body fluids, and employee assistance programs. Bush at 6-9.

97. Mr. Bensinger concluded that CP8L has undertaken all of the

principal initiatives recommended by the EEI Guide for an effective drug
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abuse control program. His assessment of the supervisor training

program at Harris is that it meets or exceeds prevailing industry

standards and meets the threat of drug abuse at the Harris site. In

particular, Bensinger testified that the training -provided to the

supervisors on identification of the symptoms of drug abuse enables the

supervisors to recognize unusual behavior and to initiate intervention

prior to the worker becoming so impaired that he or she would compromise

safety-related work. Bensinger et al. at 20-22; Tr. 8333, 8412-13,

8415-16 (Bensinger).

6. NRC Staf f Review of A 1 i cants 'ro ram

98. Based on his document review of Applicants'rogram, Staff

witness Bush also concluded that CP&L meets or exceeds all key elements

of the EEI Guide and that drug programs at the Harris site, including

those of Daniel Construction Company, are effective. Bush at 14. The

NRC Staff would have this Board conclude, on the basis of the Staff's

review, that the "various drug programs in place at the Shearon Harris

site are comprehensive and adequate and that they exceed the standards

recommended to the industry by the Edison Electric Institute." NRC PF

35. However, the Staff findings fail to address the testimony of Staff

wftness Tobin who stated that the Staff "can't make any conclusion that

this [the Harris] program has not been effective." Tr. 8715 (Tobin).

At the hearing, the Board found this statement unclear and further

questioned Tobin, who concluded that the Staff dfd not have the

"specific knowledge" to conclude that the program is in fact effective
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to prevent drug, abuse. Tr. 8717 (Tobin). The Staff performed a document

review of CPSL's program, but did not review or express any opinion on

actual program implementation. We therefore rely on Bush's <onclusion21

only on the matter of the theoretical adequacy of the Applicants'rug

control program, and not on the implementation and results of the

program.
J

7. Means for Identif in Dru Activit
99. CPEL employs several means for identifying violations of the

drug abuse control procedures at the Harris site. In addition to

pre-employment screening, these means - include security measures,

urinalysis drug screen testing, and the observations of managers,

supervisors, and employees. Applicants'ssessment Testimony at 3; App.

PF 31.

100. To coordinate effectively the information obtained by these

various means, CPKL has designated William J. Hindman, Jr. as

21
The Board would expect the Staff to have noted this testimony in
its Proposed Findings. However, other parties were more remiss in
failing to address unclear or contradictory statements of their own
and other parties'itnesses. NCAG addressed almost exclusively
the testimony of its own witnesses - never acknowledging the
conflicting testimony of other witnesses at the hearing. Likewise,
CCNC often failed to acknowledge any of the testimony adverse to
its own position. Findings which ignore large portions of contrary
testimony are not very useful to the Board. Furthermore, both CCNC
and the NCAG have submitted findings which are not supported by
references to the record, in contravention of 10 C.F.R. 5 2.754(c).
While we have nevertheless attempted to take such findings into
account, we are under no obligation to comb the record for support
of such unsupported findings.
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project-level coordinator of all information pertaining to illegal drug

use on the Harris Project. Hindman is to be informed of all allegations

of, or other information developed with respect to, potential drug use

or other drug-related activity among project employegs. Hindman and

other appropriate personnel assess information and plan actions to

resolve each situation, either through further investigation or

imnediate personnel action.~ If sufficient information is developed to

confirm, or suspect on reasonable cause, a violation of site drug abuse

policies, the employee either is required to submit to the urinalysis

drug screen, or is terminated or removed from the site via CPSL's

contractual right to direct contractors to remove any of their employees

at CPEL's discretion. When an employee is terminated or removed for

drug-related reasons, the relevant quality organization is informed so

that any necessary action concerning the employee's previous work may be

identified and undertaken. Applicants'ssessment Testimony at 9-10;

App, PF 32.

a. Securit Measures

101. Undercover operations, such as that conducted in late 1984,

serve not only to identify employees involved in drug activity, but also

to deter others contemplating such involvement. The 1984 undercover

operation was not the first conducted on site by law enforcement

officers in cooperation with CP8L. CPSL intends to to use such

investigative techniques in the future when'ever the situation warrants.

Applicants'ssessment Testimony at 4; Long et al. at 8; App. PF 33.
I
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SB I Supervisor Burch testi fied that there was stil 1 a spirit of

cooperation between the SBI and CP8L. Tr. 9307 (Burch).

102. In addition to ad hoc efforts with law enforcement personnel,
I

the full-time security force at the construction site acts to identify

and discourage drug activity. Applicants'ssessment Testimony at 4.

O. Glenn Joyner, CP&L's Construction Security Agent and a commissioned

law enforcement officer, supervises security at Harris. Joyner has been

employed in security positions at the Harris site since September, 1979.

He has nine years of experience as an Investigator with the Raleigh

Police Oepartment, and he has received narcotics investigation training,

as, well as a B.S. degree in Police Science. Applicants'nvestigation

Testimony at 4-5; App. PF 34.

103. "Approximately 2,600 man-hours per week are authorized for

the contract security organizations at the Harris site. These hours and

the post assignments allow around-the-clock patrol of the entire job

site by foot and vehicle patrols. Through their contact with and

observation of employees, the security personnel are able to provide

management with intelligence information on drug activity at the plant.

In addition, they pursue information received on possible drug activity

in an attempt to confirm the accuracy of the information and to pursue

additional sources of information. Applicants'ssessment Testimony at

4-5." App. PF 35.

104. Contract security personnel are stationed at the entrances to

the site where they observe incoming and outgoing employees and watch

for physical signs of incapacity such as staggering, falling, weaving,
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lack of coordination, and odors. Timekeeping and supervisory personnel

assigned to 'on'itor the entrance and exit of workers also observe

employee's. Random searches of employees'elongings are conducted as

employees leave the site during shift changes. Construction personnel

are allowed'nly in designated areas when on the job site. .Applicants'

Assessment Testimony at 5 Long et al. at 8.

105. CCNC alleges that Mr. Joyner is the only security person on

site with training in drug detection, and that the primary. purpose of

the contract security force is not drug detection. CCNC PF 35; Tr. 8825,

8904 (Joyner). Applicants reply that Joyner was referring to the

contract security force when he testified that other people do not

undergo drug detection training. App. RF 13. Joyner is not the only

non-contract security person at the site, and as previously discussed

(See Board Findings '89-94) others have received drug awareness training

concerning the signs- of drug use. Tr. 8632 (King). Although CP5L does

not offer formal training on drug detection to the contract security

employees, -it is the practice of most security companies to provide such

training. In addition, a large percentage of CPKL contract security

personnel have had. military experience which includes such training.

App. RF 13; Tr. 8631-32 (King, Bensinger). (Mr. Bensinger testified to

the practice of the security companies and the training they provide to

their officers, but not from personal knowledge concerning the specific

officers" at the Harris site.) CCNC also alleges that "the program

relies on any'etection of drug involvement on the worker's inmediate
i

'supervisor;" CCNC ,.PF 35. It is unclear 'hat CCNC means. by this
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proposed finding. Supervisors are just one part of the
Applicants'rogram

- a program comprised of many components which relies on

supervisors as well as other means for identifying drug activity. In

any event, the Board believes supervisors are in a good position to

observe the signs of drug activity because of their ongoing close

contact with employees. The Board finds no merit in CCNC's proposed

finding on this matter.

106. CPEL witness Joyner testified that contract security's

primary concern is not to detect drug use. Tr. 8825 (Joyner). Their

primary concern is to control the entry and exit of personnel and to

conduct foot patrols, gate patrols, and mobile patrols in vehicles to

protect the security of the site. CCNC alleges that contract security

personnel only infrequently detect drugs, citing Tr. 8825, 8904. CCNC

PF 35. However, Mr. doyner testified that the ~o erations security

contractor infrequently turns over to him construction personnel who

violate site drug policies. Tr. 8826 (Joyner). Since it is not the

operation security's primary task to 'detect drugs the Board finds it
reasonable that operations security would only infrequently discover

construction personnel violating site drug policies.

107. Beginning in February, 1985, under the direction of CP&L's

Construction Security Unit, a narcotic detection dog has been on .the

Harris site twice a month, on an unannounced schedule, to search a

random sampling of site areas. If specific requests are made or
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information is available relative to particular areas on site, those

areas are given priority for search by the narcotic detection dog.

Applicants'ssessment Testimony at 5-6; Long et al. at 8.

108. The dogs employed at the Harris site ale trained, at a

Y

minimum, to identify mariguana/hashish, cocaine, heroin and

methaqualone. Nackonis and Nathias at 7-8. The drug detection

reliability of a well-trained dog is in excess of 95%. Id. at 7; Tr.

9009 {Nathias). We understand this to mean that if drugs are present in
~ ~

a particular area, a dog will successfully locate the drugs 95K of the

time.

)09. During'the hearing, Applicants presented a live demonstration

of the capabilities of one of the dogs used for searches at the Harris

site. While the dog handler was not present, the Board's Law Clerk hid

in the hearing room a bag of marijuana and a bag of cocaine provided by

Officer Nathias (one of the handlers) of the Raleigh Police Oepartment,

Following the handler's lead in a controlled search of the hearing room,
t

the dog located the two bags in approximately two minutes. Tr. 9059-62.

The Board was favorably impressed with the dog's ability to detect the

drugs.

110. CCNC witness Patty Niriello testified that the dogs are not

effective on site because no attempt is made to hide the presence of the

d09 and handler when they are performing the search. Nir iel 1o at 5.

Thus, she contends news of the dog on site can spread rapidly by word of

mouth.
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Ill. Neither Ms. Miriello nor CONC have explained how the presence

of drug dogs on site could do anything but decrease drug activity.
Certainly, the employees'nowledge that detection dogs might come on

'

site unannounced at any time would have some deterrent effect on the

stashing of drugs on site. Furthermore, quantities of drugs that might

be hastily disposed of -- for example, by flushing down a toilet -- are,

~i so facto, removed from circulation and can represent a substantial

economic loss Co the owner. If Ms. Miriello meant to imply that yn

employee might take rapid action to avoid the dog's detection of the

employee's stash area we find no evidence in the record that this is so,

nor do we find it a very plausible hypothesis. Applicants point out that

employees observing the dog when it arrives still do not know the areas

on site that will be searched that day. Tr. 8937-38 (Joyner); Tr.

9018-19 (Mathias and Mackonis). The dog handler testified that searches

include potential hiding locations such as designated eating areas,

lunch boxes, articles of clothing not being worn, bathrooms, trash

containers, and far reaches of the site; Tr. 9034-35, 9042 (Mackonis).

Officer Mathias testified that in the Harris situation -- where

different areas are searched at different times on a random basis and

knowledge of the search is at best relatively sudden -- the likelihood

is very slim that people with stashed drugs could dispose of them

quickly and escape detection. Tr. 9038 (Mathias). Ms. Miriello does

not have any expertise in the use of drug detection dogs and we

therefore gfve $ er, testimony less weight than that of the dog handlers.
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c. Searches of Em lo ees

112. In addition to the exiting and random searches and the use of

narcotic detection dogs, identified employees may be directed to submit

to a search because of information obtained on potential or confirmed
r
drug activity. Security, Employee Relations, and Industrial Relations

personnel conduct the searches. Searches of employees include a

detailed inspection of the individual's clothing, work area, and any

tools, equipment or personal property. Any vehicle within the

construction security fence is also subject to search.
Applicants'ssessment

Testimony at 6.

113. The consent to search is a precondition of employment with

CP8L or Daniel Construction. See Board Finding 84. Applicants may

conduct unannounced searches for illegal drugs and controlled

substances, and the results of these searches may be used as the basis

for disciplinary action, including possible dismissal. The Board

believes that subjecting employees to the possibility of search at any

time is a strong deterrent to bringing or consuming drugs on site.

d. Urinal sis Dru Screen Testin

114. "Urinalysis drug screen testing is used by CPSL and Daniel as

one means of determining whether an employee suspected of drug activity

is consuming drugs. When information becomes available which provides

good cause for reasonable suspicion that an employee is involved in drug

activity, management and security personnel determine if a drug screen

urinalysis test should be required. In the case of site employees
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involved in quality confirmation roles (Quality Assurance, Quality

Control, Construction Inspection), however, the drug screen test is

administered to the employee even where there is no independent evidence

to confirm drug involvement (for example, on the basis of an anonymous

allegation alone.) Applicants'ssessment Testimony at 6-7; Bensinger

et al. at 18." App. PF 40.

115. The urine specimen is co) lected and, pursuant to a written

procedure to assure sample authenticity, is delivered to CompuChem

Laboratories, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina. The drug classes

included in the CompuChem analysis are amphetamines, barbiturates,

benzodiazepines, cannabinoids, cocaine, methadone, methaqualone,

opiates. and phencyclidine. Each urine sample submitted to CompuChem

first undergoes an Enzyme Multiplied Immunoassay Technique (EMIT)

qualitative analysis. All positive EMIT analyses are confirmed by Gas

Chromotography/Mass Spectroscopy (GC/MS) quantitative analysis. This

test program ensures that if a drug is present it will be detected by

the EMIT test, and the quantity confirmed through the GC/MS analysis.

According to Mr. Bensinger, the testing techniques used at the CompuChem

Laboratories are considered to be the most sophisticated available.

Bensinger et al. at 11-12, 18. In addition, a nanogram level is applied

which is considerably tighter than is used in the public utility
industry and in industry in general. Tr. 8331 (Bensinger); App. PF 41.

116. CCNC challenges the effectiveness of Applicants'rinalysis

program 'on the basis that tests are not performed quickly enough to

detect drugs in an employee's system, since many drugs are detectable
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for only a short time. This time period normally is 6-18 hours for

amphetamines, barbituates, valium, cocaine, methadone and opiates. Tr.

8362-65 (Ferguson). Hr'. Ferguson testified that marijuana may remain in

an individual's system for up to 30 days. Tr. 8363. Nr. Bensinger

asserted that the time period for marijuana would be 2-3 weeks. Tr.

8365 (Bensinger).

117. While it is true that employees with less than 3 years

service who are transferring to the Harris site can schedule an

appointment for a urinalysis at their convenience [Tr. 8362 (Ferguson)],

CP8L claims that since there are no reasons to suspect drug involvement

by these employees, no special precaution need be taken with respect to

the authenticity of the test. The Board recognizes there is an

opportunity for an employee to abstain from illegal drug use for a

period of time before undergoing such a urinalysis. However, since

there is no reason to suspect employees who are merely transferring, the

Board does not find fault with Applicants'rocedure. Me expect the

test would detect those who most need detecting, i.e., those who are

addicted to such an extent that they could not forgo drugs long enough

to escape detection.

118. For our purposes, the more important urine test is the one

performed when Applicants suspect an employee is involved with drugs.

CCNC claims that the decision to require a urinalysis takes overnight.

CCNC PF 33; Tr. 8833 (Hindman). Applicants'itness, Nr. Hindman,

stated that these urinalyses can be done fairly rapidly, and in fact

they can be accomplished within one day, but occasionally take
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overnight. Tr. 8832. The Applicants can detain an employee after his

or her shift or can wait to obtain further information. Once a

urinalysis is deemed necessary and the employee is ! nformed, the

employee is escorted by another CPSL employee until the urine sample is

r'endered. Tr. 8359-60 (Ferguson). Although we find there may be

occasions when an employee may use a drug and fall under suspicion, but

not be required to submit to a urinalysis before the drug dissipates, on

balance we believe CP8L's procedures for urinalysis are adequate.

First, the employees'nowledge that they may be required at any time to

undergo urinalysis will have a deterrent effect on the consumption of

drugs. Secondly, an employee who escapes detection once will -probably

not be able to do so for any length of time if the offense is repeated.

'nce the supervisor and security personnel have reason to suspect an

individual, he or she should be subject to close scrutiny.

119. CCNC apparently finds fault with the Daniel Construction

Company urinalysis program. CCNC recites several facts concerning when

Daniel instituted a program for drug screening and detection at the

Harris site. However, CCNC again fail's to draw a conclusion or to state

the finding it expects will result from the asserted fac)s. CCNC PF 40.

CCNC states that prior to January 1, 1985, Daniel did not have a

urinalysis program for the purpose of drug screening and detection and

an amendment adding the consent to search provision to include

urinalysis was added to the Daniel contract with CPEL in February 1985.

Tr. 8374-77 (Flowers). The Hoard does not view this as a serious defect

in the Applicants'rogram. As noted above, Daniel had several other
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measures in effect prior to initiation of the urinalysis drug screen

test. See Hoard Finding 89.

e. Observations b Su ervisors, Mana ers,
an t er m o ees

120. Construction site employees do not work in isolation. Site

management and security personnel learn about drug activity from

information reported by managers, supervisors, and co-workers of those

involved. As described above, supervisors have been trained to identify

illegal drugs and the si'gns/symptoms of abuse and to report such

information. Daniel site Industrial Relations representatives conduct

active surveillance for visible drug activity, and receive reports from

employees on known or suspected drug activity. Anonymous reports have

been made directly to security personnel and site management, and others

willing to identify themselves have provided information on a

confidential basis. Applicants'ssessment Testimony at 7-8; Hensinger

et al. at 17; Long et al. at 8. Construction workers have reported

fellow members of their crew out of concern for their own personal

safety on the job. Tr. 8411-12 (Flowers); App, PF 43.

121. "CP&L and Daniel employees have been instructed on the use

and availability of the guality Check program as an avenue for reporting

any alleged problem on a confidential, or even an anonymous, basis.

This program has been a source of information on alleged drug activity
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among site employees. CP&L implemented the guality Check program at22

the Harris Plant in order to provide an additional opportunity for site

personnel to express concerns to management and to receive feedback on

their concerns. Under this program, numbered forms are available

throughout the site for completion by any employee having a safety

concern he or she wishes to bring to the attention of management. Each

such concern is investigated by a group of gA specialists and engineers,

and the results of the investigation are then reported back to the

employee." Applicants'nvestigation Testimony at 8. If employees wish

.to remain anonymous, they can determine the action taken on their

concerns by telephoning the guality Check program office and providing

the form number. In addition, each employee working in a safety area who

leaves employment at the site (whether by resignation, termination or

reass'ignment) is scheduled to be interviewed by the guality Check group

in order to identify potential safety concerns. The guality Check group

also conducts interviews of randomly selected site employees to uncover

safety concerns. Any concerns identified through these interviews are

fully investigated by the equality Check group. The most recent NRC

Construction Appraisal Team inspection found the guality Check program

Of 6,169 total equality Check Program communications, 46 have
involved alleged drug activity. Tr. 8805 (Hindman). Out of 46
reports of alleged drug activity, 20 employees were terminated for
drug involvement. Tr. 8839 (Hindman).
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to be an effective and viable method of addressing employee concerns.

Applicants'ssessment Testimony at 8-9; Bensinger et al. at 17; App. PF

44.

122. CCNC alleges that the Employee Assistance Program is not an

effective part of the Applicants'rug program. To support this

proposition CCNC recites the fact that since April 1982 only two workers

have participated in the program. Tr. 8367, 8369-72 (Ferguson). The two

employees who used the program were experiencing family drug and alcohol

abuse problems. Tr. 8872 (Ferguson). If an employee voluntarily asks

to participate in the program before exhibiting performance indicators

of drug and alcohol abuse, the company will allow the employee to

participate. CP&L concedes that joining the program does not guarantee

continued employment; and once an employee shows signs of involvement

with drugs it is too late to join the program. Tr. 8371 (Ferguson).

123. CCNC states that "there is no rehabilitation component to the

program." CCNC PF 34. Yet CCNC fai'1s to explain what inference is to

drawn from this allegation. CP&L is not under any obligation to provide

a rehabilitation program. Furthermore, the Board believes it necessary

that CP&L retain the authority to dismiss those who may enter the

Employee Assistance Program and fail to perform satisfactorily. CP&L

23 Daniel employees are also encouraged to use the Daniel Open Door
Policy, which is discussed with each new hire and is the subject

of'ostersthroughout the project, ,to raise problems with their
supervision and, if not satisfied, to contact further levels of
management. Bensinger et al. at 17.
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chas apparently chosen to place primary emphasi's on prevention and

enforcement rather than assistance and rehabilitation for drug users.

While it might be argued as a matter of social policy that greater

emphasis should be placed on the latter, CP&L can hardly be faulted for

its relatively hard-line approach in the context of this contention, an

approach calculated to minimize drug use at the Harris site.

'. Board Conclusions Concernin Extent
o ru se at earon arras

124. The extent of drug use at the Harris site during the course of

construction must be inferred from the broad range of evidence, direct

and indirect, discussed in the preceding sections. As we have

- indicated, certain parts of that evidence are weightier than others. We

turn now to an overall assessment of that evidence and reach our

conclusions about alleged widespread drug use.

125. The most direct evidence of the extent of drug use at the

Harris site are the statistics on numbers of employees terminated for

drug activity. However, these statistics must be used in context. In
24

24
Use of'otal termination statistics is conservative in the sense
that, under the Applicants'rogram, a termination may be based on
suspicion alone, and certainly on less than probable cause to
arrest. Of the 218 employee terminations at Harris between 1979
and October 1985, about one-third were categorized as "Suspicion,
based on less than search or testing." See Board Finding 54,
above. We assume that some small number o7 these employees (but
not enough to affect our assessments) may not have been involved in
drugs. On the other hand, we do not think it r'ealistic that any

(Footnote Continued)
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that regard, we reject the Applicants'ontention that total
s

terminations over the period of construction (218) should be considered

in relation to the total work force (26,000) to show that, over time,

less than 1% of the work force was using drugs. Among other things, as

the Applicants themselves point out, a small number of terminations--

such as occurred the years 1979-1983 at Shearon Harris --'ay indicate

significant drug activity and a less than vigorous anti-drug program.

In addition, termination statistics, ~iso facto, do not include users

who escape detection, a significant percentage even under a vigorous

anti-drug program.

126. As baseline data for estimating the extent of drug use at the

Harris site, we focus on the number of terminations in 1985 in relation

to the site work force at that time -- about 6000. We focus on 1985

because the intensity of CPSL's anti-drug program reached its present

high level at that time. For example, the undercover investigation was

conducted at the end of 1984 and produced substantial terminations in

1985. Drug dog searches began in February 1985 and have continued.

Programs for training of supervisors in drug abuse were intensified.

Daniel Construction Company, the principal contractor, began urinalysis

testing, in January 1985. In sum, the presence of these intensified
/

(Footnote Continued)
large number of those employees would have been dismissed for drug
use on the basis of mere rumor or hunch. Accordingly, we adopt the
conservative approach of counting all drug-related terminations in
assessing extent of drug use.

'
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efforts should have produced a high level of enforcement effectiveness

and therefore a reasonably good indication of the extent of drug use in

1985.

127. Between January 1 and October 15, 1985, 163 employees were

terminated for drug-related reasons -- an average of about 17

terminations per month. Extrapolating at that average rate to Oecember

31, 1985, we assume that about 205 employees were terminated in 1985--

a figure representing about 3.4X of the total site work force of 6,000.

In addition, we must attempt to approximate the number of drug-using

employees who escaped detection, notwithstanding a vigorous anti-drug

program. Simply because such employees do not get caught, there is no

firm basis for such an approximation. The only directly pertinent

testimony is from Applicants'itness Bensinger, who estimated that the

persons identified in 1985 represented "within twenty to thirty percent

of the total possible users," acknowledging, however, that ".I don'

think anyone really has that ability to predict." Tr. 8967. Because of

our confidence in CPSL's anti-drug program, particularly as enhanced in

1985, we believe that Mr. Bensinger's estimate of numbers of users who

escape detection is reasonable. Applying that estimate, we find that

the total number of users on site, based on 1985 terminations, ranged

from 4 to 4.5%.

Using terminations as a base, an increase of 20K (representing
undetected employee users) results in 246 users (4. 1%) and an

(Footnote Continued)
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128. The termination data for 1985 is, we believe, about equally

applicable to 1984 as a basis for estimating levels of drug usage,

al though 1984 terminations totaled only 27. We say thi s primarily

because, notwithstanding high turnover rates, it seems reasonable to26

assume that many of the same people who were terminated in 1985 were

working on the site and using drugs in 1984. In any event, if the

termination statistics for 1984 and 1985 are combined and a total work

force of; say, 9000, is assumed, the percentage of detected drug users

for that combined period is about 2.6X. The CPRL anti-drug program was

somewhat less comprehensive in 1984, leading us to assume that more drug

users (perhaps 50%) were escaping detection in 1984. Under that

assumption, we estimate a drug use level of 3.5X of site employees

during 1984-1985.

129. The evidence with respect to the years 1979-1983 was less

extensive, On the one hand, we do not think that the termination

statistics for those years--

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

(Footnote Continued)
increase of 30» results in 266 users (4.4X), which we round upward
to 4.5X.

Nr. Bensinger testified that the site turnover rate was about 300
people per month, meaning, we assume, 150 new employees and 150
employees leaving per month. Tr. 8964-65.
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are at all indicative of likely levels of drug use. Assuming site

popglations of about 3000 in those years, these statistics, standing

alone, would indicate unrealistically low drug use levels of .3X and

less. Also the CPKL anti-drug program was much less comprehensive

during those years. On the other hand, general levels of drug use in

society were lower than they are now; For example, the use of cocaine

has doubled in..the past two years. 'Applicants'ssessment Testimony at

17. (Bensinger). We find it likely that levels of drug use at the

Harris site in the years 1979-1983 were at least no higher than the

levels of 1984-1985, and may have been closer to 3X.

130. Finally, we find it probable that drug use levels peaked in

1984-1985 and that they may well have declined toward the end of that

period. The combination ot an undercover operation (later widely

publicized), large numbers of drug related terminations, drug dogs and a

generally intensified anti-drug program should have had a substantial

chilling effect on drug use at the Harris site.

131. Our analysis of levels of drug use based on termination

statistics is supported by, or at least consistent with, other

. persuasive evidence on levels of use. Thus, the undercover

investigation resulted in arrests of eight employees and positive

identification of 53 others. Oeputy Hensley testified that he had seen

about 40 other employees engaged in drug activity whom he could not

idengify. In addition, he testified that, based on intelligence he had

gathered while on site, perhaps another 100 employees were involved with

drugs. Combining the 61 employees identified or arrested, the 40
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observed with drugs but not identified, and the estimate of another 100

suspected of drug activity, we arrive at about 200 employees engaged in

drug activity among a shift population of 5000. This produces an

estimated use level of 4% among employees in late 19B4 when Hensley was

on 'site. That estimate is consistent with our termination statistics

estimate of 4 - 4.5X for the same period. Deputy Hensley was on site

for two months, devoting his time exclusively to detecting drug

activity, with the assistance of a well-connected informer. Although

under the circumstances, his experience would not have given him the

complete picture, we consider that experience to be a helpful snapshot

of drug activity on the site at that time.

132. The great weight of the indirect evidence supports the

conclusion that drug use at the Harris site has been at what we consider

to be low levels -- i.e., below 5~.

133. We have discussed in detail CPSL's policies and programs to

defect and prevent drug activity at the Harris site. In summary, the

present program is clear, detailed, multi-faceted, well-implemented and

tough. The program includes: 1) a clear policy on drug use which is

communicated to all site employees; 2) supervisor drug awareness

training and reliance on observations of supervisors to detect drug use;

3) security measures, including random and exiting searches, undercover

investigations, searches of employees suspected of drug involvement,

searches of employees'ehicles parked within the construction security

fence, routine drug detection dog searches, and drug detection

urinalysis tests for employees suspected of drug involvement; and 4) a
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Quality Check program whereby employees can make their concerns known,

anonymously if desired. Collectively, these measures send a simple

message to the employees: if you use drugs at Shearon Harris'ou will

probably get caught and, if caught, you will be fired. This program

gives us confidence that drug use at Shearon Harris is being held to a

minimum.

134. That conclusion is supported by other indirect evidence. For

example, amounts of drugs confiscated over time have been small. The

WCSD spent only $ 1,725 to purchase drugs during the two-month undercover

operation. The drug detection dogs had completed 16 searches at the

time of hearing and had found only small quantities of drugs. In

addition, the Board is impressed with the low rate of accidents at the

site. If there were widespread drug use and the concomitant physical

and mental impairment described by Dr. DuPont at Board Findings 144-149,

we would expect a higher accident rate.. Finally, less than 15K of the

site work force falls within the 18-25 year old age group which exhibits

the highest rate of drug use in the United States.

135. The weight of the testimony concerning direct observations of

drug activity on site (apart from Deputy Hensley's testimony, discussed

above) is also consistent with our termination-based estimates. Most

significantly, in our view, the NRC Resident Inspector for the Harris

site testified that he had not detected employees exhibiting noticeable

signs of drug use. Indeed, there is no evidence that any specific

employee was ever actually impaired by drugs while at work. While this

does not,. of 'course, prove that impairment never occurred, it does
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confirm our findings of low use levels and also suggests that uses

tended to be in small doses.

136. There remains the question whether drug use at Harris, in the

words of the contention, has been "widespread." That term is not

defined in the contention nor was it further specified in prehearing

procedures. Therefore the Board must make a judgment about alleged

widespread use in light of the hearing record. Our judgment is that

drug use at Harris has'ot been widespread, for several reasons.

137. We need not resort to a dictionary to conclude that

"widespread" does not normally describe a situation where less than 5X

of a group are engaging in .an activity. Thus, we would have to bend the

ordinary meaning of "widespread" to apply it to this record.

138. More importantly, since there is some level of current drug

use virtually everywhere in our society, one would like to make

meaningful comparisons -- "widespread" in relation to what? There are

no available statistics on levels of drug use at other nuclear power

plant construction sites; the SALP evaluation process does not

separately grade licensees for controlling drug use. The only relevant

statistics in the record were provided by Mr. Bensinger, who testified

that levels of drug use in the national work force ranged from 5 to 12K

and that, in his view, "a figure in the upper limits of 10~ of all

employees at a job site would represent to me widespread use." Tr.

8339. This suggests that the use levels at Shearon Harris -- under 5%

—are low. However, we question whether the Bensinger 5-to-12K and 10»

estimates are fully analogous. Those .estimates include all off-site
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"recreational" use -- e.g. Saturday night marijuana. Tr. 8341.

Furthermore, Dr. Dupont testified that most drug use occurs in a social

setting. On the other hand, the evidence underlying the termination

statistics primarily grows out of on-site activity (e.g. possession on

site) or possibly off-site uses that would have some impact on site

(e.g. a dose on the way to work). To put it another way, the evidence

in this record generally would not include off-site social uses where
t

the user took precautions not to exhibit effects of use at the site. In

light of this factor, we conclude that the Marris use levels probably

are below national work force averages, but we cannot say by how much.

139. Host importantly, the "widespread" allegation in the

contention implies that such use has resulted in faulty work and safety

concerns. That, after all, is the ultimate reason for this Board's

concern about drug use. As the following discussion demonstrates, the

Applicants have convincingly shown that their gA program has not been

compromised by drug use.

J. Im lications of Em lo ee Dru Activit
on Marries ant onstruct>on ua t
1. Introduction

140. Of the 218 employees terminated for possible involvement in

drug activity from 1979 to the 1985 hearing, 146 were craft workers and

'nother 27 were quality inspectors. Applicants'xhibit 51, Chart II-2.

CPSL did not reinspect all work performed by these workers, for several

reaspns. Instead, CP8L relies primarily on its gA program to detect any
pr
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errors which may be generated by employees involved in drug activity.

CPSL did perform random reinspections of work performed by terminated

inspectors.

141. CCNC offel ed no proof that, a bl eakdown of CPSL s gA pl ogram

had occurred due to drug use by quality inspectors, nor did CCNC allege

any specific construction deficiencies. Indeed, the record is devoid of

proof of any deficiency in cOnstruction caused by drug use. However, in

its proposed findings CCNC asserts: "Applicants'ationale for not

reinspecting work done by workers or inspectors known or suspected to be

involved in drugs that their gA and inspection programs will pick up any

mistakes made by these workers . . . is unrealistic." CCNC PF 45. As

we next explain, we disagree.

l42. Applicants sought to prove "that a well conceived, properly

implemented and monitored gA program is capable of detecting errors from

any source, including drug use [and that] Applicants have such a

construction gA program at the Harris Plant site." Tr. 9989

(Applicants'pening Statement); App. PF 87. Applicants presented

testimony concerning: 1) whether errors committed. by employees impaired

by drug use would be different in kind from those made by other

employees and which are identified by gA personnel; 2) the lack of need

for reinspection of safety-related work performed by craft workers; and

3) surveillance and audits of gA inspectors'ork and the reevaluation

or physical reinspection which takes place if an inspector is implicated

in drug activity.
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2. Errors Caused b Workers Im aired b Dru Use

'143, Applicants'itness Dr. Robert L. Dupont, Jr. testified

concerning the effects of drug use on work performance.
Applicants'estimony

of Dr. Robert L. Dupont, Jr. on the Effects of Employee Drug

Use, ff. Tr. 9994 (hereafter "Dupont" ). Dr. Dupont is a Board certified

psychiatrist who served for five years as the Director of the National

Institute on Drug Abuse and was Chief White House advisor on drug abuse

'rom 1973-75.
"

From 1982 to the present Dr. DuPont has been

Vice-President of Bensinger, Dupont and Associates. DuPont at 3. Dr.

DuPont estimated that he has personally treated 200-300 people for drug

problems and has supervised the treatment of thousands of drug abusers.

Tr. 10,066 (DuPont). Dr. DuPont is Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at

the Georgetown Medical School and Visiting Clinical Professor of

Psychiatry at the Harvard Medical School. DuPont at 3.. The Board was

impressed by Dr. OuPont's experience and credentials and . by his

performance as a witness.

144. Or. DuPont's testimony is largely undisputed in this record.

He testified that "marijuana and cocaine are by far the most frequently

abused drugs in American society, and also the drugs most often

identified as involved in drug use by Harris employees. DuPont at 4;

Tr. 10,036-39 (DuPont). Most drug use occurs in a social settin9,

usually in the evening or on weekends. Drug use on the job site is much

less frequent. This is especially true in an environment like the

Harris Plant where the employer has an active ongoing program to control

drug use. The same is true for drug sales. This does not imply that
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drug use (and sales) do not occur on the job, only that, among those who

use drugs, they are much more likely to occur off the job than- on the

job. DuPont at 5-6." App. PF 89.

145. Dr. DuPont explained that marijuana produces an intoxicated

state marked by altered time sense, euphoria, and -- at high doses--

hallucinations. Higher doses produce more profound (powerful) effects.

DuPont at 6. The most notable effects of marijuana on work performance

come from the reduction in .motivation and memory (in contrast to the

more commonly observed effects of alcohol intoxication of poor

coordination and aggressiveness), Marijuana's effects are likely to

mimic the effects of lack of sleep or exhaustion and low morale,

commonly leading to low output and sloppy performance. DuPont at 7-8.

146. Cocaine is a stimulant drug. These drugs stimulate the

central nervous system, producing euphoria, hypersensitivity, insomnia,

and appetite suppression. Common work-related problems are over-

talkativeness and poor concentration on the task because of easy

'istractabilityor, paradoxically, inappropriate preoccupation with a

particular detail of the task to the neglect of the complete picture.

When used at work cocaine tends to give users the feeling that they are

working faster or better; though this is an illusion. When the user

comes off a cocaine dose he or she is exhausted and depressed, so work

performance suffers much as it would for someone with a serious illness

who has been unable to sleep adequately. DuPont at 8.

147. Methamphetamine has also been found at Shearon Harris. Dr.

DuPont testified that methamphetamine produces effects similar to
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cocaine, though a single dose of methamphetamine lasts longer than a

single dose of cocaine, and unlike cocaine, methamphetamine can be taken

orally. DuPont at 9.

148. Dr. DuPont stated that "based upon our understanding of

typical patterns of drug use . . . it is fair to conclude that many of

the identified employees only consumed drugs off the job and were not

impaired at work, and that because of low dosage consumption and

tolerance levels, some consumers on the job (depending on the complexity

of the tasks involved) would not be impaired such that work results

would be affected." Drug use causes an increase in many common

work-related problems, all of which can occur in the absence of drug

use. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that routine supervisory

practices and gA measures will identify drug caused failures at about

the same rate as other similar errors are identified. DuPont at 13.

Neither CCNC nor the NCAG question this conclusion.

149. Drugs affect work performance primarily by decreasing the

functioning of the central nervous syst&n. The negative effects of drug

use on work output include reduced productivity, increased errors,

increased accidents, and a variety of safety problems (such as dangerous

driving and operation of equipment). it cannot be stated with certainty

that these effects are caused by drug use (that is, they may all be

caused by drug use or something else). Casual low dose drug use can

cause impairment, but it is far less likely to do so than is use on the

job site. Although the greater the intoxication, the greater the risk

of work impairment and work performance decrement, some drug-caused work
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impairment can occur at low doses of use and some impairment may occur

even hours after use. DuPont at 10.

150. If drug impaired employees work in isolation and their work

is not checked by others, it is more likely to be affected by drug abuse

(and other performance impairments) than is work done in crews and work

that is systematically checked by co-workers. In crews, the

non-impaired-workers often do the work of the impaired so that negative

effects of their impairment are reduced or even eliminated. DuPont at

11. Non-involved workers do this because of their concern for both the
'I

. impaired worker and integrity of the work. Id. The majority of craft

work at the Harris site is performed in teams where one worker's

performance is subject to the scrutiny of fellow workers.
Applicants'estimony

of Harold R. Banks and Roland M. Parsons on the Construction

guality Assurance Program, ff. Tr. 10,077 (hereafter "Banks/Parsons" ) at

6.

151. CCNC speculates that checking by fellow workers would not

occur if the entire crew were under the influence of drugs. CCNC PF 48.

There is no evidence in the record to indicate such a situation has ever

occurred at the Harris site. Therefore, our findings on the extent of27

Or. DuPont did testify that there are social situations where drug
use is accepted, although they are relatively isolated in American
society. Tr. 10,007 (DuPont). The Board finds no evidence to
support a finding that the Harris site is such a social situation.
CCNC misstates the record by indicating that Dr. DuPont included
work situations at this Point in his testimony. ~Com are CCNC PF 48
with Tr. 10,007 (DuPont).
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use at the site (4.5K of employees or less) virtually preclude this

"what if" hypothesis.

152. Dr. OuPont testified that even if a worker uses drugs such as

marijuana or cocaine on the job site, it is not certain that the worker

will be impaired or that his or her work will be flawed on any given

day. Nevertheless, any drug use, off-site or on-site, will increase the

risk of job-related errors. DuPont at 11.

153. According to Or. DuPont, drug abuse does not cause unique

kinds of work-related problems. Aside from the sale of drugs (which

does not have direct effects on work quality) and overdose reactions

(which are easily detected because the user is usually unconscious or

acting bizarrely) the effects of drug use are of the same kind as are

produced by a wide variety of other causes, ranging from alcohol

intoxication to fatigue, from mental illness to conflicts with

supervisors and co-workers. DuPont at 12. CCNC recites this statement

in its findings but fails to state the conclusion to be drawn from this

testimony. CCNC PF 46. CCNC goes on to criticize Dr. DuPont for

reaching his conclusion based on an analogy between alcohol and drug

abuse and on an examination of the physical effects of drug abuse,

rather than the illegal aspects of purchase and sale of the drugs. Tr.

10,000 (DuPont). CCNC PF 46. First, Dr. DuPont's conclusions are not

based merely upon an analogy between alcohol and drug abuse, but are

based upon his personal experience in the treatment of drug abusers.

DuPont at 12; Tr. 10,013-14, 10,066-67 (DuPont) . Secondly, if CCNC

believes there is some relevant inference to be drawn from the
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illegality of drug use, CCNC should have .informed the Board of this

inference. We can only guess that CCNC meant to imply that drug users

are more l ikely to ignore other rules and procedures, and in some

unspecified way this has an adverse effect on safety at the Harris

Plant. However, there is no evidence in the record to support such a

finding, and, in fact, the record contains evidence to the contrary. It
-is Dr. DuPont's opinion that drug users would not, for example, be more

likely than other workers to ettempt to sabotage their work or conceal

errors so that the gA program would be less likely to identify them.

DuPont at 12. When a drug user makes an error, the same adverse effect

on the quality of thinking that led to the creation of the error in the

first place will lead to a decreased incentive to cover up the error in

the second place. Tr. 10,018 (DuPont). In other words, a person who

has made an error is less likely to realize that he or she made an

error, and therefore, less likely to cover it up. Tr. 10,019 (DuPont).

154. As to other effects of drug activity, Dr. DuPont testified

that a potential consequence of drug sales on site could be a disregard

for official duties on the part of the seller who is occupied with sales

efforts. The seller would also have a disruptive effect on the work of

buyers who would be distracted from their regular work during

transactions. Finally, Dr. DuPont testified that drug users are more

likely than non-users to be involved in income generating theft. Tr.

10,028. In our view, however, none of these effects would have a

significant effect on safety.
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155. Wells Eddleman, a ~ro se intervenor, was allowed under the

Prairie Island doctrine to cross-examine witnesses on Contention WB-3.

See Northern States Power Co. (Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant,

Units 1 and 2, CLI-75-1, 1 NRC 1 (1975). In an attempt to expose a

pro-nuclear bias, Mr. Eddleman cross-examined Dr. DuPont on his

publications concerning public fear of nuclear power plants. Dr. DuPont

has had a contract with the U.S~ Department of Energy which has

published a number of his papers on .t'hat subject. Tr. 10,057 (DuPont).

However, as Dr. DuPont noted, and as is demonstrated by the large number

of publications listed in his curriculum vitae, his publications

concerning public fear of nuclear power are a very small part of his

professional activity, and indeed are a small part of his professional

activity in the area of phobias. Id. The Board finds Dr. DuPont to be a

credible witness and we give substantial weight to his opinions

concerning use of drugs in American society and on the effects of drug

use. In particular, we find persuasive Dr. DuPont's analysis and

conclusion that errors made by employees involved in drug activity are

not likely to differ from employee errors resulting from other causes.

3. Assurance of the ualit of Work Performed
ra t or ers m cate n ru ctiv>t

156. Of the five witnesses presented by CP8L to describe its gA

program at Shearon Harris, four were {:P8L employees: Harold R. Banks,
I

Manager - CP8L Corporate guality Assurance; Roland M. Parsons, Harris

Project General Manager for Completion Assurance Activities; George L.

I

a
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Forehand, Director of Quality Assurance/Quality Control at the Harris

Plant; and Thomas W. Brombach, a Project Specialist for Plant Inservice

Inspections. Tr. 10,077. Eugene F. Trainor, a consultant and Senior

Vice President of Cygna Energy Services, Inc., also testified for

Applicants. Tr. 10,077(B). NRC Staff witnesses included Paul

Fredrickson and Richard L. Prevatte. Tr. 10,166.

157. CCNC alleges that "Applicants'anagement . . . has failed to

reinspect all safety-related work done by known drug abusers."

Contention WB-3. NCAG alleges that "Applicant (sic) has not reinspected

the work of 218 craft workers it has terminated for suspected or

confirmed drug use." NCAG PF 17. NCAG's claim is factually incorrect.

Although the number of employees terminated for alleged involvement with

drugs was 218, the number of craft workers terminated was 146. See

Applicants'xhibit 51 at Chart II-1 and II-2.

158. Applicants concede that they "did not reinspect safety-

related work performed by craft workers known to have used drugs or

implicated in drug activity." APP. PF 95. CPEL's witnesses testified

that as a practical matter it is impossible to determine with certainty

all work or even all systems or components on which work was performed

by a particular craft worker. Applicants'estimony of Harold R. Banks,

Roland M. Parsons, George L. Forehand, and Thomas W. Brombach on

Evaluation and Reinspection of Work Performed by Employees Implicated in

Possible Drug Activity, ff. Tr. 10,077 (hereafter "QA Panel" ) at 5-6.

CPEL did, however, attempt to evaluate the work of all craft personnel

implicated in possible drug activity without inspecting individual

e
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pieces of hardware. The evaluation was performed by four Harris site

employees: the Manager QA/QC - Harris Plant; the Manager - Harris

Project Administration; the Project General Manager; - and a

representative of the contractor (for non-CPSL employees). QA Panel at

~

~

7; Tr. 10,096-99, 10,105-08 (Parsons). The individual 's job, description

and a supervisor's description of the employee's work assignments were

considered. The employee's work was,evaluated to verify that it was

subjected to one or more quality inspections and that the employee's

performance alone was not relied on for assuring the quality of the

work. CPhL determined that all safety-related craft work performed by

employees implicated in drug activity was subject to independent

inspections, and therefore that reinspection -- even if feasible--28

was not necessary. QA Panel at 7; Tr. 10,099 (Parsons); Testimony of

Paul Fredrickson and Richard L. Prevatte for the NRC Staff Regarding

Contention WB-3's Allegation Concerning Reinspection of Work Performed

by Persons Suspected of Drug Abuse, ff. Tr. 10,166 (hereafter

"Fredrickson/Prevatte") at 6-7; App. PF 95. We accept that complete

reinspection of all work performed by the employees involved was

impossible because some such work would not be identified. Apart from

that, the Board accepts CP8L's rationale for not reinspecting work

28
The inspection activities for craft work are summarized in SectionIII of Applicants'xhibit 51. Applicants'ases for determining
that employees'ork was subjected to inspections is summarized in
Chart II-l of Applicants'xhibit 51.
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performed by craft workers, to the extent that it can be shown that

CPSL's reliance on the gA program to detect errors made by craft workers

i s well founded.

159. CPAL's gA program was "approved bj the NRC prior to its

I'mplementation,[and] that approval included a finding that the program

complies with 10 C.F.R. Part 50 Appendix B, Criterion XVI of which

requires that '[m]easures shall be established to assure that conditions

adverse to quality, such as failures, malfunctions, deficiencies,

devia>ons, defective material and equipment, and non-conformances are

promptly identified and corrected.'arolina Power 8 Li ht Com an

(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1, 2, 3 and 4), LBP-78-4, 7

NRC 92, 107-109 ( 1978)." APP. PF 96, n. 38. The NRC Staff endorsed the

effectiveness of Applicants'A Program at the Harris Plant. NRC Staff

witness Prevatte, Senior Resident Inspector for Construction at the

Harris site for two and one-half years, stated his belief that the

inspection program at Harris is one of Applicants'trengths, and the

program has the ability to identify safety related hardware deficiencies

regardless of the cause of the deficiency. Fredrickson/Prevatte at 8;

App. PF 105.

160. CP&L's witness Trainor conceded that no gA program can ensure

100% confidence that construction work is 100» free of discrepancies.

Such a program relies to some extent on the human element which,

irrespective of the checking process with its built in redundancies,

allows for error. Applicants'estimony of Eugene F. Trainor, ff. Tr.

10,077-8 (hereafter "Trainor") at 10. 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix 8
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does not require perfection; rather the gA program must ensure "adequate

confidence" that the plant will perform satisfacto'rily. In order to

accommodate undetected deficiencies in construction, systems and

components essential to assure public health and safety are designed

with „a high safety factor (or conservative design margin) and with

system redundancy to compensate for any deficiencies in construction.

Trainor at 11-12. As noted below, none of the deficiencies uncovered

during reinspections were of nuclear safety significance. Banks/Parsons

at 24.
'\

161. The Board did not review CPSL's entire gA program in the

context of this contention, for several reasons: 1) the gA program had

been previously approved by the NRC Staff; 2) errors committed by .

employees under the influence of drugs are not likely to be different in

kind from other employee errors; thus they do not present new or unusual

problems for the gA program; and 3) neither CCNC nor the NCAG presented

any basis for questioning the efficacy of the gA program in any broad

sense. Indeed, CCNC appeared to concede that the general program
I

effectiveness was not in dispute, stating that: "We are not here to

really look at the Applicants'otal gA program" and "[wje are not going

to dwell that much on whether their quality assurance program can take

care of all the problems at the site." Tr. 9990 (Runkle). Thus, we

examine only only those aspects of the gA program that bear directly on

the work of the terminated employees, particularly inspectors.
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a. Attribute Surveillance Pro ram

162. The dispute between CCNC and the NCAG on the one hand, and

CP8L on the other, focused on CP8L's "attribute surveillance program"

which began in June 1984. We therefore give particular attention to

this facet of CP&L's gA program.

163. Attribute surveillances are performed in accordance with

Harris Plant Procedure C(A-7, "Evaluation of Program Effectiveness"

(Applicants'xhibit 50). C(A-7 is used to calculate the amount of

reinspettion required to dete'rmine the acceptable quality of an

inspector's work and, in this context, whether the inspector's suspected

drug involvement reduced his or her inspection effectiveness.

Application of this procedure could result in a 100% reinspection or the

use of a statistical standard developed by the Department of Defense,

Nilitary Standard 105-D. guality attributes are reinspected for each

component and any deficiencies are reported as nonconformances for

engineering evaluation and disposition. Id.; see Applicants'xhibit 51

at Section III for a description of quality attributes for each

component; App. PF 101.

164. In Comnonwealth Edison ~Cpm an (Byron Nuclear Power Station,

Units 1 and 2), LBP-89-41, 20 NRC 1203, 1220-33, aff'd, ALAB-793, 20 NRC

1591, 1598-99, 1607 (1984), the Licensing Board approved acceptance

Military Standard 105-D is a sampling system that has acceptability
and widespread usage in both the defense and nuclear industries.
Trainor at 15.
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criteria for evaluation of inspectors'erformance. The applicant had

divided the reinspection of gC inspections into two attribute

categories: objective and subjective. An attribute is "subjective" if
its inspection requires qualitative interpretation by the inspector. An

attribute is classified as "objective" if its inspection is not

significantly affected by qualitativq interpretation. ~B ron at 1232.

The Licensing Board approved an acceptance rate of 95% for objective

attributes, meaning that the reinspection agrees with the original

inspector's findings in 95K of the reinspected attributes. For

inspections involving subjective attributes, the acceptance level was

set at 90%. This level recognizes the likelihood for reasonable

disagreement'etween inspectors and reinspectors where judgmental

decision making is involved. 1d. Minimum acceptable inspection

effectiveness levels of 95K for objective inspection attributes and 90%

for subjective inspection attributes were established in Harris Plant

Procedure CgA-7, based on the ~B ron reinspection plan. The 95K/90K

acceptance criteria do not include defects which have nuclear safety

significance. Banks/Parsons at 23-24. A deficiency with nuclear safety

significance is "a deficiency found .in design and construction, which,
*~

were 'it to have remained uncorrected, could have affected adversely the

safety of operations of the nuclear plant at any time throughout the

expected lifetime of the plant." 10 CFR 50.55; App. PF 102.

165. Although CCNC implies that CP8L's gA attribute surveillance

program only reinspects work that has been performed in the last 18

months, the testimony indicates that the reinspections include samples
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of all of the safety related work done at the Harris site from the early

phases of construction, with the exception of certain work -- such as

concrete placement -- that cannot be reinspected. Tr. 10,095-96

(Parsons). "In the one and one-half year period that the gA attribute

surveillance program has been in effect, 3,183 components, out of a

total selected sample of 4,269 components, have been reinspected as of30

October 1, 1985. The components reinspected thus far encompass 54,560

attributes, of which only 269 were found to be deficient." This

indicates an overall effectiveness rate of 99.5». The lowest individual

component (structural steel installation inspection) effectiveness was

95.3". Banks/Parsons at 24 and Attachment 3. No deficiency with safety

significance has been identified. Banks/Parsons at 24.

166. CP&L witness Trainor performed a statistical engineering

evaluation of the data from the gA attribute surveillance program. He

plotted the inspection proficiency per surveillance activity and

determined the mean inspection proficiency to be 99.5X. He observed

that the mean exceeds the specified proficiency for objective attributes

of 95.0'y 4.5%. Nr. Trainor further concluded that there is a

99'onfidencethat the range of inspector proficiency at the Harris Plant

We note that the testimony states the selected sample consisted of
4,269 components. However, the table in Banks/Parsons Attachment 3
states 4,249.
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will lie between 99.9% and 97.7%. Trainor at 16-18; App. PF 103'1

Staff PF 77. The Applicants�'ttribute surveillance program is

convincing evidence that the Shearon Harris overall quality assurance

program is effective and has not been undermined by drug use.

167. CCNC contends that when the 4,249 components in the

reinspection sample are compared to the number of observed deficient

attributes (269) the reinspection profiziency is a "substantially lower

number". CCNC PF„.54. This number is 82.5%. CCNC calculates component

inspection proficiencies from 82.45 to 91.5X for the gA attribute

surveillance program (CCNC PF 54) and 90 to 97.6X for certain

inspectors (CCNC PF 56). CCNC arrives at these figures by comparing the

number of defective attributes to the total number of components

reinspected, rather than comparina the number of defective attributes to

the total number of attributes reinspected. In order to make these

calculations CCNC hypothesized that no more than one defective attribute

would occur in any component. CCNC PF 54. That is, defective

attributes would be distributed evenly throughout the components.

168. We find several flaws in CCNC's reasoning. First, the

purpose of reinspection is to determine the proficiency of the original
's

inspector. The question is not whether particular components may be

defective because they contain defective attributes, but whether the

31 Reinspections at Commonwealth Edison Company's Byron Plant showed a
range of 96.3X to 99.6% for inspector proficiency based on the
results of "objective" inspections. Trainor at 18.
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original inspector performed adequately, attribute by attribute.

Secondly, although Nr. Forehand testified that in at least one case

(piping installation) it would be possible for each deficient attribute

to be in a separate component [Tr. 10,103 (Forehand)] there is no

evidence in the record to indicate that this is always or usually the

case. CCNC concedes that it is possible that two or more defective

attributes could be found in one separate component. Tr. 10,102

(Parsons); CCNC PF 54. We find very little support in the record for

CCNC's "substantially lower numbers", which in fact are not dramatically

lower than CPSL's figures. Third, the mere presence of a defective

attribute would not render an entire component defective. Indeed, none

of the defective attributes were found to have safety significance.

Banks/Parsons at 24.

b. NRC Staff Evaluation of Craftworker

169. NRC Resident Inspector Prevatte reviewed the information and

work history data compiled by CPSL on the eight workers arrested as a

result of the undercover operation. He also selected ten individuals

from the September 19, 1985 matrix of terminated employees and requested

that the details of the Applicants'eview of their work be made

available to him. The ten individuals included: a painter, ironworker,

pipefitter, field engineer, carpenter, electrician, utility worker,

instrument fitter, rebar iron worker, sheetmetal worker, and a truck
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driver. Mr. Prevatte reviewed the Applicants'nformation, including32

a listing of each individual 's work locations, types of work done during

(heir employment period, and in some cases, the specific components on

which they worked. This information also contained the employment

history and evaluations still available onsite for selected individuals.

Fredrickson/Prevatte at 6. Based on his review of this information and

his personal knowledge of the applicable work procedures, the type of

work performed-by these individuals, and the inspection requirements for

these types of work, Mr. Prevatte concurred with Applicants'ecision
not to reinspect the work performed by these 18 individuals. Mr.

Prevatte also testified that he considered this across-the-board sample

and his knowledge of the work and applicable inspection requirements for

the other affected workers to be adequate to establish that reinspection

is not required for the other craft personnel listed in the September

19, 1985 matrix. Fredrickson/Prevatte at 7; Staff PF 62.

170. Mr. Prevatte testified that Applicants'ystematic Assessment

of Licensee Performance (SALP) ratings in the gA areas have been

category 2 since 1984. See ~enerall this Board's discussion of SALP

results at Carolina Power 8 Li ht Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Plant)

LBP-85-28, 22 NRC 232, 246-55 ( 1985). Prevatte stated that
Applicants'A

performance has been consistently satisfactory or better, and shows

I

32
We note however that this list includes ll occupations, though Mr.
Prevatte only examined the work of ten.
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an improving trend, which could resul t in a category 1 rating,

Fredrickson/Prevatte at 7.

171. The Board finds Applicants'A program adequate to cope with

the errors likely to be caused by employees involved in drug activity.

4. Assurance of Proficienc of ualit Ins ectors
m >cate >n ru ctsvst .

172. As previously noted, CP&L has terminated 27 gA personnel for

suspected or confirmed drug use. Applicants'xhibit 51 at Chart II-2.

At the time of the hearing there were on site over 500 quality

inspection personnel to carry out quality inspections on construction

and start-up activities. Banks/Parsons at 6. To assure the quality of

the inspections performed by gA personnel implicated in possible drug

activity, CPSL evaluated the inspections performed by the terminated gA

personnel and, where appropriate, reinspected a sample of the work. gA

Panel at 12. The NCAG argues that the "Applicants'einspection of drug

abusing gA personnel was spotty at best," NCAG PF 19, citing alleged

examples of inadequate reinspection. These claims will be dealt with

below.

a. Non-Destructive Examination Ins ectors

173. Of the five non-destructive examination (NDE) inspectors

terminated for involvement with drug activity, three had positive drug

screen test results and two were terminated for refusing to take the

test. These inspectors perform liquid penetrant and magnetic particle

P '

l
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examinations. The work of these NDE inspectors was reinspected in

accordance with Harris Plant Procedure CQA-7. QA Panel at 9. A sample,

the size'f which was determined by Harris Plant Procedure CQA-7, of the

examinations performed by these NDE inspectors was reinspected. Of'he

2B4 items reinspected, only four minor deficiencies —all corrected by

minor buffing -- were found. Applicants assert, and we agree, that the

results of these reinspections confirmed the reliability of the NDE

inspectors'ork. QA Panel at 9-10.

174. The NCAG claims that "the work of three of these [five NDE]

QA personnel which related to Radiographic Examination (RT) was not

reinspected." NCAG PF 19.A. In fact, as Applicants note, the RT work

done by four of these inspectors was 'not reinspected. Applicants did

not reinspect that work because each of these four inspectors

participated as a member of a two-person team in making radiographic

set-ups and film exposures; they did not perform interpretation of RT

film for final acceptance or rejection of the items radiographed. RT

film is subject to two independent reviews/interpretations by other

personnel qualified for film interpretation. QA Panel at 9-10;

Applicants'xhibit 51 at 49-50; App. PF 117. The NCAG also complains

that the sample size was too small since "only 284 items of their work

on liquid penetrant and magnetic particle examinations were

reinspected." NCAG PF 19.A. However, as noted above, the sample size

was based on Military Standard 105-D -- a sampling system that has

acceptability and widespread usage in both the defense and nuclear
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industries. Trainor at 15. Therefore, in the absence of any specific

. criticism, we accept that standard.

b. Construction Ins ectors

175. Seven of the 27 terminated gA inspectors were Construction

Inspection (CI) Inspectors -- six certified in cable pulls and/or cable

terminations, and one certified in drilled-in expansion anchors. They

had been terminated and/or removed from the job for positive drug screen

test results (two), refusal. to take the test (four), and suspected drug

activity based on information from a reliable source (one). A sample of

the work of these inspectors was reinspected pursuant to CgA-7. The

result was an overall acceptance rate for the seven inspectors of 99.3'.

gA Panel at 10; Applicants'xhibit 51 at 50-51. NCAG argues this high

rate of acceptance "suggests that the reinspection sample size was too

small, or the reinspection was faulty, or the reinspectors were drug

users themselves." NCAG PF 19.B. NCAG points to nothing in the record

to support these "suggestions." NCAG fails to consider the one other

inference to be drawn from the high rate of acceptance: the work was not

defective. This is the inference supported by the weight of the

evidence.

176. The 27 terminated inspectors included fourteen equality

Control (gC) inspectors and one inspector-in-training who were
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terminated because of a positive drug screen test or refusal to take the

test. Since the inspector-in-training was never certified, no

reinspection was required. The work of eight of these (}C inspectors was

reinspected pursuant to Harris Plant Procedure CgA-7. The reinspection

indicated that the overall inspector proficiency rate was 99.7X. gA

Panel at 10; Applicants'xhibit 51 at 51-52; App. PF .119.

177. NCAG states "[n]o explanation has been given why none of the
r

work of six I.of the 14 terminated gC inspectors) was reinspected." NCAG

PF 19.C. This statement reflects a cursory reading of the record. As

discussed below, the evidence on this point is quite clear.

178. One of these six gC inspectors field-tested concrete and

performed sieve analysis, grout testing and cadweld inspections; this

inspector was terminated for positive drug screen test results. There

are no safety concerns with this employee's assignments in field testing

concrete, grout testing, or sieve analysis because final acceptance of

concrete and grout is based on meeting the required design strength as

determined by later testing. gA Panel at 10-11. Furthermore, the

reinspection results for cadwelds in conc'rete reinforcing steel bars are

impressive: only eight of 2,764 splices tested under the assessment

program failed to meet minimum tensile requirements. gA Panel at 10-11;

App. PF 120. According to CP8L, these test results exceed design

requirements by a large margin, and thus independently confirm the

quality of cadweld splicing and cadweld inspections. Consequently, no

reinspection was performed for this inspector. gA Panel at 10-11;

Applicants'xhibit 51 at 52-53; App. PF 120.
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179. Another of the six gC employees was a field concrete tester

who also performed rebar and cadweld tensile testing, sieve analysis,

and grout testing; this inspector was removed from the job for suspected

drug use based on information provided by a reliable source. This

employee's work was not reinspected for the reasons noted at Board

Finding 178. In addition, Applicants state "[w]hile this employee

actually performed tensile testing, the results of this employee's tests

are consistent with the results of tesile tests performed by others, as

determined by a comparison of a statistical distribution of his test

data with that of the remaining inspectors. Because of the uniformly

high success rates oF such tests performed by all such testers and in

light of the satisfactory 30 supervisory audits of this inspector's

work, Applicants conc'luded that there was no reason to doubt the

validity of this inspector's test results. gA Panel at 11-12;

Applicants'xhibit 51 at 53." App. PF 121.

d. Ex ansion Anchors

I

l

h

180. Three other gC in'spectors had performed inspections on the

installation of expansion anchors. A sample of the inspections was

selected pursuant to Harris Plant Procedure CgA-7 and the work was

reinspected to the extent possible. Certain of the inspection

attributes are imbedded in concrete and are no longer accessible. The

following table illustrates the inspection proficiency for these three

inspectors:
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Expansion Expansion Attributes Oefici- Inspector
Anchors Anchors Inspected iencies Pro-
Reinspected Originally noted ficiency

Inspected

Inspector g 1 80

2 50

3 125

982

356

1257

1493

1057

2445

. 99.7X

99.5X

99. 9X

None of the 13 deficiencies noted were safety significant.

Tr. 10,074-75 (Forehand); App. PF '122. Applicants'itness Forehand

testified that all were minor deficiencies. Tr. 10,074-75.

181. The first and the third of these (}C inspectors also

inspected concrete and grout placements and installation of embedded

items and reinforcing bars in concrete. CPSL states that reinspection

of these items is impossible. However, CPSL claims that "because of the

extraordinarily high inspector proficiencies shown by these two

inspectors, and because the work during concrete and grout placements

inspected by these inspectors is also subject to verification by both a

construction supervisor and an area engineer on the same concrete

placement card as the inspectors'esults are recorded, CPEL had no

reason to question the proficiency of the inspections performed by these

inspectors on concrete. Tr. 10,075 (Forehand)." App. PF 123.

182. CCNC PF 56 claims that "[t]here are serious reasons to doubt

the validity of the inspection activities of [three inspectors who

performed inspections on expansion anchors] especially as two of them

did substantial inspection work on concrete and grout placements and

installation, of embedded and reinforcing bars in concrete." The Board
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9

finds nothing in the record to support this conclusion. At, the cited
'I

transcript page (Tr. 10,073-75) Applicants'itness Forehand discusses

the reinspection results and evaluation of the work of these three

inspectors. NRC Staff witness Prevatte's testimony indicates that

concrete and rebar placements and other civil engineering aspects of the

construction project at the Harris Plant "has been a strong point." Tr.

10,174 (Prevatte). Hr. Prevatte also testified that the NRC has found

very few deficiencies in inspdctions of the civil engineering program at

Harris. Tr. 10,175 (Prevatte).

183. The NCAG states that "[v]ery small samples were reinspected

of the work of these three 'drug-terminated'C personnel who inspected

expansion anchors . . . 8', 14%, and 10%", and that reinspection

indicates an extremely high proficiency rate of 99.9X, "suggesting a

sample size that was too small or a flawed reinspection program." NCAG

PF 19.E. Again, the NCAG overlooks the obvious inference that the work

was simply not defective.

184. The final quality inspector in this group was assigned to

perform final system walkdowns with representatives from the system

turnover group, construction engineering, and start-up personnel. The

NCAG states "the work of a 'drug-terminated'inal quality inspector who

performed final system walkdowns was not reinspected." NCAG PF 19.F.

CPEL replies that this assignment did not require the individual to

review documentation or inspect systems to determine quality or

acceptability. In addition, this inspector was not solely responsible

for any aspect of his assignment and the turnover documentation packages
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were reviewed by a supervisor. QA Panel at 12; Applicants'xhibit 51

at 53. The Board agrees with Applicants that the above reasons are

sufficient to find that reinspection or re-verification of this

inspector's work was not required. App. PF 124.

185. CCNC PF 55 and NRC Staff PF 70 imply that evaluation or

reinspection of the work of certain of the 27 QA personnel implicated in

possible drug activity was still in progress as of the date of the

November 12, „$985 hearing. However, at the hearing CP&L witness

Forehand testified to the completion of the evaluation and reinspection

of the three QC inspectors whose reinspection results had not been

available at the time written testimony was filed. Tr. 10,072-75

(Forehand).

186. Staff witness Prevatte testified that he had reviewed the

results of reinspections of work performed by QA/QC and CI inspectors

and that he had reviewed procedure CQA-7. Prevatte testified that the

application of procedure CQA-7 resulted in some reinspection of 100~ of

the involved inspectors'ork, but in most cases CPSL chose a

statistical sample of less than 100%, based on the Mil-Std 105-D.

Prevatte verified that the Applicants applied CQA-7 and Mil-Std 105-D to

the areas of work inspected by each of the inspectors identified in the

matrix and that the reinspections verify that the work of the inspectors

suspected of involvement with drugs was acceptable. Frederickson/

Prevatte at 4-5.

187. NCAG PF 20 alleges "I.a] search of the NRC's own records of

inspections done throughout the history of this construction project



will reveal that Applicant (sic) has had persistent problems with QA."

The NCAG then refers to two incidents concerning Harris Plant QA.

However, NCAG offers no explanation of how the two alleged incidents

support a finding of "persistent problems with QA." Furthermore, as

stated earlier, the contention focuses on a narrow aspect of QA at

Harris, not the whole program or its entire history.

188. The work of QA personnel implicated in drug activity has been

evaluated. Where necessary,'this work has been reinspected pursuant to

Harris Plant Procedure CQA-7. The results of the reinspections

establish an overall proficiency of 99.6% for inspectors who were

implicated in drug activity. This procedure provides reasonable

assurance that the original work of those inspectors was adequate.

5. Conclusion

189. Drug use has not had any discernible effect on the QA program

or on the quality of work, as accepted under that program, at Shearon

Harris. There is a reasonable assurance that defective work, arising

out of drug use or any other cause, will be detected by the QA program.
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II. Nighttime Emergency Notification

A. Introduction and Re viator Framework

l. Eddleman Contention 57-C-3, as admitted by the Board, reads as

follows:

The plan does not have provisions for notification at night,
e.g. in the hours between 1 a.m. and 6 a.m. when most people
living near the plant would normally be asleep, nor does the
plan assure that they would be timely awakened to take
sheltering action>3as e.g. on a summer night when many'ight
have windows open or air conditioners on. The plan should
provide automatic phone dialing equipment to transmit an
emergency message to all households in the EP2 for Harris, .

asking people to alert their phoneless neighbors.

Subsequently, in denying the Applicants'otion for Su+nary Disposition,

the Board framed the basic issue raised by the contention as follows;

At the evidentiary hearing, the Applicants should address
whether the sirens can wake up virtually all the people
sleeping in the EP2 between 1 a.m. and 6 a.m. particularly
those with windows closed and air conditioners running. The
Applicants should address whether the presently planned means
of back-up mobile notification could and should be augmented
to meet the "about" 15 minute standard in Appendix E, if
necessary.

2. The regulatory framework for resolving Eddleman Contention

57-C-3 is primarily derived from the Commission's emergency planning

rule, an implementing Appendix to the rule, a guidance document issued

jointly by the NRC and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)

The Contention as framed and admitted speaks of "open" windows.
The Board and parties have assumed that "closed" windows were
intended, the only reasonable assumption in this context.
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Staffs, and a Commission interpretative statement. Me discuss each

element of that framework below.

3. The Emer enc Plannin Re ulation. The pertinent part of the

Cooeission's emergency planning regulation requires that:

means to provide early notification and clear
instruction to the populace within the plume exposure pathway
Emergency Planning Zone have been established. 10 C.F.R.
50.47(b)(5).

In view of FEMA's participation in this contention, that portion of the

rule concerning the legal effect of its positions in licensing cases is

also pertinent. The rule provides in that regard that:

In any NRC licensing proceeding, a FEMA finding will
constitute a rebuttable presumption on questions of adequacy
and implementation capability. 10 C.F.R. 5 50.47(a)(2).

This means that a FEMA position on an issue -- e.g. an expert'

testimony whether the siren system for a facility will produce certain

sound levels or arouse certain numbers of sleeping people -- may be

accepted by a Licensing Board if that issue is uncontested. But if an

intervenor contests such an issue, the rebuttable presumption

"dissolves" and the FEMA testimony is given no special weight "beyond

that to which [itj would be entitled by virtue of the expertise of the

witnesses and the bases presented for their views." Metro olitan Edison

Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station), ALAB-698, 16 NRC 1290, 1298

(1982), affirming, LBP-81-59, 14 NRC 1211, 1460-66 (1981). See Southern

Cali fornia Edison Co. (San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station),

LBP-82-39, 15 NRC 1163, 1213 (1982).
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4s AppendixE. The Comnission has adopted an extensive Appendix

to its emergency planning rule which elaborates upon its basic

provisions. See Appendix E to Part 50, "Emergency Planning 'nd

Preparedness for Production and Utilization Facilities." Appendix E is

cast in mandatory terms. It was duly published for public comment and

thereafter formally adopted by the Commission in accordance with the

Atomic Energy Act and applicable Provisions of the Administrative

Procedure Act -(5 USC 552, 553). 44'ed. Reg. 75,167, 75,171; 45 Fed.

Reg. 55 402, 55 408, 55 410. It therefore has the force of law.

Appendix E provides in relevant part that:

The design objective of the prompt public notification system
shall be to have the capability to essentially complete the
initial notification of the public within the plume exposure
pathway EPZ within about 15 minutes.

,5. NUREG-0654. Contemporaneous with the development and adoption

of 10 C.F.R. 5 50.47 and Appendix E, the Staffs of the NRC and FEMA

developed a guidance document entitled "Criteria for Preparation and

Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in

Support of Nuclear Power Plants", and usually referred to as

"NUREG-0654." The guidance in NUREG-0654 spells out in varying detail

Staff technical positions on how applicants can satisfy the substantive

standards contained in the rule and Appendix E, in the same manner as a

Staff Regulatory Guide. In addition, FEMA has developed a more detailed

subpar,ate guidance document entitled '"Standard Guide for the Evaluation

of Alert and Notification Systems for Nuclear Power Plants," usually

referred to as "FEMA 43." This is the standard guidance document
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applied in FEMA field reviews of the adequacy of siren systems, such as

that proposed for Shearon Harris.

6. NUREG-0654 contains an Appendix 3 -- "Means of Providing

Prompt Alerting and Notification of Response Organizations and the

Population." Two guidelines in this Appendix are particularly

significant to an understanding of the regulatory framework issues that

arose in this case. First, Appendix 3 states a guideline for acceptable

siren sound levels, based on average summer daytime conditions, For

rural areas like the Shearun Harris EP2 (2,000 or fewer people per

square mile) the sirens must provide sound level coverage of 60 decibels

(dB), or 10 dB above ambient noise levels, whichever is higher.

Appendix 3-8 to 3-11, Second, with regard to numbers of people to be

alerted within specified times, the Appendix 3 provides that:

The minimum acceptable design objectives for coverage by the
systems are:

a) Capability for providing both an alert signal and an
informational or instructional message to the population on an
area wide basis throughout the 10 mile EP2, within 15 minutes.

b) The initial notification system will assure direct
coverage of essentially 100K of the population within 5 miles
of the site.

c) Special arrangements will be made to assure 100K coverage
within 45 minutes of the population who may not have received
notification within the entire plume exposure EPZ. Id. at
3~3

'.

At the summary disposition stage, the Applicants, supported in

principle by the Staff, took the position that the Shearon Harris sirens

had been satisfactorily reviewed pursuant to the NUREG-0654, Appendix 3,

and FEMA 43 criteria, that those criteria are binding on licensing
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boards, and that Mr. Eddleman's nighttime alerting contention should be

summarily dismissed without any showing that the Shearon Harris sirens

would actually wake people up at night. We rejected that position,

holding that the NUREG-0654, Appendix 3 and FEMA-43 criteria were not

binding against a contrary contention. Memorandum and Order of February

27, 1985, pp. 3-4. The contention was then heard on its merits, with

both the Applicants and the Staff presenting detailed analyses of

nighttime siren"sound propagation and arousal probabilities.

8. In their proposed findings following the reopened hearing, the

Applicants continue to "maintain that -- where fixed sirens are selected

. the numerical acceptance criteria are quite clear: under average

summer daytime conditions, the siren level must exceed 60 dB." App. PF

6. We understand the quoted statement to reaffirm the
Applicants'arlier

position that, as to required sound intensity, a siren system

need only meet the 60 dB criterion, daytime or nighttime. See Tr.

10,458-459. The Staff position on this legal point is unclear. On the
'1

one hand, the Staff does not go so far .as to claim that the NUREG-0654

numerical criteria have the force of law, only that they should be given

"considerable weight." Staff PF 9. On the other hand, the Staff sets

forth at length proposed findings based on the 60 dB criterion (Staff PF

26-43) and asks us to find that, based on that criterion, "in the

Shearon Harris EP2 almost 60 percent of the residences are exposed to

ten times the sound pressure level [60 dB] considered by FEMA and NRC to

be adequate." Staff PF 127. In light of these statements, we reiterate

our position that this nighttime alerting case was properly heard on the
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merits, without regard to the "summer daytime" 60 dB criterion urged by

the Applicants and the staff. The Board's position on this threshold

legal question is as follows.

9. Apart from the effect of an interpretative statement by the

Commission (discussed below), the argument that the NUREG-0654 and FEHA

numerical icriteria are binding on Licensing Boards and bar contentions

as attacks on a rule is unsound in law and (at least as to the 60 dB

criterion) in fact. An Appeal Board decision in the Three Nile Island

litigation, cited above, decisively rejects that argument:

We agree that documents such as the FEMA findings and
determinations, NUREG-0654, and FEMA-REP-2, somewhat like the
Regulatory Guides, do not rise to the level of regulatory
requirements. Neither do they constitute the only method of
meeting applicable regulatory requirements. Cf. Fire
Protection for 0 eratin Nuclear Power Plant ( 10 CFR 50.~

L -81-11, 13 NRC 8, 82 n. 19 1 ; Gu f States Utilities
Com an River Bend Station Units 1 an , L - , N C

-773 )9 . In t e a sence o other evidence,
adherence to regulatory guidance may be sufficient to
demonstrate compliance with regulatory requirements. Petition
for Emer enc and Remedial Action, CLI-78-6, 7 NRC
06- 0 1978 . Genera ly speaking, however, such guidance is

treated simply as evidence of legitimate means for complying
with regulatory requirements, and the staff is required to
demonstrate the validity of its guidance if it is called into
question during the course of litigation, Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Power Cor . (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station ,

L -7 -, 8 EC 8 9, 811 (1974).

This Board, of course, is bound by the Appeal Board's decision. We

note. in addition, that the Applicants'rgument is foreclosed by the

Administrative Procedure Act. Neither NUREG-0654, Appendix 3, nor

"FEMA-43" has ever been proposed as a rule for public co@vent in a

rulemaking proceeding. See 44 Fed. Reg. 75,167. The same is true,
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specifically, of those portions of NUREG-0654 to which the Applicants

would have us attribute binding effect -- particularly the 60 dB

acceptance criterion. Nor do these regulatory guides come within any

exception to the Administrative Procedure Act's requirement for prior

notice and opportunity for public comment before a rule can become

effective. ~Cpm are Unton of Concerned Scientfsts v. NRC, 711 F.2d 370

(D.C. 1983). Therefore, they are not binding rules.

10. Any c>aim that the 60 dB standard is a binding rule for

judging the adequacy of a nuclear power plant's alerting capability

under nighttime conditions is unsound in fact, as demonstrated by the

record on this contention. As the record shows, a 60 dB siren sound

level at about 2 a.m. would arouse only about one-third of the residents

sleeping alone in houses with the windows closed, or one-half of the

residents in households with two adults. See Figure 2 and Finding 56

below. Two-thirds to one-half of those residents would sleep through

the sirens. Assuming that half of those alerted would then engage in

"informal alerting," some 25 to 50K of the sleeping residents still
might not receive a timely alert, if they 'are in a 60 dB area and their

windows are closed. Mhatever flexibilitymay inhere in the "essentially

complete" or "essentially 100 percent" criterion for numbers of persons

to be alerted, that concept must mean something considerably higher than

50 to 75 percent in some parts of the EPZ. Given the well-known facts

that people go to sleep at night and that it is more difficult to arouse

people than to get their attention while awake, we find it surprising

that FEMA has adopted an around-the-clock acceptance criterion (60 dB)
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based exclusively on daytime conditions. Tr. 9916-17; FEMA Testimony of

Carter at 13.

11. Commission Inter retative Statement. Certain provisions of

NUREG-0654, Appendix 3 (quoted above) differentiate, in terms'of numbers

of people to. be alerted and alerting times, between the center 5 miles

of an EPZ and the outside 5-to-10 mile ring. Following the initial
hearing on this contention, a Commission interpretative statement

concerning those provisions first came to our attention, In our Order

reopening for a further hearing, the Board discussed its tentative views
r

on the legal effect of the Commission's statement as follows:

12. "The Board believes that it should make separate findings on

the arousal capabilities of the Harris siren system within ( 1) a 5-mile

radius of the plant and (2) the area between 5 and 10 miles of the

plart. Our primary reason for focusing separately on the first 5 miles

is the Commission's endorsement of that distinction in a 1980 ruling

rejecting a petition for reconsideration of the 15-minute notification

requirement. See Final Rule on Emer enc Plannin, 12 NRC 636 (1980).

Among other matters, the petitioners had relied on certain August 1980

34
The Board finds Mr. Carter to be a particularly authoritative
witness since he was the author of FEMA-43. In response to Board
questions, he testified that, in preparing FEMA-43, "I did not
assess the validity of the requirements" and "I did not consider
the question of nighttime/early a'lerting of people." Tr. 9917.
The Board believes, therefore, that conformity with the FEMA-43
guidance still leaves the issue of compliance with the Commission's
regulations as an open question when alerting sleeping people is
considered.
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testimony .of a FEMA official that full compliance with the 15-minute

requirement throughout the entire 10-mile EPZ was i~possible. In

rejecting that argument as a basis for relaxing the rule, the Coianission

noted wi.th apparent approval that--
subsequent to the August 18 tes'timony, FEMA "agreed with th'
NRC that there ought to be a design objective for th'
15-minute rule out to 10 miles and a'greed to the desig'n

"'objectives 'described in NUREG-0654, 'Revision l. In the
January, 1980 version of NUREG-0654, FEMA and NRC described

" the design objective for t$ e notification system as assuri'ng
that 660 percent of the population within 5 miles of the pl'ant
and 90 percent of the population within 5 and 10 miles of the
plant could receive notice in 15 minutes. In the November
revision, FEMA and NRC modified that'ui'dance to be
essentially 100 percent of the population within 5 miles of
the plant and no specified percentage out to 10 'miles. The
NRC and FEMA .still insist, however, that a syst''m be designed
to .provide both an alert signal and an instr'uc'tional o'

information message to the population within 'the 10-mile EPZ

within 15 minutes. The lack 'of a s'pecified percentage from 5

to 10 miles. is to allow planners 'the flexibility to design the
most cost-effective system to meet this general objective.
Id. at 638.

As'e read it, the 'quoted Coomis'sion statement cons'ti'tutes an
P

endorsement of a distance distinction within the 10-mil'e EPZ —that the

rigorous "essentially:100 percent" standard should apply only in the

first .5 miles. Furthermore, 'by its apparently approving recognition

that the FEMA/NRC 'Staffs in 'NUREG-0654, Rev. 1 had abandoned a 90%

alerting requirement for the 5 to 10 mile area, the Coimission, at least

by inference, has indicated that a 15 minute arousal rate of less than

90K in .that area might be acceptable.

13. The legal effect of these Cohinissioh statements 'is unclear.

It can 'be argued that they are mere dicta because no changes wei e made
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in the basic notification rule (50.47(b)(5)) or in the more detailed

implementing provisions of Appendix E. Moreover, the Commission stated

that the relief requested by the petitioners was being denied. The fact

that Appendix 3 of NUREG-0654, Rev. 1 differentiates between

notification levels in the 0-5 mile area and the 5-10 mile area has no

binding legal significance (apart from the effect of the Commission's

endorsement). That guidance document does not have the force of law.

Metro olitan Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station), 16 NRC

~

'290,1298-99 (1982). Finally, no party has argued to us and the case

was not heard on the theory that different standards might apply in

different parts of the EP2.

14. On the other hand, as a matter of legal analysis the quoted

Comnission statement can be regarded as an interpretation of this rule.

As such, it would be binding on Licensing Boards. Apart from legal

analysis, we think it makes good practical sense to distinguish between

the 5 and 10 mile areas. The people in the first 5 miles are closer to

the hazard and would be likely to need more rapid notification in order

to take effective protective actions. Moreover, it appears to us that

"if we are to give credit for the phenomenon of "informal notification",

in the circumstances presented here it is likely to be more effective in

the more heavily populated areas outside 5 miles, e.g., the Town of

Apex, than in the sparsely populated areas in the first 5 miles.

Furthermore, the quoted Commission Statement contemplates consideration

of cost-effectiveness in choosing among alerting systems. It seems

probable that the cost of augmenting the Applicants'roposed system
.(
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only within the 5-mile area (about 600 houses) would be a small fraction

of the cost of augmenting that system for the entire EPZ (about 7000

houses).

15. For the foregoing reasons, we propose to make separate

findings for the 0 - 5 mile and the 5 - 10 mile areas, as well as for

the EPZ as a whole. Memorandum and Order of January 16, 1986, pp. 2-5."

16. Thereafter, the Applicants brought to our attention a per

curiam Order "of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit

dismissing as moot an appeal by the Duke Power Co. from the Comnission's

Final Rule on Emer enc Plannin quoted above. The Order states that—
ORDERED, by the Court, that the petition be dismissed, since
there is no live controversy before the Court at this time.
At oral argument Respondent's counsel gave unequivocal
assurance that Respondent will judge Petitioner's compliance
with the rule according to the standard of performance
criteria promulgated in November 1980 jointly by Respondent
and the Federal Emergency Management Agency, and Petitioner's
counsel stated that this would be entirely satisfactory. Duke
Power Co. v. NRC., No. 80-2253, unpublished Order dated
September , 1981.

As we read it, this Order lends further support to our conclusion (no

longer our tentative view) that the provisions of NUREG-0654 concerning

numbers of people to be alerted and times for alerting in the 0-5 and

5-10 mile zones have the legal status of a Commission interpretation of

10 C.F.R. 550.47(b)(5) and Appendix E to Part 50, and thus are binding

on this Board. This legal status does not, however, extend to other

provisions of NUREG-0654, Appendix 3 -- and specifically not to the 60
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dB summer daytime criterion -- which were not before the Commission or

the court.

17. There remain the narrow questions of just how high a

percentage of residents of the EPZ must be alet ted -in 15 minutes

within 5 miles of the plant and in the 5-to-10 mile outer ring. The

Comnission made it clear in adopting the rule that not every person must

be alerted. 45 Fed. Reg. 55,402, 55,407. Appendix E states as a

"design objective" that notj fication must be "essentially complete."

Similarly, Appendix 3 of NUREG-0654 (as endorsed by the Commission)

calls for a "design objective" of "essentially 100%" in the first 5

miles and no fixed percentage (but inferentially less than 90~) in the

5-to-10 mile ring. The reference to "design objective" apparently means

that a system must be designed to achieve the "essentially 100%"

criterion but that, in actual practice, local conditions, for example,

might have some adverse affect on performance. The decided cases (not

35 It might be suggested that the Court's reference to "the standard
of performance criteria promulgated in November 1980" implied a
judicial endorsement of NUREG-0654 in its entirety. Such a reading
would carry this unpublished Order far beyond the scope of the
narrow issues then before the Commission and the Court. The
Commission's opinion does not discuss the FEMA 60 dB standard
except to note that a 68 dB system is more expensive than a 60 dB
system. 12 NRC at 639, n.3. It is scarcely conceivable that the
Comnission would have intended to endorse 60 dB as a uniform sound
level criterion, had it been aware of the gross inadequacy of that
criterion for nighttime alerting. The hearing on Eddleman
Contention 57-C-3 apparently represented the first hard look the
NRC or FEMA had taken at the special problems presented by
nighttime alerting.
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involving nighttime alerting) hold, without specificity, that not all

persons need, be alerted in 15 minutes. In these circumstances, this36

Board believes that reasonable assurance of an alerting rate ~hi her than

95K is acceptable in the first 5 miles. As to the 5-to-10 mile zone,

where greater flexibility is allowed, we think it unnecessary to state a

.minimum criterion. However, we hold that the level shown by the record

to be expected of the Shearon Harris system -- about 90% -- is clearly

acceptable.

B. The Witnesses

18. Applicants presented the testimony of Mr. David N. Keast,37

Dr. Dennis S. Mileti, and Mr. Alvin H. Joyner on this contention. Mr.

Keast is Vice President and Senior Project Manager with HMM Associates,

Inc. Mr. Keast has an M.S. in Electrical Engineering and specializes in

public warning system studies in his role as Project Manager for HMM

Associates. Mr. Keast was retained by the Applicants to analyze the

alert and notification system in response to Eddleman Contention 57-C-3.

See Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear Station), 22 NRC 59, 77 ( 1985);

1 N C

The Board has received Applicants'Proposed Transcript
Corrections" (December 9, 1985), "Supplemental Proposed Transcript
Corrections" (January 2, 1986), and "Proposed Transcript
Corrections" (April 4, 1986). These corrections were unopposed and
we grant Applicants'equest that the corrections be incorporated
into the evidentiary record.
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Or. Nileti, Professor in the Department of Sociology and Director of the

Hazards Assessment Laboratory at Colorado State University addressed the

informal notification process that occurs in the event of an emergency.

Mr. Joyner is the lead planner for fixed nuclear faci.lities within the

Division of Emergency Management (OEM) of the North Carolina Department

of Crime Control and Public Safety. Mr. Joyner's testimony addressed

the mobile alerting that takes place in addition to the fixed siren

system in the event of an, emergency at Shearon Harris.
Applicants'refiled

Testimony of Keast, Nileti, and Joyner, ff. Tr. 9375.

19. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FENA) called a panel

of four experts under contract to FEMA (T. F. Carter, V. M. Lee, K. D.

Kryter and J. Hehnevajsa) to present testimony on this contention. Nr.

Carter is Vice-President, Consulting Services Group, International

Energy Associates Limited ( IAEL). Mr. Carter held various management

positions with the NRC from 1975 to 1982. In his last position (Deputy

Director, Division of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety), he had the

responsibility for formulating the emergency planning policy for all

fuel cycle facilities. He was also Chairman of HRC's "Three Mile

Island" Task Force on Emergency Planning. Under subcontract to Argonne

National Laboratory, Mr. Carter was the principal author of FEMA-43,

"Standard Guide For The Evaluation of Alert and Notification Systems For

Nuclear Power Plants". He is currently Manager of IEAL's project to

support FENA in the evaluation of alert and notification systems at

nuclear power plants. Under FEMA contract, Nr. Carter convened this
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panel of experts to prepare testimony in response to this contention.

FEMA's Testimony of T. F. Carter, ff. Tr. 9690.

.20. Dr." L'ee, who has a Ph.D. in Noise and Acoustics (with a minor

in Applied Mathematics) is President and principal consultant of

Analysis 8 Computing, Inc., specializing in noise assessment and

acoustical design, communication and warning system design and

evaluation, and computer modeling. Since June 1983, Dr. Lee has been

retained by IEAL as an acoustics consultant dealing specifically with

the sound level coverage evaluation of nuclear power plant fixed siren

systems. Or. Lee's prepared testimony presented his predictions of the

acoustical performance of the Harris siren system. FEMA's testimony of

Y. M. Lee, ff. Tr. 9690.

21. The third member of the NRC Staff/FEMA panel was Dr. Kryter,

who has a Ph.D. in Psychology (with a minor in Physiology). An eminent

expert in the field of psychoacoustics, Dr. Kryter most recently served

for 11 years as the Director of the Sensory Sciences Research Center of

the Stanford Research Institute, and since 1976 has served as Staff

Scientist with that organization. He also presently is President of the

Acousis Company. He has conducted research on and developed procedures

and models for the assessment of the effects of sound and noise on sleep

and annoyance. Recently, he prepared an "Analysis of Laboratory and

Field Data on Awakening from Noise" (NASA 1984), and -- under

sponsorship of NASA, EPA, and U.S. Department of Transportation

authored "The Effects of Noise on Man, 2nd. Edition", Academic Press

( 1985). Dr. Kryter's prepared testimony addressed the arousal of people
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from sleep in response to the operation of the Harris siren system.

FEMA's testimony of K. D. Kryter, ff. Tr. 9690.

22. The final member of, the NRC Staff/FEMA panel was Dr.

Nehnevajsa, who has a Ph.D. in Sociology (with minors in Mathematical

Logic and Journalism). Dr. Nehnevajsa has been affiliated with the

University of Pittsburgh for nearly 25 years, and presently serves as

Professor of Sociology at that institution. For the past 25 years, he

has conducted research on emergency preparedness problems, including

consid5iation of attitudes and behavior related to mass emergencies

(both natural and technological hazards). FEMA's testimony of J.

Nehnevajsa, ff. Tr. 9690.

C. Harris EPZ Siren Sound Levels

23. Both Applicants and FEMA presented testimony on the siren

sound level coverage of the Harris EPZ with a system of 68 sirens under

nighttime conditions. Applicants'itness, Mr. Keast, presented the38

results of his calculatioris in the form of sound level contours drawn on

a map of the Harris EPZ. Applicants'xhibit 46. Mr. Kea'st's

computational algorithms took into account the several factors that

Me note that among the documents that Mr. Carter provided to the
FEMA panel, Carter at 5, was the "Evaluation of the Prompt Alerting
Systems at Four Nuclear Power Stations" NUREG/CR-2655, PNL-4226,
USNRC, September 1982, in which nighttime alerting was considered.
However, this document did not come into evidence and we do not
consider it here.
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effect )ound propagation; namely, spherical divergence, atmospheric

absorption, attenuation by forests, ground absorption, refraction caused

by vertical wind-speed and temperature gradients, scattering by

buildings in built-up areas, and shielding by hills. Keast at 10. The

results of such computations have been compared with field measurements

at locales other than Harris, with the results showing an average

deviation of about 0.9 dB and a standard deviation of 4.4 dB. The

computational "results are conservative in that predicted sound levels

were lower than the field observations. Tr. 9561. We find the methods

and results of Mr. Keast's work uncontroverted at the hearing and accept

Applicants'xhibit 46 as reliable.

24. The FEMA witness on sound levels, Dr. Lee. considered the same

sound propagation factors as did Mr. Keast and went through analogous

computations. Lee at 21-22. The resulting contour map is not in the

same format as Applicants'n that the contours indicate the maximum

siren sound level from the one predominant siren in any area. We find

the FEMA testimony to be unrealistic since it ignores the fact that

sleeping residents at locations approximately equidistant from 2 or 3

sirens would receive the cumulative effect of acoustic stimulation.

(sounds) from each of the sirens and not only one, as FEMA assumes. Tr.

9918. Neglect of this concurrent stimulation may amount to 4 dB

underestimation or roughly SX decrease, in calculated arousal

probability.

f5. Comparison of the sound propagation contours in areas under

the influence of only one siren shows that Applicants and FEMA are in
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reasonable agreement, with differences in the distance from the sirens

to the 70 dB contours'f less than 10". The Board finds general

agreement on the physics of sound propagation and no real issue in this

area.

26. Figure 1 is a Board tracing of a portion of
Applicants'xhibit

46 to illustrate the sound coverage of Applicants'iren system.

In order to estimate the probability of household arousal when the

inhabitants are asleep, the distribution of houses by sound levels must

be found by counting the houses at the various sound levels and, then,

those sound levels must be translated into household arousal

probabilities. Applicants have carried out the house counting with the

results shown in Appendix A to this decision.

0. Outdoor-Indoor Sound Attenuation

27. Applicants'itness Keast testified that different houses have

different sound attenuation characteristics that are attributable almost

entirely to whether the windows are open or closed and whether storm

windows are in use. On the basis of acoustic measurements and

demographic data from a survey of Harris EP2, Hr. Keast prepared a table

(Attachment 6) showing the fractions of the houses in the Harris EPZ

having particular sound attenuation values and the indoor background

noise levels to be expected in those houses. The Board finds Nr.

Keast's table appropriately detailed and probative on th'is issue and we

include Attachment 6 in Appendix A to this decision. Keast at 6. The

Board notes that with the 19 different sound levels and 8 different
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Figure 1. Siren sound level contours for part
of the Harris EPZ
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«

housing groups, the computation of the sound levels in the Harris EPZ

bedrooms is straightforward, but more than a little tedious.

28. The FEMA'itness, Dr. Nehnevajsa, testified that he simply

assumed that 50» of the Harris EPZ houses would have windows open.

Nehnevajsa at 15. Mr. Keast's empirically-based testimony, based on

actual field observations, refutes that assumption, and the Board finds

that little or no weight should be given to Dr. Nehnevajsa's specific

calculations of alerting to be expected in the Harris EPZ.

E. Probabi1 it of Alertin with Sirens

«,

29. The next step in an analysis is estimation of how many people

would be awakened by each particular bedroom siren sound level.

Applicants'itness Keast utilized a report by J. S. Lukas of the

Stanford Research Institute, which 'was published by the U.S. EPA in

February, 1977, as a basis for estimating arousal probabilities as a

function of sound levels. This report, which was identified as

Applicants'xhibit 48, is entitled "Measures of Noise Levels: Their

Relative Accuracy in Predicting Objective and Subjective Responses to

Noise During Sleep" and is numbered EPA-600/1-77-010. Keast at 16-17.

30. The Board finds that the Lukas report is not an appropriate

basis for predicting awakening responses to siren sounds. The research

reports that Lukas compiled were mostly studies of responses of sleeping

people to transportation noises {aircraft, truck and train). The

heterogeneousness of this data grouping is reflected in the low

correlation coefficient {0.5) between the various sound levels and the

'«"""t
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«
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resulting awakenings. Since the variance in the noise levels only

accounts for 25 of the variance in the awakenings, it is obvious that

other factors that influence responses to noises (impulsive versus

non-impulsive, frequency spectra, etc.) are not adequately represented
I

in 'the simple data treatment used by Lukas. The FEMA witness, Dr.

Kryter, shared this view that "the Lukas work is merely the best fit to

a hodge-podge of data, much of it having little or no relationship to

siren sounds." Tr. 10,557.

31. In the January 16, 1986 Order concerning the limited reopening

of the record, the Board expressed the tentative view that the data base

for the Lukas report did not include sounds with frequency spectra that

resemble the frequency spectrum of the Federal Signal Thunderbolt Model

1000 sirens to be used in the Harris EPZ. In response to our request

for comnents, Mr. Keast responded for Applicants in testimony dated

February 21, 1986. ff. Tr. 10,471. Mr. Keast states "Lukas used the

EPNdB rating scale in reporting his results", Keast at 4, and "Years of

research have gone into the development of the EPNdB rating scale. To

the extent that research has been successful, it is not pertinent

whether or not the actual spectra of sounds used for the Lukas study

resemble those of sirens because the EPNdB scale provides adjustments

for spectral differences." Keast at 5. The Board cannot find that the

"research has been successful" in view of the 0.5 correlation

coqfficient reported by Lukas.

32. Mr. Keast testifies further that "there are at least 3, and
l

possib1y as many as 6, studies included in Lukas that were based upon
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sleep awakening by tonal sounds." Keast at 5. We accept Mr. Keast,'s
h

observation, but he is only making the point that 3 to 6 out of the 22

studies in Lukas might be pertinent to siren sounds. If there were no

other evidence before us on this issue, an appropriate strategy might be

to consider only the few studies in the Lukas compi'|ation that Mr. Keast

identifies as possibly applicable to the Harris siren sounds. However,

we find that other available studies more directly pertinent to the

Shearon Harris siren sounds 'obviate the need to selectively analyze the

Lukas compilation. We find no need to consider the Lukas report

further.

hh
ll h

hl

33. The FEMA/NRC testimony on probability of awakening caused by

siren sounds was presented by Dr. Karl D. Kryter. ff. Tr. 9690. The

Board finds Dr. Kryter to be eminently qualified to address the issue,

as described in his resume at the beginning of his testimony. Kryter at

1-3. We note in particular his authorship of the book "The Effects of

Noise on Man," 1st Edition, 1970 and 2nd Edition, 1985, which has been

widely quoted and referenced.

34. Dr. Kryter's testimony gives a useful perspective on the state

of knowledge concerning siren caused awakenings. "A relatively large

number of research studies of sleep have been conducted. Because of the

many variables involved it is difficult to interpret most of the results

as being directly relatable to the problem at hand. However, a study by

f
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Horonjeff et al. (hereafter "Horondeff") has considerable face

validity with respect to sleep arousal by sound under real-life

conditions and provides fundamental data suitable as a basis for

predicting sleep arousal by siren alerting signals as used in the

Shearon Harris EP2." Kryter at 9.

35. In the Horonjeff study, 6 females and 8 males (ages 20-59,

average age 42 years) were exposed to 4 different steady-state and

transient noises when sleeping in. their homes. The sounds were

presented via loudspeaker, remotely controlled by telephone circuits,

and the subjects when awakened pressed a button-switch next to their

beds. The subject's responses were also transmitted by telephone

circuits back to a central laboratory location. Each of the subjects

participated in the study for 21 consecutive nights. All subjects

resided in single-family residences. Kryter at 9-10.

36. Three of the noises used by Horonjeff were predominately low

frequency "hum" type of noises (from distant road traffic, an air

conditioner, and a simulated electrical power transformer). These

noises have most of their energy in the 125 Hz band and little energy in

the 500 Hz band where the peak of the siren sound occurs. Kryter at

10-15. The Board agrees with Dr. Kryter's rejection of the data for

39 Moronjeff, R. D., S. Fidell, S. R. Teffeteller and D. M. Green,
"Behavioral Awakening as Functions of Duration and Detectability of
Noise Intrusions in the Home." J. Sound & Vib., Vol. 84, no. 3,
1982, pp. 327-336.
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those low-frequency noises as not an appropriate basis for anticipating

responses of sleeping people to siren sounds.

37. Only the transmission line (a "frying" corona discharge) noise

had a spectrum with some similarity to the siren signal in the

mid-to-high frequency region. Dr. Kryter points out that prior research

results would lead to the expectation of greater response of humans to

sounds in the higher frequency range and that this expectation is borne

out by the results in the Horonjeff sleep arousal data in that the 3 low

frequency noises were substantially less arousing than the transmission

line corona noise. Kryter at 16.

38. A salient aspect of the Horonjeff study is the clear

demonstration of the effect of sound duration, as well as intensity, on

arousal probabilities. For example, exposure to the transmission line

corona noise for 15 minutes at 60 dBA caused 50% arousal in contrast to

33~ arousal at 60 dBA max for the transient with a rise/decay rate of 2

dB/sec. Thus, a most useful measure of the sound stimulus would reflect

the combined effect of sound level and time duration. In Dr. Kryter's

view, the appropriate measure is the single event level (SEL).

SEL = dBA + 10 log time in seconds. Kryter at 19.

39. The sound levels computed by Applicants and FEMA are presented

as C-weighted sound levels (dBC). The Horonjeff data are presented as

A-weighted sound levels (dBA), which reflects the ear's variable

response as a function of sound frequency. For siren sounds,

dBA = dBC - 3 Lee at 24.
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40. In Figure 2, the Board has plotted the data points from Figure

5A of the Kryter testimony. We find that the data can be fitted with a

straight line if the ordinate scale is the normal or Gaussian

probability scale, as did the Horonjeff study. This is in contrast to

the linear scale in the Kryter Figure 5A, which requires a free-hand

curve to approximate the locus of the data points.

F. Arousal Probabi lit : The Krallmann Data

41. During the November 4-5," 1985 initial hearing,
Applicants'rousal

estimates were based on the Lukas report and FEN's estimates

were based on'he Horonjeff data. Durino the hearing, Intervenor

Eddleman was instrumental in bringing to the attention of the Board and

parties the existence of a 1962 German study of the effectiveness of

sirens in awakening sleeping people. The NRC staff counsel subsequently

had this research report translated into English and served on the Board

and parties. By stipulation, this report entitled "Final Report:

Studies of the Effects of Waking Signals on Sleepers With Different

Depths of Sleep and Dispositions" (Institute for Phonetics and

Communications, Research University of Bonn, 1962), authored by Dr.

Dieter Krallmann , was admitted into evidence and is identified as40

Krallmann, D., "Untersuchungen uber die Wirkung von Wecksignalen
auf Schlafer verschiedener Schlaftiefen und Dispositionen", U. of
Bonn, 1962.
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Figure 2. Arousal probability versus siren SEL. Solid line
is Board estimate of arousal probability in Harris
EPZ. See Findings 4p, 43, 4B .
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Eddleman Exhibit 74. Since the Krallmann report had the potential of41

a major contribution to the record on this contention, the Board

requested the NRC/FEMA staff to have the Krallmann research report

reviewed by a suitable professional expert in ps'ychoacoustics.

Memorandum and Order, January 16, 1986. Dr. Kryter, the FEMA witness

above, carried out the requested review (ff. Tr. 10,479) and

cross-examination of his testimony formed a substantial part of the

March 4-5, 1986 hearin95.

41
Following the initial hearing, there was a dispute among the
parties over the admission into evidence without hearing or
cross-examination of three documents: ( 1) a review of the prefiled
testimony on nighttime alerting, including critical comments on

informal alerting, (2) an article in Power En ineerin about
informal alerting by the principal author o t e review, and (3)
the German (Krallman) study. The Board initially resolved that
dispute by admitting all three documents, subject to possible
objections from Mr. Eddleman, who had been unable to participate in
discussion of the dispute. Memorandum of December 27, 1985. Mr.
Eddleman subsequently pressed objections to admission of the Power
En ineerin article. At the reopened hearing, no dispute remained
over a m ssion of the German study, which was the subject of
extensive cross-examination. The Board proposed a stipulation that
both the Power En ineerin article and the portion of the review
concerning in orma a erting be excluded from the record. The

Applicants agreed with this proposal, but FEMA and Mr. Eddleman
objected to it. Tr. 10,847-50. The Board finds these objections
insubstantial in light of the developed record. FEMA does not need
the Power En ineerin article to impeach the review, on which we

have not re ie >n any event. For his part, Mr. Eddleman is trying
to have it both ways by relying on critical comments on informal
alerting and seeking to exclude the Power En ineerin article to
prevent fuller scrutiny of those comments. ither ot or neither
of these documents should be admitted. In the absence'f
opportunity to cross-examine their author, both are excluded;
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42. The subjects in the Krallmann study came from a wide variety

of work backgrounds, and were male attendees at a one week course at an

air raid protection school in Germany. The subjects slept in individual

bedrooms, with provisions for the simultaneous testing of up to

twenty-four persons. Krallman presented a siren signal for 45 seconds

once per night -- for 98 test nights —at a preselected steady level

(40, 45, 50, 55 or 60 dBC) and time (midnight to 5:00 a.m., divided into

15 minute segments). The subjects were instructed to get up and push a

switch near the bed when awakened. The number (617) and age range

( 16-71 years, average age 43.88 years) of subjects in the Krallmann

study is much greater than in other research studies on sleep. ff. Tr.

10,479 at 4-5. k«« i ih
are aroused from sleep i s dependent upon the stage of sleep and,

although these stages are somewhat cyclic throughout the sleep night,

most of the deepest sleep periods occur within the first hours of sleep.

However, these variables have not general ly been control led or

sys

ternati

ca l ly investigated in most sleep studies. For exampl e,

Horonjeff presented arousing signals scattered throughout the night but

averaged the response data over the entire night. A significant feature

of Krallmann's study is that the percentages of sleep arousal from the

siren are reported for different clock hours during the night, from

midnight to 5 a.m. The data show that the time period from midnight to

1: 15 a.m. is one of minimum arousal compared to 1:30 a.m. to 5 a.m.

Tr. 10,479. The Board has plotted the Krallmann data for this time
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period of deep sleep and minimum arousal in Figure 2. Since the rest of

the time period showed greater arousal, the use of this data would be

conservative for the other time periods.

44. As may be seen in Figure 2, there is a substantial difference

between the Krallmann and Horonjeff data, with the Krallmann data

indicating about 17 dB greater arousabi lity. It is Dr. Kryter's view

that this difference is attributable to fundamental psychoacoustic

perceptual ahd physiological factors. First, the siren signal is more

"salient" or noticeable (and sleep arousing) than the broader spectrum

test transmission line noise, even when equally loud. This is

consistent with other research findings that the presence of some

pure-tone frequency components in a broad-band noise caused that noise

to be judged significantly more objectionable or noisy than broad band

noises of the same loudness; that is, a pure tone of a given level

sounds "noisier" than a broad band sound having the same general center

frequency and the same level. Research further indicates that an

adjustment of approximately 9 dB should be added to the dBA level of a

500 Hz 'siren signal in order to properly predict its judged "noisiness"
A

as compared to that of a broad band noise of the same dBA or PNdB level.

The pure-tone components in the 400-500 Hz frequency region of the siren

si9nal thus account for approximately 9 dB of the difference between the

results of the Krallmann tests and those of the Horonjeff tests for a

given SEL. ff. Tr. 10,479 at 8-11, 15; Tr. 10,504-05 (Kryter).

45. The remainder of the difference between the results of the two

tests is attributable to the phenomenon of "habituation"; that is, when
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exposed over a number of test nights, subjects may become less likely to
«

be awakened by a given sound level -- they become "habituated" to it,
h

As noted above, in the Horonjeff study, subjects were tested for 21

consecutive nights, whereas in the Krallmann experjment, each subject

only participated for up to 4 consecutive nights of sleep {averaged to 2

nights). Research indicates that, had the Krallmann study cdntinued42

'or at least 14 nights (averaged to the seventh night), the arousability
«

percentages would have dropped by approximately 10 percentage points,

equivalent to about 8 dB difference in SEL. Thus, when adjusted for

both habituation and the saliency of the siren signal, the Horonjeff

data are not inconsistent with the Krallmann data. Tr. 10,552-53,

10,561-62 (Kryter).

46. The Board takes the view that habituation as observed in

studies (see n.42) where people slept in laboratory environments with
«

EEG electrodes taped to their heads may be interpreted as arising from 2

commingled factors -- that the subjects become used to the sound and

also that the subjects become used to the strange sleeping conditions.

We of course agree with Dr. Kryter's view that habituation of Harris EPZ

residents because of exposure to the sound stimulus on many successive

nights is not to be expected. However, the Krallmann subjects were not

«

I

$

J

Jg

Griefahn, B. and G. Jansen, "EEG-Responses Caused by Environmental
Noise During, Sleep - Their Relationships to Exogenic and Endogenic
influences." Sci. Total Environ., Vol. 84, no. 3, 1982, pp.
327-336.

«

~ A
1
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qleeping at home and might be expected to be somewhat more arousable in

their test environment than people sleeping at home in the EPZ. Given

the estimate above of an overall habituation effect equivalent to 10

percentage points, we ascribe the effect equally to both factors and

conclude that the Krallmann data, when reduced by 5% in arousal

probability, provides a conservative and realistic basis for

anticipating arousal responses for slheping residents of the Harris EPZ.

This best estimate of the arousal function is shown as the solid line in

Figure 2.

G. Effect of A e on Arousal Probabilit

47. Applicants'itness Keast testified that "the age of the

sleeper is believed to be pertinent to probability of arousal from

sleep. The tendency of people to be awakened by a sound increases with

the age." Keast at l7. However, Nr. Keast did not take any account of

this factor in his computations of arousal for the Harris EPZ. The FEHA

witness, Dr. Kryter, also testified that age is an important factor in

that "it has been consistently found that younger people are more

resistant to being awakened by sounds or noise than are older persons."

Dr. Kryter references a paper by Griefahn and Jansen (see n.42, above)

that reported the number of EEG reactions (as percentages) varied with

the age of the subjects as follows:

R(%) = -7.3 + 1.43 Age - 0.028 Age + 0.0002 Age (years)2 3

48. The first term on the right hand side of this equation

reflects the fact that no or zero reactions were observed for'hildren
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age 0 to 7.3 years. As noted above, the average age of the subjects in

the Horonjeff study was 42 years and Dr. Kryter suggests accepting these

data to represent the 35-54 year age group and adjusting those data

downward by 5 percentage points to represent the 18-38 year age group

and upwards by 10 percentage points to represent the 45-75 year age

group. Kryter at 20. This approach results in 3 different curves of

arousal probability versus siren sound level in Kryter's Figure 7A.

Moreover; we note that the FERA witness, Dr. Nehnevajsa, did not utilize

all of these curves in his 'omputations. He did assume that only

individuals 18 years of age or older contribute to the alerting

potential; however, he states "this is not merely conservative, but

somewhat unreasonable: certainly, young people who are 13 years of age

or older would be, for the most part, in a position to interpret an

alerting message, if aroused, so as to make sure that other family

members are awakened as we'l." Nehnevajsa at 24.

49. The Board agrees with Dr. Nehnevajsa that his assumption that

only 18 year or older people can be "alerted" is unreasonable. The

Board feels that 12 years of age is a more realistic view of the age by

which responsibility for alerting the household might be expected.

Returning to the issue of the effect of age on probability of arousal,

the Board takes the view that the following considerations are realistic

but conservative. Using the equation from the Griefahn and Jansen

reference, one can compute that the 12-34 year age group has a reaction

or alerting tendency that is 0.71 times the alerting tendency of the
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35-54 year age group. Similarly, the 55-75 year age group can be

calculated as 1.73 times as likely to respond as the 35-54 year group.

50. The effect of the age differential response depends on the

relative numbers of people at different ages in the population. The
I

Board takes official notice of the 1980 Census of Population, General

Population Characteristics, North Carolina. U.S. Department of

Commerce, PC80-1-835, issued June 1982.. According to Table 18, there

are approximatelg twice as many people in the 12-34 year age group as

there are in the 55 to 75 year age group. The Board finds that the

factor of 2 greater relative abundance in the younger group

approximately balances the greater responsiveness to be expected in the

older age group. Therefore, the data for 35-54 year age group, derived
V

from studies with average subject ages of approximately 44 years, may be

used to estimate the average arousal probabilities for the population

age 12 to 75 without significant error.

51. Age is an important consideration in evaluating arousal by

households. Both Applicants and FEMA take the realistic view that, if
one person in a household is aroused by the siren soundings, that person

would alert all members of the household. Keast at 22-23; Nehnevajsa at

8. However, the Board cannot agree with Applicants'itness,
Mr. Keast, that very young children will contribute to the household

alerting. First, there is weak or near zero response of the young to

sounds while they are asleep. Secondly, the Board agrees with Dr.

Nehnevajsa's view that "no one can assume that a 2-year-old or a

6-year-old or even maybe a 10-year-old if awakened from sleep by the
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alerting signal, could properly interpret the meaning of the signal and

thus recognize that a threatening situation/an emergency is in the

making." Nehnevajsa at 8. The Board finds Mr. Keast's calculations of

probable alerting not to be realistic or conservative because of his

persistent assumption that very young children are arousable and

cognitive to the same extent as adults.

52. The quantitative effects of the Applicants'ssumption may be

seen from the following numeri.cally simplified example:

1. According to Attachment C of Mr. Keast's February 21, 1986

testimony, ff. Tr. 10,471, {following this section of the Decision as

Appendix A) the median outdoor sound level coverage in the Harris EPZ is

82 dBC.

2. 82 dBC equals 79 dBA.

3. According to Attachment 6 of Mr. Keast's October 18, 1985

testimony, ff. Tr. 9375, (following this section of the Decision as

Appendix A) the weighted average sound attenuation for the Harris EPZ

houses amounts to a 22.5 dB loss from outdoors to the bedrooms. Median

Sound level in bedroom equals 56.5 dBA

4. Assume four 3-minute periods of siren soundings. Keast, et al,

at 24.

SEL = dBA + 20

SEL = 56.5 + 20 = 76.5 in bedroom

5. From Figure 2, solid line, the probability of arousal of 1

person at 76.5 SEL is 62~.
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6. Consider ',000 houses, all with P(arousal) = 62K for 1

alertee.

7. Depending on what ages are considered as contributing to the

household arousal potential, the following distributions of alertees by

household would exist:~
43

Household "size"" Applicant FEMA Board
(all ages) (over 18 yr.) (over 12 yr.)

One a le rtee
Two alertees-
Three alertees
Four alertees

18.5%
29.5X
19.6%
32.4X

2 2 /0

59%
19»

22K
50.1%
24.3X
3.6%

In Applicants'roposed finding 24 in, the March 18, 1986 filing,
there is some misunderstanding of our January 16 Order and of the
FEMA testimony. Nehnevajsa at 4 and 31. Dr. Nehnevajsa accepted
the Donnelley Marketing Information Services data on the household
sizes in the Harris EPZ as does the Board. Then Dr. Nehnevajsa
used his own research results as a basis for estimating the age
structure in the households and the Board accepts and utilizes
those'ata. However, we combined the one person "alertee" data for
each of the various household sizes; i.e., 18.5% households with 1

alertee plus 1.8% of the 2 person households with only 1 alertee
(over 18 years) and 2X of the 3 person households with only 1

alertee sums to approximately 22% of the total households having 1 ~

alertee.

Here we go further and estimate the percentage of households having
1, 2, 3 or 4 alertees by assuming the 3 person households that
Nehnevajsa shows as 11.3% at 2 alertees should be increased by
one-third or 3.8X to reflect that 1 child out of 3 can be expected
in to 12-18 year age range. For the 4'person households, we derive
the, distribution of alertees by treating these households as having
2 persons over 18 years and 2 children under 18 and that the
probability that both children are 12 years or older is 1/9, one
child is,l2 or older is 4/9 and that both children are under 12 is
also 4/9.
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Household alert
probability

One alertee 62
Two alertees 85.6l:
Three alertees

94.5'our

alertees
97.9~'15253

185
317

136
505
180

Nu'mber of Houses Alerted

136
429
230

35

Total 870

87%

821
or

82.1%

830

83".

53. The di fferences in ca 1cul a ted household al ertings with the

different assumptions are not fixed quantities, but become larger as the

probability of alerting becomes smaller and they become smaller as the

probability of alerting becomes larger. For example, with a one alertee

probability of 50» instead of 62', the Applicants'ssumption produces

ar, estimated household alerting of 78.8% versus 71.8» with FENA's

assumption. Also, we note that FEMA's consideration of only those 18

years or older yie'Ids a lower estimate than the Board's approach with

the 12 year old or older persons, but the difference is not large and,

for this example, amounts to 0.9X.

H. Resul tin Estimate of Siren Alertin

54. As described above, the Comoission has endorsed different

standards for the first 5 miles of an EPZ and the 5-10 mile part of an

EPZ. At the Board's request, Applicants'itness, Mr. Keast, carried

out computations of households awakened by sirens in these 2 regions of

the Harris EPZ. - ff. Tr. 10,471, Attachments A, B and E. Mr. Keast

found tha't . . . "awakening percentages inside of 5 miles, outside of 5
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miles and for the entire EPZ are all within about 1'f each other when

the same computational methods and assumptions are applied." Id. at 11.

The Board accepts this conclusion for the Harris EPZ.

55. Mr. Keast calculated that 82.5% of the households within 5

miles of the Harris plant would be awakened by the sirens, using the

Krallmann arousal probabilities and the Board's tentative assumption

that was predicated on the FEMA household alerting potential, which

assumed only 18„gear or older persons would contribute to the alerting
4

potential. ff. Tr. 10,471 at Attachment E. As described above, we

believe that the FEMA assumption is unrealistic. However, the

quantitative effect of assuming, more realistically, that 12 year or

older persons would contribute increases the estimate only by

approximately a l~ increment. We therefore find the probable arousal

in the Harris EPZ caused by sirens under summer nighttime conditions to

be 83.5~.

56. Both Applicant and FEMA testified that some people are awake

during the midnight to 6 a.m. hours and would hear, the sirens. We find

Mr, Keast's testimony, based on a survey by the Arbitron Rating Service,

to be more credible for the Harris EPZ than the University of Michigan

study used by FEMA based on a national sample. Keast at 9; Nehnevajsa

at 11. Mr. Keast testified that 3X of the people in the Harris,EPZ can

be expected to be awake between 1 a.m and 6 a.m. Assuming that the

people who are awake are distributed 1 to a house and that the average

number of people in the Harris EPZ houses is 2, the existence of 3 of

the people awake corresponds to 6X of the households having a person
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awake. The unaroused households amount to roughly 20K, so that 6R of

this group amounts to approximately 1% additional households that would

be alerted in response to the sirens. Thus, 83.5X plus 1% amounts to

84.5'f the households alerted by the sirens. This represents the

Board's estimate of siren arousal on this record.

I. Informal Alertin

57. Both Applicants aud FENA presented testimony on informal

alerting", which is a term used to connote the arousal of those

households not alerted by the sirens but alerted through phone calls or

direct personal contact with those who have been alerted by the sirens.

Applicants'itness, Dr. Nileti, testified that informal notification is

a very typical public response to emergency information and warnings and

it is a phenomenon that is well documented by social science research.

Keast et al. at 28. Dr. Nileti refers to 2 studies that provided

quantitative estimates of "informal alerting." The first of these

reports states that, for the 1981 Nt. Saint Helens volcanic eruption,

approximately 30ls of the residents closest to the volcano first learned

of the eruption from personal observation and they alerted an additional

38~ within 15 minutes. The second incident was . . . "the 1972 Rapid

44 N. Lindell, et al., quoted in Plannin Conce ts and Decision
Criteria for EPelterin and Evacuat on >n a uc ear ower ant
~mer enc, Mash)ngton...: tomic n aetna orum,, p.
5-16.
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City, South Dakota flood, which occurred at night when many people were

asleep, 75" of the population receiving a first warning or alert

responded by engaging in additional communication; over half of these

(some 40".) engaged in activities that would translate into informal

notification." Mileti at 35-36. Dr. Mileti assumed that 30% of those

formally alerted "naturally" would engage in informal notification.

Mileti at 34.

58. Dr. Wi leti testified further that the rate of informal

alerting could be "facilitated" by 'ncorporating into the emergency

broadcast system (EBS) messages some simple words to the effect that "if
your neighbors'ouse is dark, wake them." Mileti at 38. Mr. Joyner of

the North Carolina Division of Emergency Management testified that the

initial EBS messages for broadcast in the event of a nighttime emergency

at Harris will include such an instruction. Joyner at 41. Dr. Mileti,

on the basis of this comnitment, assumes that 80K of those directly

alerted would participate in informal alerting. Mileti at 39-40.

59. The FEMA witness, Dr. Nehnevajsa, testified that he had

conducted a survey in the Pittsburgh area following a June 1985 tornado

and that "87.5X of survey respondents expect that people in their area

would be contacting others to make them aware of an impending danger and

just as many respondents claim that they would expect that someone would

try to contact them, under such circumstances." Dr. Nehnevajsa assumes

that 50% of the alerted households would contact others. Nehnevajsa at

16-17.
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60. The Board recognizes that the data base that the witnesses

submit is largely anecdotal and not very robust. The South Dakota flood

at night is the most pertinent to the issue before us. The Pittsburgh

study is not persuasive because it involved an abstract question about

what people expected in an emergency, not what they had actually done.

In those circumstances, we would expect virtually everyone to say "Yes,

I will warn my neighbor in an emergency." None of these studies provide

any hard data on how quickly informal notification takes place at night

when people are asleep. In that regard, the EBS message to encourage

informal alerting seems helpful, but, within the context of a 15 minute

time period, some of the people who are aroused may be sluggish and

activities such as putting on clothing, visiting the bathroom, etc. can

be expected to produce some delay. Any estimate of the extent of

informal alerting has substantial uncertainty. However, the Board

finds the assumption that 50'f the alerted households would engage in

such activities is a reasonable and, perhaps, conservative estimate.

J. Effect of Sirens and Informal Alertin

61. With a direct siren alerting of 84.5» and 50K participation in

informal alerting, 42.3l'f the households would be engaged in awakening

others. This 42.3 might successfully alert a non-alerted household

15.5X of the time (84.5% of the time an already alerted household would

be contacted), thus, alerting 6.7X more of the households. The

resulting total alerting in 15 minutes would be approximately 91», if no

other alerting mechanisms were operative.
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K. Mobile or Route Alertin

62. In addition to the fixed siren system, emergency response

officials would provide additional public notification of an emergency

through an extensive system of mobile alerting throughout the entire

EP2. Thus, in all'four counties within the EPZ, vehicles with flashing

lights, sirens and/or public address systems would be dispatched to

provide additional public warning by driving predesignated routes within

the EP2. Keast et al. at 26.

63. Based on experience, the State of North Carolina is confident

that the flashing lights, sirens and/or PA systems of mobile alerting

vehicles passing throughout the EPZ would alert most households which

might not have heard the fixed sirens. A specific illustration of the

use of mobile alerting is the November 1977 evacuation of between 400

and 500 people in Clyde, North Carolina, due to a flash flood.

Beginning at about 2:00 a.m., using two police cars and a fire truck,

emergency officials completed public notification within approximately

30 minutes. Keast et al. at 27.

64. Applicants'itness Joyner testified that there are not

~ sufficient resources available to complete mobile alerting within 15

minutes and that the times for completion of route alerting would range

from approximately 20 to 45 minutes, depending on the subzone. (These

times include the time needed for emergency personnel to reach their

duty posts to begin the notification process). Joyner et al. at 26-27.

Because many of the routes commence in populated areas (where the mobile

alerting vehicles are routinely stationed and therefore readily
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available), 30% to 40K of the households in the EPZ could be covered via

route alerting within 15 minutes in the 5-10 mile area. Tr. 9583

{Joyner). Me believe that these time estimates may be somewhat

optimistic for nighttime alerting, should it be necessary to arouse some

fire and police personnel. In any event, Applicants concede that, due

to, resource limitations, mobile alerting is not a means by which they

seek to comply with the 15 minute requirements. Applicants'F 39,

n.24 .

65. Fol lowing the ini t ia l fixed s iren and mobi l e a lerting

warnings, mobile alerting personnel would drive back over their routes

,to confirm public notification, stopping to give personal notification

at houses which are still dark. In addition, law enforcement and other

official vehicles would be in the area to ensure complete evacuation or

other protective action, and to provide security. They will be

instructed to check premises where no protective action activity is

evident. Keast et al. at 41; Tr. 9596-97 {Joyner).

L. Tone Alert S stem 'thin the First
5 Mi es of the EP2

66. .In our Order of January 16, 1986, the Board requested that the

Applicants provide information on a system which might supplement the

The Board finds many of NRC Staff/FEMA proposed findings on this
part of the record to be accurate and succinct and we have adopted
many of them.
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siren system within the first 5 miles of the EPZ. Memorandum and Order

.at 10-11. At that time Applicants had not proposed any system in

addition to the sirens in that area. During a conference call the

'Applicants informed the Board that they intend to supplement -the siren

system within a 5 mile radius of the plant with tone alert radios for

each household. Tr. 10,269.

67. Applicants and Intervenor Eddleman offered testimony on this

issue. The Applicants presented the, testimony of Mr. H. Ralph Goodwin,

Mr. Alvin H. Joyner, Mr. David N. Keast and Mr. Dewey B. Overman, II, on

this matter. "Testimony of H. Ralph Goodwin, Alvin H. Joyner, David N.

Keast and Dewey B. Overman II on Eddleman Contention 57-C-3 (Nighttime

Notification)" ff. Tr. 10,723 (hereinafter Goodwin et al.). Intervenor

Eddleman offered the testimony of Mr. Jesse Riley. Eddleman Exhibit 75.

The majority of Mr. Riley's testimony was stricken. However, one

paragraph was admitted without cross-examination. Tr. 10,708-09.

68. Mr. Goodwin is employed by Applicant Carolina Power and Light

Company as a Senior Specialist, Emergency Preparedness. Goodwin et al.

at 2. In connection with this issue, Mr. Goodwin was responsible for

coordinating the development of information concerning means to

supplement the public notification provided by the existing siren system

in the Harris EPZ, including the tone alert radio system proposed by

Applicants. Id. Mr. Overman is employed by Carolina Power and Light

Company as a Principal Engineer-Telecommunications Engineering. Id. at
j

3. He is responsible for, among other things, reviewing vendor
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proposals for communications systems, preparing specifications,

planning, scheduling, and procuring the systems. Id.

69. After conducting an evaluation of the possibility of

distributing tone alert radios to all households within a 5-mile radius

of the Harris plant, Applicants have concluded that such a system would

be a practical means to provide timely notification to the targeted

households, and that such a system would provide excellent coverage in

order to alert people in this area at night. Goodwin et al. at 4-8.

70. The factors Applicants considered in their evaluation were:

the ability of 'the system to provide broad, rapid coverage; public

reaction to the proposed system, its technical feasibility; the time

required for installing such a system, and its cost. Goodwin et al. at

4,

71. In determining whether it would be feasible to distribute tone

alert radios within a 5-mile radius of Harris, Applicants found that the

area is within the primary coverage of two transmitters already

maintained by the National Weather Service {NWS) for use in transmitting

routine weather forecasts and alert signals in the event of an emergency

weather condition. Id. at 6. Applicants also found that there were

rec'eivers commercially available which were capable of receiving the NWS

alert signals. Id. The National Weather Service, which is an agency of

th Nationa1 Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) provides

continuous weather forecasts from facilities at the Raleigh-Durham

Airport which control transmitters in Durham and Fayettevflle, North

Carolina. Goodwin et al. at 15. The NWS has agreed to broadcast an
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alert. signal from these transmitters which would activate the tone alert

radios in the event of an emergency at Harris requiring public

notification. Id.

72. Applicants have performed tests and measurements to determine

whether the signals from these transmitters would be adequate to

activate the tone of the radio .Goodwin et al. at 15. They employed

several of the receivers they have chosen to use for the program to

determine through a receiver sensitivity test the minimum amount of

signal which would be required to set off the alarm. Id. Field

strength measurements were taken to determine the amount of radio signal

present at a given location. These measurements were taken of signals

from both transmitters. Numerous locations considered to be

representative of the propagation conditions in the 5-mile radius were

selected for the taking of measurements. These measurements were taken

during the day and at night between the hours of 1:00 a.m. and 6:00 a.m.

They were taken at low ground elevations where homes are located.

Measurements were also taken inside homes during the day. Id. at 16.

These measurements were compared with the frequency strength, and it was

found that the signal strength at every location exceeded the level

necessary to set off the alarm by a considerable margin. Id.

73. The radio chosen for use by Applicants is the Realistic

Weatheradio Alert III Model No. 12-140, manufactured for Radio Shack, a

division of Tandy Corporation, or one with comparable features. Goodwin

et al. at 10. This receiver is capable of operating on house current or

on a 9-volt battery as a backup. If power to the radio is interrupted
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it automatically switches to the battery and continues to operate. Id.

When in an alert standby position, the receiver is capable of

automatically sounding an alarm tone and voice message upon receipt of

the radio signal from the NWS. Id. The receiver can operate on any of

three frequencies which the NWS uses. Id. at 10-11. The alarm on the

receiver operates at full volume regardless of the volume setting for

the voice message. Id. at ll. The receiver has an alert lock feature

which"'causes the alarm to sound continuously until manually reset.

There is a test button on the receiver to allow the owner to check for

proper operation of the alarm at any time. Id. Applicants have

determined that the receiver they have chosen is available in sufficient

quantities and within the time frame needed to implement the program.

Id. at 6. Appl icants 'itnes s estimated that the radi os coul d be

procured within about 30 days, thus allowing the implementation of the

program before the Harris fuel load date. Id. at 8.

74. Applicants testified that the use of a system relying on the

NWS system would be advantageous, because the NWS system has already
I

received wide public acceptance. In addition, many individuals will

already be familiar with the system in connection with weather alerts.

Goodwin et al. at 9. The NMS system has been in use across the country

for approximately a decade, and is a proven technology. Id.

Applicants'itness testified that as of 1983, 46 million radio

receivers had been sold since 1978, and that NWS continues to report

high levels of public support. Id. at IO. Applicants expect this

system to be popular with Harris area residents because of its utility
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on a routine basis in connection with the agricultural and recreational

activities within the EPZ. Id.

75. In evaluating the cost of such a program, Applicants

determined that it would cost approximately $ 28,000 to purchase radio

receivers for all households within 5-mile radius of Harris and an

adequate number of spares. Although Applicants have not calculated the

precise costs associated with the distribution of radios and the

development of -a public information program to educate the residents,

they estimate that the initial distribution would cost about $ 27,000,

and the development of the public education program would cost about

$ 25,000. 'Therefore, the establishment of the system would cost

approximately $ 80,000. Goodwin et al. at 7. This cost estimate does

zot include the costs of maintaining and repairing the receivers,

replacing them, and maintaining an ongoing public education program.

„46

The 8oard initially called for cost information on a proposed
supplemental system because the Commission's interpretive statement
discussed above appears to make "cost-effectiveness" potentially
relevant. In the circumstances of this case, however, we ruled at
the supplemental hearing that cost-effectiveness and comparisons to
other possible systems (e.g. telephone alert systems) are
irrelevant, and excluded then from the hearing. Tr. 10,440-10,462.
As a general proposition, a license applicant is entitled to choose
among systems to meet Commission requirements, including emergency
planning notification requirements. If an Applicants'roposals
clearly meet Commission requirements, there is simply no reason to
consider the comparative cost-effectiveness of other systems. We

understand the Coomission's "cost effectiveness" reference to refer
to a situation, for example, where a proposed notification system

(Footnote Continued)
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76, During the hearing Intervenor Eddleman had questions

concerning Applicants'bility to insure operability of the receivers

over time, and the speed with which problems with the radios would be

detected. Applicants'itnesses first discussed the maintenance program

CPKL intends to institute. All receivers will be tested before

distribution to make sure they meet sensitivity specifications and that

they are in good working order. Goodwin et al. at 21. If upon receipt

the receiver does not appear to work, the resident will be able to call
I

the company. A company representative will talk with the resident to

determine whether the radio is properly situated and adjusted. If it is

determined that the radio is not working, it will be replaced promptly.

Id. The receivers will be tested at least annually. NWS will send a

signa') at a designated time, and residents will be asked to monitor

their receivers. If they are inoperable, residents wil'I be able to get

them replaced or repaired by dialing a designated phone number. Id. at

20. Batteries will also be mailed to residents annually with

instructions on how to replace the old battery. Id. at 21. In response

to a comment by the Board during the hearing, Counsel for Applicant

comnitted to maintain a list of those persons whose radios are being

(Footnote Continued)
might be considered only marginally satisfactory (e.g. 80Ã alerting
on the 5-to-10 mile zone, where no fixed percentage has been
specified) and some more expensive system might substantially
increase alerting. That is not this case. We include the cost
data in the text as a matter of general interest.
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repaired or replaced, and notify them by telephone in the event of an

emergency.i Tr. 10,874 (Hollar).

77. Applicants'itness testified he did not believe problems with

radios would go undetected for long periods of time for several reasons.

First, there is a red light denoting the radio is operating properly and

awaiting the alert tone. Also, Applicants'itness noted the existence

of the self-test feature. A resident. can also depress the weather bar

to obtain a broadcast. Tr. 10,875-76'Overman). In addition, NWS has

20 to 25 alerts per year during which it broadcasts an alert tone.

Finally, NWS sends out a test tone weekly between the hours of 11:00

a.m. and noon. Tr. 10,876-77 (Overman).

78. Applicants also described in detail their proposal for

distribution of the receivers and the public education program they

intend to institute. Applicants will use maps to establish the 5-mile

area boundary. Lists of customers will be developed and verified by a

field survey. Each account in the area will be given a code which will

be entered into the Applicants'omputer. The code will appear on meter

reading documents which will enable readers to confirm that each
ai

residence in the 5-mile area has been identified. Goodwin et al. at 17.

Electrical inspectors and field engineering work required for the

establishment of electrical service will allow the early identification

of new dwellings. Id. When a customer disconnects his or her service

the code will remain on the account record. When another customer

applies for service, a message will appear on the computer and a

receiv4r will be made available to that customer. Id. at 17-18.
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Records will be maintained to show the date of distribution of a

receiver, the date of issuance of the last replacement battery and how

many batteries have been used. Id.

79. Contact will be made with a responsible adult by a company

representative trained to explain operation of the receiver, to suggest

the best location for it, and to answer questions about operation of the

program. Goodwin et al. at'8. Public information about operating

1 oca t ion and ma intenance ins true tions wi 1 1 al so be in materi al s

distributed to the residents. Id.

80. As an ongoing public information method, operational pamphlets

will be distributed to residents annually. Goodwin et al. at 19. The

safety Information Calendar and the Children's Brochure will be revised

to contain information about the radios. The Harris newsletter

distributed about the time of distribution of the radios will contain

information about the tone alert radio program, and the newsletter will

periodically remind people of important information about the program.

Id. at 19-20. Before distribution there will be a release to the news

media. Id. at 20.

81. Applicants have measured the sound pressure level produced by

the tone alert radios and reported 79 dBA for the continuous tone at a

distance of 42 inches. ff. Tr. 10,723, Attachment C. Operation of the

receiver for 15 minutes would produce an SEL of 109 dB. Using the

arousal probability shown in Figure 2 and the household structure above

(Board Finding 52), the Board calculates that 97.3X of the households

would be a'lerted by the tone alert radios alone.
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82. In a FEMA-sponsored telephone survey of the population within

the Fort St. Vrain EP2, it was found that 13.6" of the survey

, respondents were not using their tone alert radios properly. Keast at

14. In view of the Applicants'ublic education and information

program, we find no basis for anticipating that use failure at Harris

would be greater than at Fort St. Vrain. This 13.6% might reduce radio

alert;ing to approximately 83%. However, 91% of the 17" not alerted by

the radios woad be expected to be alerted independently by the sirens

and "informal" alerting. That 91K multiplied by 17% increases the

percentage of persons alerted by 15.5%, so that the overall alerting

level would be 98.5%. The Board concludes that the independence and

partial redundancy of the siren and radio systems demonstrate compliance

with the requirement of "essentially 100~" alerting in 15 minutes in the

first 5 miles of the EPZ.

M. Pro osed Findin s of Intervenors

83. The Attorney General of North Carolina filed proposed findings
t

of fact on December 16, 1985 and supplemental findings on the reopened

record on March 19, 1986. We have considered those proposed findin9s

and perceive that the bulk of the issues raised are fairly covered in

the Board's findings. The only point meriting comment is in proposed

finding 22 that reads "We do find deficiencies in nighttime notification

and hereby conclude that neither Applicants'odified plan nor the FEMA

43 criteria give proper assurance of the achievement of a satisfactory

level of nighttime alerting," as a conclusory statement. The standard
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for alerting has been described in our regulatory framework summary. We

find the Applicants'rovision of sirens and tone alert radios meets the

Commissions requirements and, thus, does "give proper assurance." The

Attorney General's office should be aware that this l Rensing proceeding

is not a forum for challenging the Commission's rules.

84. intervenor Eddleman's proposed findings have a similar thrust

but, also, are lacking in analysis of the record to document

noncompliance with the regulatory framework. His concern, as stated

most clearly in proposed'inding 8, is with "the 5 to 10 mile doughnut

around the plant, where tone alert radios or other primary alertin9

systems will not be used." The siren and informal alerting will alert

about 90~ of this area in 15 minutes. Furthermore, he neglects to

consider that this zone is well covered by route alerting which can

alert some unaroused households within 15 minutes and virtually all

households within 45 minutes.

N. Summar of Conclusions

Based on the record as finally developed the Board finds that

direct alerting by the siren system can be expected to be approximately

84% of the EPZ households and that, with consideration of "informal"

alerting, siren induced alerting 'ould total approximately
91'hroughoutthe Harris EPZ in 15 minutes. That 91Ã figure clearly

satisfies the 15-minute notification requirement for the 5-to-10 mile

outer area of the EPZ. 1n addition, route alerting with police and fire

vehicles is an integral part of the Harris emergency plan. lt would
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cover 30 to 40'i of the Harris EPZ population in 15 minute (most of whom

would already be alerted) and can be completed in about 45 minutes.

With the route alerting and continued "informal alerting", we find that

the required "essentially 100'X" coverage of the entire EP2 -can be

completed in 45 minutes.

With respect to the first 5 miles of the Harris EPZ, the Board

finds that the combined effect of sirens and informal alerting -- 91%—
I

does not satisfy the required "essentiplly 100K," which we equate with

„47greater than 95",:. However, as described above, Applicants'roposed

use of tone alert radios in combination with the siren system and, with

consideration of the effects of "informal alerting", should result in an

aggregate alerting level of 98a5%. The Board concludes that the

independence and partial redundancy of the siren and radio systems

demonstrate compliance with the requirement of "essentially 100K"

alerting in 15 minutes in the first 5 miles of the Harris EPZ.

While Applicants maintain that the Harris siren system is all that
is necessary for regulatory compliance, we note that we would be
unable to blink the issue, not encompassed within Eddleman
Contention 57-C-3, concerning 15 minute alerting within 5 miles
during nighttime in the winter when essentially all windows might
be closed and direct ssre~n a erting might be less than 80K, if the
independent and effective tone alert radio system were not planned
for the Harris EP2. Absent that supplemental system, we might have
raised a winter nighttime issue on our own motion. See 10 C.F.R. 5

2.760a.
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Attachment 6

FRACTIONS OF HOMES WITH VARIOUS OUTDOOR-TO-INDOOR
SOU TENU I NS ND ND R B KGR UND N I E L V LS

Appendix A

Sub-
~Grou Descri tion

Homes with No Air Conditioning',
Windows o en and fan o eratin

Homes with Window Air Conditioning (A/C)
and all windows closed Total'0.302 1/

A/C In Bedroom 0.16 2/

Fractions

0.356 1/

Attenuation
Outdoors-

Indoors-
dB

Background
Noise at

. Bed

12 40 7/

,
2.

3.

4,

5.

6.

7,

8.

Bedroom Storms open or absent
1.0 X .16 3/

Bedroom Storms closed
0 3/

A C In Ad acent Room 0.142 2/

Bedroom Storms open or absent
.142 X .25 4/

Bedroom Storms closed
.142 X .75 4/

Homes with Central Air Conditioning
and all Windows Closed Total 0.342 1/

A/C C cled on 0.106 5/

Bedroom Storms Open or absent
0.106 X .25 4/

Bedroom Storms Closed
0.106 X .75 4/

A/C C cled Off 0.236 5/

Bedroom Storms Opened
0.236 X .25 4/

Bedroom Storms Closed
0.236 X .75 4/

0,16

0.036

0.106

0.026

0.08

0.059

0.177

26

26

30

26

30

26

30

49 8/

39 9/

39 9/

28 7/

28 7/

13 7/

13 7/



Notes to Attachment 6
Appendix A

1/ U.S. Census of Population and Housing, 1980: Su@nary Tape Ff le 3,
North Carolina, for Enumeration Districts and Census Tracts within
Shearon Harris EPZ, Table 120.

2/ Ibid; Envirosphere telephone communications with air conditioner
manufacturers and regional distributors, August 1985.

3/ Installation of the A/C in the window precludes the closure of the
storm windows, if any.

4/ Observations at the houses in which measurements were made in the
Harris EPZ (see note (6)), plus available information (Envirosphere
telephone cMmunications with storm window retailers and energy
c5nservation consultants in the Raleigh, N.C. area, August 1985),
indicate that, on average, about 25K of the houses with storm
windows have a bedroom storm window open all surfer.

5/ CPhL analyses of air conditioner operation as a function of time of
day (June 1985).

6/ Measurements obtained by HMM in 13 homes within the Harris EPZ,
plus published data in:

a. Anon, "Noise Environment in Urban and Suburban
Areas," Report FT/TS-26, Federal Housing
Administration, Department of Housing and Urban
Development, March 1968.

b. Anon, "House Noise Reduction Measurements for use
in Studies of Aircraft Flyover Noise," SAE Aero-
space Information Report AIR 1081, Society of
Automotive Engineers, 2 Pennsylvania Plaza,
New York, NY 10001, Oct. 1971.

c. Driscoll, D.A., J.P. Dulin, Jr., and D.N. Keast,
"Attenuation of Northern Dwellings to a Linear
Source of Noise," an oral paper presented at the
95th Congress of The Acoustical Society of
America, Providence, R.I., May 1978.

7/ Measurements made by HMM at houses in the Harris EPZ.
T

8/ Measurements made by HMM at houses in the Boston area.

9/ Measurements (note 8) less 10 dB for typical loss from one room to
an adjacent room in residential buildings.
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ATTACHMENT C

COUNTS OF HOUSES

WITHIN THE SHEARON HARRIS EPZ

(from large maps)

Attachment A

0105dB

Sound Level Zones

Nominal
Siren Sound

Level
Outdoors

112 dB

Houses
in
EP2

206

Houses
Within

5 mi.

23

Houses
Outside

5 mi.

183

100-105

95-100

90-95

2 X 85-90

80-85 + 85-90; 2 X 75-80 + 85-90

85-90

2 X 80-85

2 X 75-80 + 80-85

75-80 + 80-85; 3 X 70-75 + 80-85

80-85; 3 X 75-80

2 x 70-75 + 2 X 75-80

2 X 75-80; 3 X 70-75 + 75-80

2 X 70-75 + 75-80

70-75 + 75-80

75-80; 3 X 70-75

2 X 70-75

70-75

102

97

92

90

88

87

85

84

83

82

81

80

79

78

77

75

72

178

337

800

199

1,256

120

10

221

1,826

376

79

454

411

146

233

24

27

58

79

40

154

21

24

93

32

154

310

742

19?

1,177

117

10

181

1,672

355

55

361

379

138

232

C?0
TOTALS

67 62
~9

0
%9

62~3
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III. Summary Disposition Rulings on Eddleman EPX-2 and EPX-8

The history of Intervenor Wells Eddleman's EPX contentions is set forth

in detail in the Board's Partial Initial Decision on Emergency Planning and

Safety Contentions, LBP-85-49, 22 NRC 899, 908-910 (1985). Suffice it to say

herein that 12 contentions concerning the full participation emergency plan

exercise conducted May 17-18 for the Harris facility were submitted by Mr.

Eddleman. Of these, two, EPX-2 and 8, were judged possibly to indicate a

"fundamental flaw" in the plan, and were admitted into litigation.
On January 13, 1986 the Applicants, Carolina Power and Light Company, et

al., moved for summary disposition of both contentions. The motions were

supported by the Staff/FEMA. Mr. Eddleman replied to the motions on February

18, 1986 and later on March 12, 1986. The latter reply was agreed to by the

parties and approved by the Board.

The Board granted the Applicants'otions in a Summary Order dated March

19, 1986, stating that our reasons would be given in this decision. The

Board reviewed these presentations and found that no "fundamental flaw" in

these parts of the emergency exercise was exposed. The exercise did serve to

point out that problems did exist, but the steps which have been and will be

taken by the Applicants and the various agencies involved provide reasonable

assurance that adequate measures can be taken in the respects raised by the
l

contentions to protect the public health and safety in the event of a

radiological emergency at the Harris plant. We therefore granted the motions

for summary disposition. Our discussion follows.
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A. Eddl eman Contention EPX-2

48
Contention EPX-2, as admitted by the Board, is as follows

Communications deficiencies revealed in the exercise
could have severe bad effects in a real emergency, including
lack of effective communications and radiation monitoring
results, lack of contact with field and ground units, etc.
Specifically:

( 1) The emergency inter-system mutual aid frequency was

so overloaded the state's communications evaluator
stated it was "proved there could be absolutely no
communication with ground units on this frequency
due to constant misuse."

Other examples:

(2) The Highway Patrol evaluator found "communication
inadequacies; equipment . . . is not yet capable
of adequately handling the impact of so many units
responding to an emergency of this type";

(3) Harnett County had "insufficient telephones";

(4) "I.Ejxtra radio traffic overloaded personnel on duty"
in Chatham County;

(5) "excessive delays" in Emergency Medical services
office receiving messages from SERT (State Emergency
Response Team);

(6) Communications from the mobile radiation lab had to
be relayed to base station at times, which "always
introduced the possibility of delayed and/or
incorrect information" according to the State
Radiation Protection Section Evaluator.

For clarity, we follow the Applicants'orm of presentation; the
wording is essentially identical to the original.'
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Applicants'otion was supported by affidavits by Dayne H. Brown,

Chief of the Radiation Protection Section of the Division of Facility

Services, Department of Human Resources of the State of North Carolina;

William Ethridge, a Captain of the North Carolina Highway Patro1 and

Director of the Research and Planning Section; Alvin H. Joyner, Lead

Planner for Fixed Nuclear Facilities for the North Carolina Department

of Crime Control and Public Safe'ty, Division of Emergency Management

(DEM); and Mark Scott, Coordinator of Emergency Management in the

Chatham County Office of Emergency Services.

~Sub art 1

The emergency inter-system mutual aid frequency was so
overloaded that the State's communications evaluators
stated it was "proved that there could be absolutely
no communications with ground units on this frequency
due to constant misuse."

The problem encountered here was caused by the use of a radio

frequency of 155a280 MHz for all radio traffic directly related to the

Harris exercise. This Special Emergency frequency is also„.used in North

Carolina by rescue squads. Joyner Affidavit, $ 4. It also appears that

the evaluation of this part of the exercise was being conducted in a

helicopter in flight over the EPZ. The helicopter, due to its altitude,

most probably was picking up many transmissions which would not have

been received on the ground. The emergency personnel were also using
r

tone-encoded radios; the helicopter was not. Tone-encoded radio

equipment prevents interference from unwanted signals by blocking
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signals from radios other than those used by a particular response

agency. Joyner Affidavit, $ f 5-6. Additionally, all the public

services in the Harris EP2 have multiple frequencies which can be used.

If necessary, the State or any of the Counties concerned could come on

the 155.280 MHz channel and direct traffic to move to other channels.

Joyner Affidavit, il 7.

It appears to the Board that the evaluator was placed in a

situatmn where a realistic ebaluation of the radio traffic perceived by

emergency exercise personnel on the ground was not possible. In any

event, we find that the use of tone-encoded radio equipment and the

ability to clear the 155.280 YiHz channel if necessary obviates any

difficulty due to message traffic density in radio communications during

a radiological emergency.

~Sub art 2

The Highway Patrol evaluator found "communications
inadequacies; equipment . . . is not yet capable of
adequately handling the impact of so many units
responding to an emergency of this type."

The specific difficulties encountered by the Highway Patrol were

delays in communication through Raleigh Radio and difficulties

encountered by the Highway Patrol representative in the Harnett County

Emergency Operations Center (EOC). Ethridge Affidavit, 9 2. Captain

Ethridge explains that Raleigh Radio, which is the Highway Patrol base

station, handles traffic from other State and federal agencies which
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deal in law enforcement matters. The total traffic is handled by two

telecommunicators. Ethridge Affidavit, 0 3.

Two frequencies in addition to the normal four frequencies used by

Raleigh Radio were added to handle the exercise traffic. However, some

minor delays in exercise messages were experienced because the

telecommunicators gave priority to actual situations and emergency

messages rather than exercise messages, They were also handling

messages from some 450-500 vehicles, approximately 100 more than the

normal contingent, which also contributed to minor delays. Ethridge

Affidavit, $ $ 4-5. Had there been a real radiological emergency, there

would have been no difficulty in adding more radio channels and

telecommunicators to handle increased radio traffic. Ethridge-

Affidavit, 5 5.

The difficulties encountered at the temporary Harnett County EOC

resulted from inadequate telephone capacity. This required the Highway

Patrol representative to use radio to receive and transmit information.

Ethridge Affidavit, 9 6. Harnett County is currently developing a

permanent EOC which will have improved telephone capability; and it is

expected that the facility and its equipment will resolve any problems

which were experienced during the exercise. Ethridge Affidavit, 9 7.

Captain Ethridge found no other problems during the exercise which

would interfere with the ability of the Highway Patrol to function

properly during an emergency. Ethridge Affidavit, 0 8. Given this

assurance, and in view of the upgrading of the communications capability
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discussed above, the Hoard finds there is reasonable assurance that the

Highway Patrol will be able to carry out its duties in an emergency.

~Sub art 3

Harnett County had "insufficient telephones."

As we noted in our discussion of Subpart 2, difficulties were

experienced at the Harnett County EOC. The problem arose because of the

temporary EOC which was set dp for the exercise; only three telephone

lines were available to emergency workers. 1t is agreed that these were

insufficient. Joyner Affidavit, 9 11.

Harnett County, with the cooperation of DEM, is developing a

permanent EOC. DEM is studying the telephone needs of the permanent

EOC, and it is currently envisioned that 11 telephone 'lines will provide

adequate service. CP&L is providing financial support for the

additional lines, and the permanent EOC will be in operation prior to

full-power operation of the Harris plant. Joyner Affidavit, 9 12.

The Soard finds that this action should correct the telephone

problem in Harnett County.

~Sub art 4

"[E]xtra radio traffic overloaded personnel on duty" in
Chatham County.

This problem arose at the start of the exercise. Only one radio

dispatcher (the normal staffing level) was on duty at the time. When

the radio dispatcher on duty was notified that the exercise had started,
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he correctly followed a call-in procedure to obtain help. The call-in

personnel arrived within about ten minutes. The staffing level was then

two r'adio dispatchers and two other dispatchers to handle telephone

communications. This level of staff adequately handled all the traffic
which took place over the two-day exercise. The traffic overload was

thus for only approximately ten minutes. Scott Affidavit, 0 4.

As a result of the exercise, Chatham County has augmented its

dispatching 'staff. At those times when traffic is normally the

heaviest, there will now be two full-time radio dispatchers on duty.

This should preclude the necessity of the imediate call-in of

additional personnel, although the County will still maintain a call-in

list in case such personnel are needed. The County has also installed a

repeater station to handle fire dispatching, thus removing some

emergency traffic from the load carried at the dispatch center. Scott

Affidavit, I 6.

The Board concludes that the measures taken by Chatham County will

assure the timely handling of radio traffic in their part of the EP2.

~Sub art 5

"Excessive Delays" in Emergency Medical services office
receiving messages from SERT (State Emergency Response
Team).

The evaluation which is the basis for this subpart of the

contention resulted from a single, albeit very important, message. The

OEMS representatives at the State EOC were not informed of a briefing to
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be held in which the announcement of a radiological release from the

Harris plant was to be simulated. Under real conditions this would be

very important information for OEMS. Joyner Affidavit, I 8.

The central room at the State EOC is su]rounded by a ring of

offices occupied by the State agencies making up the SERT.

Communications between the EOC and the StateI agencies is by means of a

public address system for general announceme ts and EOC personnel who

act aK "message runners" for special or impoptant messages. Somehow,
'LA

this system failed to alert the OEMS represeptatives to the briefing

which was to be held. Joyner Affidavit, 6 Sr

To avoid the recurrence of this situatiIon, OEM is instituting new

procedures for message runners which will re'quire a direct

acknowledgment in writing (signatures or initials) from the recipients.

The acknowledgment will then be reviewed by ~the message control office.

Joyner Affi davi t, I 10.

Although superficially the message-runner method of coomunication

might seem somewhat anachronistic in today's high-technology world, the
v

8oard finds that in this particular situation, and with the verification

of receipt which is being implemented, the Jequisite assurance that

there is adequate communication between SERT members will be achieved.

E

V

~Sub art 6

Communications from the mobile radiation lab had to be
relayed to base station at times, whic( "always intro-
duces the possibility of delayed and/or incorrect
information" according to the State Radiation Protection
Section Evaluator.
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The Radiation Protection Section employs field teams which collect

radiation data and transmit it by radio to the mobile radiological

laboratory for processing. Brown Affidavit, g,2. These field teams. are

located throughout the EPZ. Since comnunication by radio depends upon a

number of factors, such as power level, topography, atmospheric

conditions, etc., there were some field teams who were not able to

transmit directly to the mobile laboratory. The use of a relay

procedure was then necessary to send fhe data to the laboratory. Brown
~ ~

Affidavit, I9 3-4.

While there is some delay inherent in the relay procedure, it is

short and is not considered to be significant. Where direct

cormunication between the field team and the mobile laboratory cannot be

maintained, it clearly saves time. Brown Affidavit, 0 6. There is no

significant chance of error in the procedure, as the message from the

field to the relay station is received, and then read back to the field

.team to check for accuracy. This procedure is repeated in the message

from the relay station to the mobile laboratory. Brown Affidavit, 9 5.

The Board finds that no significant delay or probability of error

is introduced when the use of the message relay procedure is necessary.

The Board finds that the issues discussed reveal no fundamental flaw in

)he emergency plan, but are minor and readily correctable problems not

unexpected in a first-time test exercise.
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B. Eddleman Contention EPX-8

As admitted by the Board, the contention reads:

Emergency Broadcast System use was incomplete and
ineffectively managed (FEMA, 2.3.1, (2), page 13; see
p. 12 discussion). Inadequacies include proCedures
for activation and use of the EBS (before the State
assumes control); inadequate coverage of the emergency
area and emergency response area, incomplete messages
and instructions to the public. (Ref: FEMA report
received 8/30/85 Board Notification 85-078.) Numerous
problems with EBS activation mentioned on pp. 17-18 of
the same report also need to be identified and recti-
fied. All these problems must be resolved to ensure
timely and effective notice to the public about
nuclear/radiation emergencies so that the public can
be protected in such emergencies.

Applicants'otion for Sumary Disposition was supported by

affidavits of Russell Capps, the Director of the Wake County Emergency

Management Agency, and of Alvin H. Joyner, the Lead Planner for Fixed

Nuclear Facilities for the State of North Carolina.

Under the general heading of unsatisfactory management of the EBS,

Mr. Eddleman named two specific shortcomings. We discuss these

seriatim. A third concern designated "... numerous problems identified

on pp. 17-18 ..." of the FEMA Report was reviewed by the Board, and was

found to identify no significant problems not considered in the specific

items.

~Sub art I

Inadequacies include procedures for activation
and use of the EBS (before the State assumes
control);
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The exercise begins with notification of Wake County authorities

that a radiological accident has occurred. If plant conditions„warrant,

Wake County is then to prepare an appropriate EBS message and to

coordinate system activation with Chatham, Lee and Harnett Counties, as

well as the State. Capps Affidavit, g4. However, there was some

confusion as to who had the responsibility for the preparation of the

message. As a result, no message was prepared and there were no

follow-up messages throughout the exercise. It should be noted,

however, that a previously prepared message was broadcast advising the

public as to what was occurring (the exercise) and to assure them that

there was no cause for alarm. Capps Affidavit, g 5.

The coordinating conference call was set up early in the exercise.

As soon as coordination of the timing of sirens, etc., was accomplished,

the lead EBS station and the Wake County Sheriff's Department Dispatcher

were to be added to the call. Nr. Capps mistakenly thought that the

conference call had to be terminated and reestablished to add these two

parties. In trying to reestablish the conference call problems with

wrong numbers and busy signals delayed the process an estimated three or

four minutes. Capps Affidavit, g6.

In order to prevent these problems from occurring in the future,

Make County, in coordination with DEN, is conducting a thorough review

and revision of its EBS procedures. Special attention will be given to

responsibility for message preparation, the use of new equipment which

will provide enhanced conferencing ability, and ensuring that

infprmation in the procedures (e.g., telephone numbers) is accurate.



Additionally, further training which includes going through the entire

exercise using actual equipment and personnel will be conducted. Capps

Affidavit, $ $ S-ll.

It is evident, given Mr. Capps'escription of the events'occurring

at the outset of the exercise, that steps need to be taken to improve

Wake County's performance. We find Mr. Capps'ecognition of this fact

to be reassuring, and further find that the steps he has proposed will

be adequate to bring the Cougty's performance up to an acceptable level.

~Sub art 2

. inadequate coverage of the emergency area and
emergency response area, incomplete messages and instructions
to the public;

The particular evaluation report (from the FEMA Exercise Report, p.

12) which forms the basis for this part of. the contention is as follows:

Even after the SERT I.State Emergency Response
Teamj assumed control, the initial instructions
to evacuate certain zones and take shelter fn
others were incomplete; subsequent use of the
system to provide adequate coverage of the area
was never realized. Instructions to the public
were prepared for only two of the three siren
activations, and one of these messages was
incomplete.

The'xercise scenario required the State to take over direction of

the exercise after the plan was initiated by Wake and the other

Counties. The State did so, and believes that generally implementation

of the EBS plan went smoothly. However, a need for some changes in the

EBS procedures was perceived by the State to improve the use of
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pre-scripted messages and to assure that the messages would be released

on a continuing basis. Joyner A'ffidavit, gg 3-4.

Specifically, the State did not simulate follow-up messages to the

EBS. This is illustrated by the omission of the location of pickup

points for evacuees without access to transportation. While it was

indicated that the information would be supplied in a later message, no

such message was prepared. Joyner Affidavit, $ 5 6-7.

To prevent -the occurrence of such omissions in the future,

procedures will be changed such that the appropriate Public Information

Officer will have the responsibility for the preparation and

broadcasting of such messages, and will also be responsible for the

continuing release of such information until the protective action is

completed. Appropriate State personnel will also receive further

training on the procedures, including instruction on the preparation of

EBS messages. The State is also expanding its program of table-top

exercises to include practice in EBS activation. DEN is taking steps to

replace the telephone conferencing system used for the exercise with new

equipment to allow Make County access to the State-reserved 733

exchange. All of these commitments will be completed prior to

full-power operation of the Harris plant. Joyner Affidavit, 9I 6-10.

The steps being implemented by the State to strengthen its
operation with regard to the EBS are satisfactory to the Board. We find

that it can work adeqUately, and that there is reasonable assurance that

it will. 'As we determined. in our discussion of EPX-2, we find no
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fundamental flaw in the State operation of the EBS that cannot be cured

by the steps to be taken by the
State.'.

Mr. Eddleman's Res onses to Suomar Dis osit$ on Motions

Mr. Eddleman replied to Applicants'otions for summary disposition

with Wells Eddleman's Response to Sumnary Disposition on EPX-2

(Emergency Communication) and.8 (Emergency Broadcast System), dated

February 18, 1986 and a Supp)ement dated March 12, 1986. In it, he

raises no concerns with the means which Applicants, the State, and the

Counties will use to correct difficulties encountered during the

exercise. Instead, his objections center on two legal points. First,

he contends that the Board cannot accept a commitment by the Applicants

that the proposed actions will be carried out in a timely fashion.

Second, he maintains that until FEMA has made a formal review and

findings on the corrections the Board cannot rule on the contention.

In support of his thesis that the Board cannot accept commitments

.'r. Eddleman cites what he describes as well-established case law,

ALAB-788. The Board has reviewed the decision, and finds only one

item therein which might be in any way pertinent to this subject. In

ALAB-788, the Appeal Board noted that LILCO (Long Island Lighting Co.),

- had', over a long period of time, made several coamitments to improve the

The full citation from Mr. Eddleman is given as LILCO, ALAB-788, 20
NRC 1531. If Mr. Eddleman means to cite ALAB-788, as the Board
assumes, the correct citation is 20 NRC 1102 (1984).
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housekeeping in safety-related areas but had neglected to do so. The

Appeal Board remanded this item to the Licensing Board to obtain and

approve a certification from the Staff that the housekeeping matter had

been resolved. The Licensing Board did so. LBP-84-53, 20 NRC at 1534.

The Board finds no parallel situation here. Before the exercise

Applicants had made only the general commitment to prepare an emergency

plan for review and approval by Staff/FEMA. The exercise demonstrated

that, in genera-l, the plan was adequate but that some specific changes

were warranted. The Applicants have committed to implement these

changes before operation at full power. In this case the Board has no

reason to doubt that the Applicants and the other parties concerned will
honor their commitments, which was not the case in ALAB-788. We

therefore reject Mr. Eddleman's opposing argument.

In considering Mr. Eddleman's second objection about the adequacy

of the FEMA review of the Applicants'orrective actions, we note the

affidavit of Thomas I. Hawkins in support of NRC Staff/FEMA's Response

to Applicants'otions Disposition of Eddleman Contentions EPX-2 and

EPX-8 (sic) which, in concluding parts, states:
l

The establishment of the Harnett County EOC in
the County Office Building, with the.,concomitant
improvement of the communications system proposed,
will correct the communications deficiency identi-
fied in the FEMA Plant Harris exercise report.
p ~ 3 ~
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The Meyers to Moodard letter, dated November 26,
1985, and the "Affidavit of Alvin H. Joyner on
Eddleman EPX-8" clearly indicate that all identi-
fied problems associated with EBS will be resolved
prior to full power licensing of Plant Harris.
FEMA staff considers the corrective actions outlined
in the two above-referenced documents to be fully
adequate. p. 4.

If, in calling for "formal review and finding "by FEMA, Mr. Eddleman
0

seeks something more than was done here, we reject that request. FEMA

having already determined that there were no fundamental flaws arising

out of the exercise, we question whether any further FEMA review was

required. In any event, the review reflected in the Hawkins affidavit

was plainly sufficient.

Mr. Eddleman's responses paraphrase portions of telephone

conversations he had with several FEMA employees and consultants,

pursuant to certain "informal" discovery granted by the Board pursuant

to Lon Island Li htin Co. See Tr. 10,850-10,857. These paraphrased

conversations do not affect our. conclusions. They do not indicate the

existence of fundamental flaws in planning, nor do they appear to

conflict with Nr. Hawkin's affidavit, which is the formal expression of

FEY''s views.

0. Conclusion

In conclusion, the Board finds that no issue of material fact

exists and that the Applicants are entitled to sumnary disposition of

Eddleman Contentions EPX-2 and EPX-8 as a matter of law.
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IV. Eddleman Motion for Reconsideration of Rejection of EPX-5

Included in Mr. Eddleman's Response to Summary Disposition on

Contentions EPX-2 (Emergency Communications) and 8 (Emergency Broadcast

System) was a paragraph which was called "motion for reconsideration of

rejection of EPX-5." In its entirety, it reads:

For the Board's information, FEMA - C. Stovall,
2-11-86 - confirmed a delay in siren sounding
from receipt of site emergency declaration at
1450@ours (5-17-85) until 1537 hours, a delay of
47 minutes. This is newly received information
on which I respectfully request the Board recon-
sider its denial of admission of contention EPX-5.

The Board's comments on the rejection of Eddleman EPX-5 (Partial

Initial Decision on Emergency Planning and Safety Contentions, 22 NRC

899, 913 (1985) are as follows:

Contention 5. This contention lists a number of

sirens has not been completed and, as noted in the .
FEMA findings', p. 8, "the official FEMA testing of
the alert an'd'notification system has not yet been
conducted." Accordingly, any contentions based on
installed siren performance are premature. We

note, however, that the problems cited in this
contention, should they arise in further testing,
appear to be straightforward and correctable.

Assuming the accuracy of Mr. Stovall's statement, the Board does

not fipd it a matter of sufficient significance to change the Board's

previous ruling on EPX-5. Additionally, the Board notes that the

information presented by Mr. Eddleman appears on p. 3 of the FEMA

Exercise Report as of June 28, 1985. Therefore, his asserted ground for
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this motion -- that it presents new information -- is unsound. The

motion is therefore denied.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER

II KI

This is a contested proceeding on an application for an operating

license for a utilization facility. In issuing this decision, the Board

has now made findings of fact and conclusions of law on all matters put
50into controversy by the parties to the proceeding. The Board has not

determined that a serious safety, environmental, or common defense and

F

, I

I K

1

~ K

'F

Th is one unresolved matter, in this case. In our Memorandum and
Order of January 14, 1985, pp. 1-6, we narrowed and admitte

ere i

harassment contention which has since been disposed of. At the
same time, however, we directed the Applicants to post a notice on
th s'te inviting present or former employees having personal
knowledge of incidents of harassment to contact the Board, o
confidential basis, if desired. We said that we would consider
admission of a broader harassment contention if warranted by
responses to the notice. Subsequently, two former employees did
respond by writing to the Board, one on a confidential basis'. We

then referred both letters to the Office of Investigation (OI)
requesting an investigation. Memorandum and Order of March 13,
1985, p. 11. As this decision issues', we have not received OI's
final report, which we are advised has been delaye'd most recently
by the confidential informant's reluctance to allow anyone but OI
personnel to see it. In any event, OI advises us that their report
should be available in the near future, edited to conceal the
informant's identity. When that happens, we will circulate the
report for comment by the parties on whether a new harassment
contention should be admitted, subject to the "five factors." We

are a va advised informally by OI that the matters described by the two
former employees do not appear to raise safety concerns. We

retaining jurisdiction for the limited purpose of addressing this
matter. A1'I other issues are ripe for appeal. The pendency of
this matter does not bar our authorization of operating licenses
because there is no contested issue before the Board, only the
possibility of one.
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security matter exists. See 10 C.F.R. g 2.760a. Other findings

required to be made prior to the issuance of an operating license are to

be made by the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. See id. and 10

C.F,.R. 5 50.57.

In reaching this decision, the Board has considered all the

evidence submitted by the parties and the entire record of this

proceeding. All issues and proposed findings presented by the parties,

and not addressed in the Board's decision, are deemed to be without

merit or unnecessary to the decision. The Board's findings of fact are

supported by probative and substantial evidence in the record; As

reflected in the foregoing decision and in the other partial initial

decisions issued by this Board, the Board has resolved all contested

matters in favor of the Staff and the Applicants and against the

Intervenors. The Board concludes, as to the contentions addressed

herein, that there is reasonable assurance that, if an operating license

is subsequently granted for the Harris facility, the activities

authorized hereby can be conducted without endangering the health or

safety of the public and that such activities will be conducted in

compliance with applicable NRC regulations.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as

amended, and the Commission's rules, that the Director of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation is authorized, upon making the findings on all

applicable matters specified in 10 C.F.R. 5 50.57(a), to issue to
1

Applicants Carolina Power 8 Light Company and North Carolina Eastern

Municipal Power Agency a license to authorize low-power testing (up to
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5'X of rated power) and, upon completion of such testing, a license to

authorize full-power operation of the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power

Plant.

In accordance with 10 C.F.R. 55 2.760(a) and 2.762, this Final

Licensing Board Decision shall constitute the final action of the

Commission forty-five (45) days after the date of its issuance, unless

(1) an appeal is taken in accordance with section 2.762 or (2) a stay is.

obtained in accordance with shction 2.788, or (3) the Commission directs

that the record be certified to it for final decision. Any Notice of

Appeal from the decision must be filed within ten (10) days after

service of the decision. A brief in support of the appeal must be filed

within thirty (30) days (forty (40) days in the case of the NRC Staff)

after filing the Notice of Appeal. Any party which is not an appellant

may file a brief in support of or in opposition to the appeal within

thirty (30) days (forty (40) days in the case of the NRC Staff) after

the period has expired for the filing and service of the briefs of all

appellants.

In addition to the appeal and stay remedies just noted, the parties

should be aware that the Commission will be conducting an "immediate

effectiveness" review of this and our earlier decisions pursuant to 10

C.F.R. 5 2.764(f). As to timing, that provision states in part that:

The Commission intends to issue a stay decision within 30 days
of receipt of the Licensing Board's decision. The Licensing
Board's initial decision will be considered stayed pending the
Comnission's decision insofar as it may authorize operations
other than fuel loading and low power (up to 5 percent of
rated power) testing.
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Thus, the rule provides a temporary automatic stay as to our

authorization of full-power operations. However, you should also be

aware of a related provision which states that:

For operating license decisions other than those authorizing
only fuel loading and low power testing consistent with the
target schedule set forth below, the parties may file brief
comments with the Commission pointing out matters which, in
their view, pertain to the immediate effectiveness issue. To
be considered, such comments must be received within 10 days
of the Board decision. However, the Commission may dispense
with comments by so advising the parties. No, extensive stay
shall be issued without giving the affected parties an
opportunity to be heard.

In view of the facts that ( 1) fuel loading for Shearon Harris has not

begun, (2) operations above low power may be several months away, and

(3) our decisions in the aggregate are lengthy and complex, parties

seeking to file comments under the quoted provision might seek an
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extension of time from the General Counsel.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND

LICENSING BOARD*

s L. e ey, airman
A INI STRATI VE JUDGE,

ames . ar enter
A MINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Germ . rig t
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Bethesda, Maryland

«The Board expresses its appreciation to its Law Clerk, Donna Duer, for
her able assistance in the preparation of this opinion.
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I wish to urge denial of CPSL's request for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
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I wish to urge denial of CPSL's request for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,I—
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Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,
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Dear Mr. Denton:"

I wish to urge denial of CPS,L's request for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,





Mr. Harold Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reaction Regulation
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
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I wish to urge denial of CPSL's request for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at,
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,
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Dear Mr. Denton:

I wish to urge denial of CPS,L's request for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within 'one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,
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Dear Mr. Den .on:
8;

I wish to urge denial of CPSL's request for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harry.s nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant oI before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,
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Dear 'Mr. Den(on;:iq,,,

wish to urge denial of CPSXIs request for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,
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Hr. Harold Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reaction Regulation
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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Dear Mr. Denton:

I wish to urge denial of CPSL's request for
exemption from the requirement, under„, 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at, all.
Sincerel -,
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Dear Mr. Denton:

I wish to urge denial of CPS,L's request for
exemption from the requirement, under~3.0 CFR'0,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant, is permitted to
operate at all.
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Hr. Harold Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reaction Regulation
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555





Dear Mr. Denton:
I I

I t

I wish to urge denial of CPS,L's request for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,
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Hr. Harold Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reaction Regulation
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
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~ Dear Mr. Denton:

I wish to urge denial of CPSL's request for
exemption from the requirement,„ under"UO CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a'ull
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.

g Sincerely,
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Mr. Harold Denton, DirectorOffice ofo Nuclear Reaction Re ulaNuclear Regulat Cory CommissionNashington, DC 20555



Dear Mr. Denton:

I wish to urge denial of CPSL's request for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,
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Mr. Harold Denton,.DirectorOffice of Nuclear Reaction RegulatiopNuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
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~ Dear Mr. Denton:

I wish to urge denial of CPS,I 's request for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CER 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise sho ld be
conducted before the plant is permitte to
operate at all.
Sincerely,





Mr. Harold Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reaction Regulatiop
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
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I wish to urge denial of CPRL„'s request for
exemption from the requiremen't, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,





Mr. Harold Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reaction Regulatiop
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
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P4 Dear Mr. Denton:

I wish to urge denial of CPSL's reques%'or
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,





Mr. Harold Denton, DirectorOffice of Nuclear Reaction RegulationNuclear Regulatory CommissionWashington, DC 20555
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~ Dear Mr. Denton:

I wish to urge denial of CPEL's request for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E,, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.



Hr. Harold Denton D'ff'rector
face of Nuclear Reaction Re ula

Nuclear Regulator C
Washington, DC 20555

ory Commission



Hr. Harold Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reaction Regulation
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555



Dear'r. Denton:
*

E

I wish to urge denial of CPSL's request for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the'j<Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one yeai before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,



Dear Hr. Denton:
I

I wish to urge denial of CPSL's request for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
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Mr. Harold Denton, DirectorOffice of Nuclear Reaction RegulationNuclear Regulatory CommissionNashington, DC 20555



Dear Mr. Denton:

I wish to urge denial of CPSL's request for
exemption from the requirement, /Ader 10 CPR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear- power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,



C'



Mr. Harold Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reaction Regulatiop
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555





Dear Mr. Denton:

I wish to urge denial of CPSL's ~qquest for
exemption from the requirement, 'Qnder 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely„

(gf lb t L, J Vpg)
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lfr. Harold Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reaction Regulation
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555





Dear Mr. Denton:
«a ~

I wish to urge denial of CPEL's @guest for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of"the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,



Mr. Harold Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reaction Regulation
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555



Dear Mr. Denton:

I wish to urge denial of CPSL's request for
exemption frorq the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerel
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Mr. Harold Denton, DirectorOffice of Nuclear Reaction RegulationNuclear Regulatory CommissionWashington, DC 20555
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Dear Mi. Denton:

I wish to urge denial of CPS,L's request for
exemption from thy> requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that Kpe Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear'.power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise shou1d be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,



Hr. Harold Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reaction Regulatiop
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555



Dear Mr.. Denton:

l ' t urge denial of CPEL's request forw1S 0
50exemp ion rfrom the requirement, under 10 CFR

a fullAppendix E, that the Company conduct a u
par xcipa it' ation exercise of tgfq Emergency Response

lantPlan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power p
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,
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Hr. Harold Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reaction Regulatiop
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Nashington, DC 20555
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Dear Mr. Denton:

I wish to urge denial of CPSL's request for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR, 50,
Appendix E, that the Compaq'onduct a full
participation exercise of@he Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,
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Mr. Harold Denton, DirectorOffice of Nuclear Reaction RegulatiopNuclear Regulatory CommissionWashington, DC 20555
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Dear Mr. Denton:

Sincere

4. i

I wish to urge denial of CPSL's . quest for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
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Hr. Harold Denton, DirectorOffice of Nuclear Reaction RegulationNuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
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Dear Mr. Degpton:

I wish to urge denial of CPBL's request for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Ha~is nuclear power plant
within one year before ~beginning commercial
operation of the plant-or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincereiy,

s. P+y,'
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Mr. Harold Denton 1rectorOffice of Nuclear Reaction Re ulaNuclear Regulator CWashington, DC'0555
ory Commission
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". 'ear .Mr. Denton:

I wish to urge denial of CPEL's request for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
A'ppendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
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Mr. Harold Denton, DirectorOffice of Nuclear React'Nuclear Regulatory Commission
c @on Regulation

Washington, DC 20555



Dear Hr. Denton:

wish to urge denial of CPSL's request for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduc't-a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,
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Mr. Harold Denton, DirectorOffice of Nuclear Reaction RegulationNuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
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Dear Mr. Denton:

wish to urge denial of CPBL's request for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduc9 a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, l believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerel
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Dear 8r. Denton:
P ih

I wish to urge denial of CPBL's request for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix-E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater Chan five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely, S arah Karnes

q 161 Windsor Circle
lChapel Hill, NC

„, + 27514 U.S.A.
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Sarah Kar/<jf V> t
s 161 Windsor 'Circle c;l
,< Chapel Hil(, NG.

No"~ 27514 1L S.'A.
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Mr. Harold Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reaction Regulation
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
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Mr. Harold Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reaction Regulatiop
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555



Dear Mr. Denton:

I wish to urge denial of CPBL's request for
',~ exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,

Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,
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Dear Mr. Denton:

I wish to urge denial of CPS,L's'request.for
exemption from the requirement, under -10 CER 50,

,,Appendix E, that the Company conduct~;a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
P1an for its Shearon Harris nuclear",,"p'ower plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of ratedgpower.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise,r,should be
conducted before the plant is pert@.tted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,

4 . ~
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Hr. Harold Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reaction Regulatiop
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555



Dear Mr. Denton:

I wish to urge denial of CPSL's request for
exemption from,the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,
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1fr. Harold Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reaction Regulation
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Nashington, DC 20555





,Dear Mri,'. Denton:

I wish to urge denial of CPSL's request for
exemption from. the requirement, under 10 CPR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes~>~ the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at a13..

Sincerely,



Mr. Harold Denton, Director
Office of
Nuclea

Nuclear Reaction Regul
r Regulatory Commission

a 1on

Washington, DC 20555



Dear Mr. Denton:

I wish to urge denial of CPSL's request for
exerhption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before<operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,



~ ~ ~ ~

Mr. Haro3.d Denton, DirectorOffice of Nuclear Reaction RegulationNuclear Regulatory CommissionWashington, DC 20555
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Dear Mr. Denton:

I wish to urge denial of CPSL's request for
exemption from the. requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that-''e Company conduct a full

-'articipationexercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Sgearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one yea'S>before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,
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Mr. Harold Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reaction Regulation
Nuclear'Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555





Dear Mr. Denton:

I wish to urge'enial of CPSL's request for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.
Sincerely,
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Mr. Harold Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reaction Regulation
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
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Dear Nr.-'Denton:

I wish to urge denial of ~CPSL's reque>t for
exemption from the requirement, under 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, that the Company conduct a full
participation exercise of the Emergency Response
Plan for its Shearon Harris nuclear power plant
within one year before beginning commercial
operation of the plant or before operating at
greater than five percent of rated power.
Because of the need for changes in the evacua-
tion plan, I believe this exercise should be
conducted before the plant is permitted to
operate at all.

R.'



Mr. Harold Denton, DirectorOffice of Nuclear Reaction RegulationNuclear Regulatory CommissionWashington, DC 20555
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August 15, 1986

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

In the Matter of

CAROLINA POWER Sc LIGHT COMPANY
and NORTH CAROLINA EASTERN
MUNICIPAL POWER AGENCY

(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power
Plant)

)
)
)
) Docket No. 50-400
) (10 C.F.R. 5 2.206)
)
)
)

APPLICANTS'ESPONSE TO CASH'S SHOW CAUSE PETITION

I. Introduction

Carolina Power Sc Light Company and North Carolina Eastern
lMunicipal Power Agency ("Applicants" ) are the holders of Con-

struction Permit No. CPPR-158 for, applicants for a license to

operate, and co-owners of the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant.

The Coalition for Alternatives to Shearon Harris ("CASH") and Mr.

Wells Eddleman filed a "Request for Institution of Proceedings

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.206," dated July 2, 1986 ("Petition" ), with
the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.1/ On July 10, 1986,

the Director acknowledged receipt of CASH's Petition.+2 On

1/ Mr. Wells Eddleman is a member of CASH and is an active in-
tervenor in the Harris operating license proceeding. Presumably
he desires to be a joint petitioner with CASH. In any event, we
refer to petitioners collectively as "CASH."

+2 Citing General Public Utilities Nuclear Cor . (Three Mile
Island Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-85-4, 21 N.R.C. 561

(Continued Next Page)



July 16, 1986, Applicants received 'a letter dated July ll, 1986,

from Mr. Bart Buckley of the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Reg-

ulation inviting Applicants to respond to CASH's petition within
thirty days of receipt of the letter. In accordance with that

request, Applicants provide this Response, which includes the

attached affidavits of Stephen A. Browne and Thomas W. Brombach.

CASH's Petition addresses its concerns regarding emergency

planning requirements, the allegations of Ms. Patty Miriello
regarding her radiation exposure records and Applicants'elding
inspections, and its desire to have the NRC perform a supplemen-

tal environmental impact statement. The stated bases for CASH's

Petition essentially are Chatham County's May 27, 1986 rescission
of its formal approval of its portion of the Shearon Harris emer-

gency plan, the isolated sounding of an emergency siren, the al-
legations of Ms. Miriello, and documentation concerning Chernobyl

and Three Mile Island. The exact relief CASH seeks is unclear.

CASH requests the Director to issue a show cause order because of
the siren issue, Petition at 7, revoke the fuel loading authori-
zation because of Chatham County's rescission of its emergency

plan approval, id., withhold an operating license until "critical

(Continued)

(198S), the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation cautioned CASH
in his July 10 letter that issues which have been previously con-
sidered in the operating license proceeding do not provide an
adequate basis for relief under 10 C.F.R. 5 2.206.





plant safety violations are investigated," id. at 10, and to stay

the Iicensing Board's decision until the NRC prepares a supple-
f.mental environmental impact statement, id. at 12. However, it is

apparent that CASH's allegations, even if accepted as true (which

the discussion in Section IV infra clearly refutes), do not con-

stitute evidence of significant violations sufficient to warrant

the issuance of a show cause order, or for that matter to give

rise to any enforcement proceedings.

In essence, CASH seeks to have the Director stay the licens-

ing of the Harris Plant. CASH's attempted use of 10 C.F.R.

5 2.206 for this purpose is improper. A 2.206 petition may be

denied on procedural grounds where, as here, the requested relief
concerns the initial licensing of the facility and not an en-

forcement action. Cleveland Electric Illuminatin Co. (Perry

Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), DD-86-4, 23 N.R.C. 211, 214

n.l (1986). Moreover, CASH's assumption that the licensing pro-

ceedings must be delayed pending resolution of its Petition is
incorrect. Even if the Petition had raised safety concerns

(which it does not), the investigation thereof and the subsequent

resolution of the Petition would not stay the issuance of an

operating license for Shearon Harris. See Union Electric Co.

(Callaway Plant, Unit 1), DD-85-7, 21 N.R.C. 1552, 1555 (1985).

Finally, the relief sought by CASH is inappropriate in light of
the Director's recognition that he does "not have authority under
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~ ~ ~ ~10 C.F.R. g 2.206 to direct the presiding Iicensing Board to sus-

pend the operating license proceeding." Cleveland Electric
Illuminatin Co. (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2),

DD-85-14, 22 N.R.C. 635, 642 n.4 (1985) (citations omitted). As

discussed below, under applicable legal standards, CASH has ut-

terly failed to establish a basis for the issuance of a show

cause order or any other relief pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 5 2.206.

II. Standards for Deciding
Whether a Show Cause Proceeding
Should be Initiated

Section 2.206 of the Commission's regulations provides a

mechanism whereby members of the public may request initiation of
an enforcement action to modify, suspend, or revoke a license, or

for such other action as may be proper. It also vests authority
in the director of the appropriate NRC office to decide whether

to institute an enforcement action by the issuance of a show

cause order. The only criterion set forth in the rule itself for
judging the sufficiency of a petiti'on is the requirement that
"[t]he requests shal'1 specify the action requested and set forth
the facts that constitute the basis for the request." 10 C.F.R.

2.206(a).

The apparent reason for the absence of a more specific stan-

dard in the regulation is that the decision to institute an en-

forcement action is not an adjudicative one, but rather is a



matter of "prosecutorial" discretion. See Consolidated Edison

Co. of New York Inc. (Indian Point Units 1, 2, and 3), CLI-75-8,

2 N.R.C. 173, 175 (1975). Nevertheless, the Commission has in

previous decisions provided guidance delimiting the exercise of

this discretion.

In Indian Point, ~su ra t,he Commission affirmed a Director's

decision denying a 2.206 petition. In so doing, the Commission

stated that "(t]he Director correctly understood that, a show

cause order would have been required had he reached the conclu-

sion that substantial health or safety issues had been raised.

a mere dispute over factual issues does not suffice" as a

basis for issuance of such an order. Indian Point, ~su ra 2,
N.R.C. at 176 6 n.2.+3 This standard has been acknowledged in
dicta by the D.C. and Seventh Circuits. Lorion v. NRC, 712 F.2d

1472, 1475 (D AC. Cir. 1983), rev'd on other rounds sub nom.,

Florida Power Ec Li ht Co. v. Lorion, 105 S. Ct. 1598, 1601

(1985), on remand sub nom., Lorion v. NRC, 785 F.2d 1038, 1041

(D.C. Cir. 1986); Rockford Lea e of Women Voters v. NRC, 679

F.2d 1218, 1222 (7th Cir. 1982).

~3 The directors have adhered to the "substantial health and
safety issues" test. See, e.cC., Philadel hia Electric Co. (Lim-
erick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), DD-85-11, 22 N.R.C.
149, 152 (1985); Washin ton Public Power Su l S stem (WPPSS
Nuclear Project No. 2), DD-84-7, 19 N.R.C. 899, 923 (1984).





The Commission has reiterated the "substantial health and

safety issues" standard in Northern Indiana Public Service Co.

(Bailly Generating Station, Nuclear-l), CI I-78-7, 7 N.R.C. 429,

433 (1978), aff'd sub nom, Porter Count Cha ter v. NRC, 606 F.2d

1363 (D.C. Cir. 1979) . In that case, the Commission also re-

jected a claim that the Director erred in failing to permit peti-
tioner to comment on, respond to, or cross-examine the views of
the NRC Staff:

[The Director] is not required to accord presump-
tive validity to every assertion of fact, irre-
spective of its degree of substantiation, or to
convene an adjudicatory proceeding in order to de-
termine whether an adjudicatory proceeding is war-
ranted. Rather, his role at this preliminary
stage is to obtain and assess the information he
believes necessary to make that determination.
Provided he does not abuse his discretion, he is
free to rely on a variety of sources of in-
formation, including staff analyses of generic
issues, documents issued by other agencies, and
the comments of the licensee on the factual alle-
gations.

Id. at 432-33.

In order to meet the "substantial health and safety issues"

standard, a petitioner must do more than merely state its disap-

proval of NRC policy or its belief that the accused utility may

be found to have been in violation of the Commission's regula-

tions. Indeed, a petitioner must set forth evidence of some

wrongdoing by the utility that goes beyond mere violations of the

Commission's regulations. In order to satisfy the substantial



health and safety issues standard, a petitioner must set forth
evidence of violations of sufficient significance that the public

health and safety may be affected thereby. Thus, for example, in
Limerick, ~au ra ,22 N.R.C. at 166, the Director determined that
the petitioners'howing that the plant suffered from a trend of
operator errors did not amount to a significant safety problem

warranting a show cause order. The Director noted that errors

may occur at a nuclear plant, but that most violations discovered

through NRC inspections are of minor significance. Id. at 161.

If more significant violations are discovered, escalated enforce-

ment action may be considered by the Commission, including the

imposition of civil penalties,. short of instituting a show cause

proceeding. See id. If, however, a truly major deficiency is
identified through the inspection process, or otherwise, then the

NRC could issue a variety of orders, including a show cause

order, to assure appropriate remedial action. See id. But, as

the Director stated:

Isolated deficiencies in the licensee's program,
however, do not necessarily undermine the program
to such an extent as to give rise to a significant
safety concern. What is required, when a viola-
tion is identified, is a careful assessment as to
the significance of the violation, its cause, and
the corrective action taken to preclude recur-
rence.

Id. at 161-62 (footnote omitted). Thus, even before reviewing
CASH's specific allegations in detail, it is clear that in the





present case the CASH Petition must fail. CASH has failed to

present cogent evidence of any violations of the Commission's

regulations that rise to a level that would warrant the institu-
tion of an enforcement, proceeding against. Applicants.

III. The Issues Raised by CASH are Improperly Before
The Director Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. g 2.206

It is "firmly established that 'parties must be prevented

from using 10 C.F.R. 2.206 procedures as a vehicle for recon-

sideration of issues previously decided, or for avoiding an ex-

isting forum in which they more logically should be
presented.'onsolidated

Edison Co. of New York, (Indian Point, Units 1, 2 and

3), CLI-75-8, 2 N.R.C. 173, 177 (1975)." General Public

Utilities Nuclear Cor . (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Units

1 and 2), CLI-85-4; 21 N.R.C. 561, 563 (1985) (citations omit-

ted).+4 .CASH is attempting to seek another forum for reconsider-

ation of issues previously decided by the Licensing Board. The

Commission in Three Mile Island, ~su rafou,nd such a tactic
impermissible. In addition, certain of CASH's arguments assert

Q4 This principle applies to non-parties seeking to reopen
issues previously adjudica0ed as well. Three Mile Island, ~su ra
CLI-85-4, 21 N.R.C. at 564. The founders of CASH, however, in-
clude Conservation Council of North Carolina ("CCNC"), the Kudzu
Alliance, the Chapel Hill Anti-Nuclear Group Effort ("CHANGE")
and Mr. Wells Eddleman. Those organizations and Mr. Eddleman
have been active intervenors in the Harris operating license pro-
ceedings for over four years. See Applicants'esponse to CASH's
Petition for Leave to Intervene (June 24, 1986) at 3,
Attachments 1 and 2.
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deficiencies not in Applicants'ctions or proposed actions but

in the Commission's rules. Clearly it is inappropriate to seek

enforcement, action against a licensee as a vehicle for
challenging established rules. See Seacoast Anti-Pollution
Lea ue of New Ham shire v. NRC, 690 F.2d 1025, 1029 n.ll (D.C.

Cir. 1982)..

The emergency preparedness issues, Petition at 4-8, were ei-
ther raised before the Appeal Board and rejected (Chatham County

rescission of formal approval of emergency plan), or are pending

before the NRC Staff (full-participation exercise exemption re-

quest), or could have been raised before the Appeal Board in a

motion to reopen (siren activation).+5 Arguments challenging the

established emergency planning zone have been raised before the

Licensing Board and were rejected, and impermissibly attempt to

challenge a Commission rule in an enforcement action.+6 Allega-

tions regarding Ms. Patty Miriello's radiation exposure records,

Petition at 8-9, have also been raised and rejected before the

Licensing Board.+7 The allegations regarding improperly docu-

mented welds Petition at 9-10 were available to intervenors

(including Mr. Eddleman and other intervenor members of CASH) at

g5 See discussion at Section IV.A. infra.
~6 See discussion at Section IV.A.4 infra.
~7 See discussion at Section IV.B. infra.



least in January 1986 when Ms. Miriello's letter (attached to the

Petition) was sent to the Chairman of the Licensing Board and was

made available to the parties in the Harris operating license

proceeding.+8 Mr. Eddleman and CCNC, who worked with

Ms'iriello, did not seek to raise this issue in a timely manner

before the Licensing Board and cannot in a dilatory fashion do so

now before the Director, either individually or as part of a

reconstituted organization. As for the psychological stress ar-

gument, Petition at 10-12, Mr. Eddleman early in the proceeding

proposed a contention alleging the NRC Staff should prepare an

evaluation on the psychological impact on neighboring residents

of operating the Harris Plant (albeit without reference to

Chernobyl).9/ This proposed contention 87 was rejected by the

Licensing Board consistent with the Commission's Statement of
Policy on Psychological Stress Issues. LBP-82-119A, 16 N.R.C.

2069, 2096, 2104 (1982). Its rejection was not appealed by Mr.

Eddleman. In any event, as discussed in Section IV.D. infra,
psychological stress has been held by the Supreme Court as an

issue not cognizable by the Commission in preparing its environ-

mental impact statement under the National Environmental Policy
Act.

8/ See discussion at Section IV.C. infra.
+9 "Supplement to Petition to Intervene", dated May 14, 1982 at
194.
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Thus, while in the succeeding sections we demonstrate that
none of the issues raised by CASH meet the standard for issuing a

show cause order, as a matter of law the Director need not even

reach an evaluation of such factual matters as they are improp-

erly before him.

IV. The Allegations in the Petition Do Not
Raise Si nificant Health and Safet Issues

A. Emergency Planning

1. Chatham Count

The linchpin of CASH's attack on offsite emergency planning

is a May 27, 1986 resolution passed by the County Commission of
Chatham County, one of the four counties within the Harris plume

exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zone ("EPZ"). By their
May 27, 1986 resolution, the Chatham County Commissioners re-

scinded their prior approval of the county emergency plan for the

Harris Plant, "pending further critical examination" of'ertain
issues which had been raised by CASH. CASH argues that the

May 27, 1986 resolution renders Chatham County planning "fatally
deficient," and moots FEMA's prior findings of the adequacy of
the Chatham County plan and the success of the May 17-18, 1985

full-participation exercise. Petition at 4-5.

The short answer to CASH'.s argument is that a subsequent

resolution, adopted by unanimous vote of the Chatham County
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Commission on July 7, 1986, moots the issue. That resolution

states, in relevant part, that "Chatham County endorses the emer-

gency plan jointly developed with Wake, fee and Harnett Counties

and the State of North Carolina," and "Chatham County agrees to

carry out the responsibilities identified in the plan both during

training exercises and in the event of an actual emergency."

Thus, the July 7, 1986 resolution eliminates any doubt about

Chatham County's participation in offsite emergency preparedness.

for the Harris Plant. See "Memorandum and Order" (ASEAB July 11,

1986), at 4-5 (relying on July 7, 1986 resolution in rejecting
intervenor motion for stay). CASH's reliance on the earlier res-

olution is to no avail.

2. Full-Partici ation Exercise

CASH contends that a second full-participation exercise must

be conducted prior to licensing on the ground that the original
May 1985 exercise relied on Chatham County plans and resources

which were assertedly withdrawn by the May 27, 1986 resolution.
But, as noted above, CASH's reliance on the May 27, 1986 resolu-

tion is misplaced. The July 7, 1986 resolution reaffirms Chatham

County's commitment to "the emergency plan jointly developed with
Wake, Lee and Harnett Counties and the State of North Carolina"

the very plan that was fully exercised in May 1985. Accord-

ingly, CASH's argument lacks merit.
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CASH emphasizes the requirement in 10 C. F. R. Part, 50, Appen-

dix E Section IV.F.1, to conduct a full-participation emergency

preparedness exercise within one year prior to issuance of the

first operating license for full power and prior to operation

above 5% of rated power, and alludes to Applicants'equest for
an exemption from the one-year requirement.~10 But CASH fails to

acknowledge the success of the May 17-18, 1985 full-participation
exercise for the Harris EPZ. The NRC inspection team which eval-

uated the exercise found no violations or deviations, and stated

in the May .19, 1985 public meeting that "the exercise was fully
successful; the licensee played very well; and the training and

commitment. to emergency preparedness was obvious in this exer-

cise." NRC Inspection Report No. 50-'400/85-20 (June 5, 1985).

Similarly, FEMA found that "the state and local emergency plans

are adequate and capable of being implemented and the exercise

demonstrated that off-site preparedness is adequate."~11

~10 Applicants'equest for an exemption is presently pending
before the NRC Staff. Mr. Eddleman, an active member of CASH,
has filed comments on Applicants'xemption request and requested
a hearing. See Letter to Harold R. Denton (NRC) from Wells
Eddleman (April 3, 1986); "Response by Carolina Power & Light
Company and North Carolina Eastern Municipal Power Agency To
Wells Eddleman's Request for Hearing on Emergency Preparedness
Exercise Exemption Request" (April 22, 1986). In addition, CASH
and Mr. Eddleman have jointly filed comments on the exemption re-
quest and have requested a hearing. See Letter to Commissioners
Zech, Roberts, Bernthal and Asselstine from Wells Eddleman and
Steve Katz, for CASH ( July 31, 1986) . Presumably, these comments
are being considered in the disposition of the exemption request.

ll/ Memorandum for Edward L. Jordan (NRC), from Richard W. Krimm
(FEMA) (August 7, 1985), Interim Findings on Offsite Radiological

(Continued Next Page)
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Moreover, the May 1985 exercise was the subject of litigation
before the ?icensing Board. All issues raised as a result of the

exercise were fully resolved through the summary disposition pro-

cess. LBP-86-11, 23 N.R.C. 294, 397-98 ~et se . (1986). The Li-
'

censing Board therefore found "reasonable assurance that adequate

measures can be taken in the respects raised by the contentions

to protect the public health and safety in the event of a ra-

diological emergency at'he Harris Plant." ld. at 398.

CASH also fails to note Applicants'ommitment to conduct an

annual exercise (pursuant to 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E, Sec-

tion IV.F.2) in October 1986, with the partial participation of

the counties in the EPZ. The activities conducted by local off-
site emergency personnel will include:

a.

b.

Mobilize appropriate local county staffs;
Activate local county emergency facilities;

c. Confirm adequacy of local county facilities;
d. Exercise command and control functions during

emergency response;

e. Confirm adequacy of communications between
facilities and organizations;

(Continued)

Emergency Response (RER) Plans and Preparedness for the Shearon
Harris Nuclear Power Station. See also "Safety Evaluation Report
Related to Operation of Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Unit
No. 1," NUREG-1038, Supp. 3 (May 1986) at 13-2 to 13-3.
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Exercise the alert notification procedures;

g. Exercise the capability for ambulance support
for contaminated injured person; and

h. Exercise the capability for hospital support
for contaminated injured person.

Further, CP6L, the State of North Carolina, and the local coun-

ties have jointly scheduled a February 1987 full-scale local ex-

ercise, with support from state agencies as necessary for direc-

tion, control, and communication.~12 The continuing programs of

emergency preparedness training, drills and exercises conducted

by CP&L and the State and local governments provide assurance

that the proficiency of emergency response personnel is being

maintained from the May 1985 exercise to the upcoming February

1987 exercise. Accordingly, the NRC Staff has taken the prelimi-

nary position that the exemption should be granted. See "NRC

Staff Response to Wells Eddleman's Request For A Hearing On

Applicants'equest For Exemption From The Requirement For An

Emergency Preparedness Exercise" at 7, n.5 (July 24, 1986).

CASH's mere recitation of the one-year requirement does not un-

dermine the persuasive case advanced in Applicants'equest for
an exemption, and is entitled to no weight.

~12 Letter to Harold R. Denton (NRC) from A.B. Cutter (CPEcL)
(May 2, 1986), re SHNPP Emergency Preparedness Exercise/
Supplemental Information; Letter to Harold R. Denton (NRC) from
S.R. Zimmerman (CPGL) (July 10, 1986), re SHNPP Emergency Pre-
paredness Exercise.
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3. June 28 1986 Siren Activation

CASH also attempts to make much of the activation of a sin-

gle siren in the early hours of the morning on Saturday, June 28,

1986. Shortly before 2:00 a.m., someone vandalized one of the

sirens located in the Chatham County portion of the EPZ, scaling

the siren pole to an elevated platform (ten feet above the

ground), cutting the padlock on the control cabinet with bolt-
cutters, and deliberately activating the'iren at the siren loca-

tion. The siren is on a timer, and sounded for only one cycle of

approximately three minutes.~13

h

CASH devotes much of the its discussion of this issue to

disputing the vandalism of the siren. See, e.cd , Petition at 6;

~

~ ~

~Frazier Affidavit at 3, 5;~14 R. Thomas Affidavit. The

~13 In an unrelated event, one of the Harnett County sirens was
spuriously activated on July 27, 1986. Investigation indicates
that a recent electrical storm had caused a transistor in the
siren to fail. Normally, a sequence of two specific tones in
rapid succession, transmitted over a telephone line, were re-
quired to activate the siren. However, the failed transistor
effectively reduced the requirement. for activation to only the
second tone. Subsequently, normal noise on the line, which hap-
pened to include the second tone, caused the siren to sound. To
prevent further such activations, the equipment is being modified
to require activation of the receiver by a subsonic "security"
signal prior to receipt of the two-tone encoded signal. Thus, as
modified, a siren cannot be activated until the security signal
has been received, followed by the two-tone signal.

~14 The Frazier affidavit is misnumbered. Applicants'ites.to
that affidavit assume that the first'age of the affidavit is
page one and cites the subsequent pages accordingly.
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supporting affidavits were gathered while CASH was under the im-

pression that the siren which had sounded was "across the street

from [Ruth Thomas') house, * * * about 200 feet from her house."

R. Thomas Affidavit at 1; Frazier Affidavit at 2. CASH empha-

sizes that that particular siren showed "no evidence of tam-

pering." R. Thomas Affidavit at 2; Frazier Affidavit at 3.

While the thrust of this line of argument is never clear, it is
plainly of no moment; for CASH eventually concedes, as it must,

that the siren in front of Ruth Thomas'ouse actually was not

the siren which sounded that morning. See Addendum to Affidavit
of Dan Frazier.

CASH advances two primary concerns associated with the siren

vandalism -- (1) security at the siren locations, and (2) the as-

serted lack of a "method to secure information upon the activa-

tion of an emergency siren." Petition at 6. But, as noted

above, the control boxes located at the sirens in the Harris EPZ

are secured by locks. CASH makes no showing that the June 28,

1986 siren activation was anything other than an isolated act of
vandalism. Moreover, the adequacy of this means of securing the

siren controls is best evidenced by its use for the siren systems

at CPSL's other nuclear facilities and at dozens of nuclear power

plants all across the country. CASH does not suggest that there

have been serious problems with siren security at other sites,
nor does CASH provide any basis for belief that the problem will
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be a recurring one at Harris. Indeed, the siren system had been

installed in the Harris EPZ for more than a year prior to the

events of June 28, 1986. Thus, contrary to CASH's assertions,

this single incident of vandalism reveals no flaw in security at

the siren locations.

In support of its allegations of lack of a "method to secure

information upon the activation of an emergency siren," CASH pro-

vides "play-by-play" accounts of several residents'fforts to

obtain information on the reason for the June 28, 1986 siren

activation. CASH emphasizes that various state and local author-

ities contacted were initially unaware of the siren activation.
Petition at 6; Frazier Affidavit at 1-4; Keyworth/Richardson Af«

fidavit at, 1-2. But CASH attributes undue significance to these

facts, asserting that they demonstrate deficiencies in "activa-

tion of emergency organization" and in the procedures for notifi-
cation of offsite officials of an emergency at the Harris Plant.

Petition at 6, 7. CASH simply misapprehends the concept of oper-

ations on which onsite and offsite emergency plans are based.

There is no basis in fact for CASH's apparent assumption

that, because neither CPS<I nor State and local authorities were

initally aware of the June 28, 1986 siren activation by vandals,

they would not know of an actual emergency. Because the vandals

activated the siren at the siren location on June 28, 1986, offi-
cials who were at a distance and could not hear the siren were
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not aware of the activation until they were able to verify the

reports of nearby residents who heard the siren. But, in a real

emergency, CPEI would promptly notify offsite authorities, using

dedicated phone lines, not the sirens. Those offsite authorities
would in turn decide whether to sound the sirens by activating
them remotely, from central locations in each of the four

counties in the EPZ. Thus, in the event of an actual emergency,

both onsite and offsite authorities would be fully apprised of
the activation of the siren system. Because there was no emer-

gency at the Harris Plant on June 28, 1986, emergency organiza-

tion activation procedures and emergency notification procedures

were not implemented. Accordingly, the events of June 28, 1986

evidence no flaws in those procedures.

Moreover, the regulatory scheme does not contemplate that
the public is to rely upon personal conversations with State and

local authorities as the source of information and instruction in
an emergency. In compliance with NUREG-0654, everyone within the

EPZ has been sent a calendar/brochure which provides information

related to a Harris emergency, including instructions for action

upon hearing the sirens. Those instructions properly emphasize

not that residents should call state and local authorities, but

rather that they should tune their TV or radio to the Emergency

Broadcast System for further instructions and information about

the emergency.
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While there is no safety significance to such non-emergency

siren activations, CASH wrongly assumes that "the next time one

goes off like this, the same thing will happen again." Frazier

Affidavit at 4, 5. CPGL recognizes that any siren activation

raises concern among citizens near that siren. Therefore, de-

spite the lack of safety significance, CP&L has committed to re-

view and modify procedures (as needed) to assure that -- if a

siren should accidently sound in the future -- the Company when

notified will in turn notify appropriate Company, State and local

personnel, as well as the news media, so that any public concern

can be dispelled more promptly. In addition, CPEL is working

with appropriate State and local agencies, to assure that proce-

'ures are established so that those agencies notify CP&L promptly

of any siren activation.

CASH also attempts to resurrect the precise public notifica-
tion issue which was litigated exhaustively before the Harris Li-
censing Board -- whether the sirens will awaken the public in the

event of an actual emergency. See Frazier Affidavit at 2, 3, 4,

5; R. Thomas Affidavit at 1. For example, CASH emphasizes that
Ruth Thomas'amily was not awakened on June 28, 1986 by the

siren "about 200 feet from her house." R. Thomas Affidavit at l.
But, as noted above, even CASH now concedes that the siren across

from the Thomas house was not the one which was vandalized.

Thus, CASH's analysis of awakening by sirens is fundamentally
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flawed, because it is based on the assumption that a particular
siren sounded when in fact it was another siren which was acti-
vated.

There are other equally grave problems with CASH's superfi-

cial analysis of this issue. First, as the acousticians who

testified at the Harris hearings explained, the sirens are

designed as a system, with many areas blanketed by sound from

multiple sirens. Accordingly, the efficacy of the system (even

at a single point) generally cannot be accurately tested by

activating a single siren. See, e.cC., Tr. 9618-19 (Keast).

Further, the ability of a siren to alert the public is di-
rectly dependent upon the duration of the sound. "Testimony of

~ ~ ~

~ ~

David N. Keast, Alvin H. Joyner and Dennis S. Mileti on Eddleman

57-C-3 (Night-time Notification) n ('rKeast et al ") ff Tr 9375

at 17; "Testimony of Karl D. Kryter Regarding Eddleman Contention

57-C-3," ff. Tr. 9690, at 6-7. While the vandalized siren cycled

only once (for a total of three minutes), state and local offi-
cials plan to sound the Harris sirens for a minimum of four
three-minute cycles (a total of at least twelve minutes) in the

event of an actual emergency. Keast et al. at 24-25. The evi-
dence in the Harris case establishes that many people who might

not be awakened by the first three minutes of sound would be

awakened in the subsequent nine minutes of siren activation.
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CASH also observes that a few people dismissed the signal of

the vandalized siren as the sound of the siren on an emergency

vehicle (e.cC., speeding to the scene of an auto accident). See

Frazier Affidavit at 3; C. 6 E. Thomas Affidavit. But the sound

of the Harris sirens in an actual emergency would be distin-
guished by the extreme duration of the sound and by the steady

nature of the signal (as contrasted with the siren on a moving

vehicle, which would first grow louder, then gradually fade away

*

Thus, nothing in CASH's anecdotal analysis of the events of

June 28, 1986 undermines the considered determination of the Ei-

censing Board that the Harris alert/notification system meets the

Commission's regulations, alerting 98.5% of the persons in the

first five miles of the EPZ by a combination of sirens, tone

alert radios and "informal notification," with 91% of the persons

in the remainder of the EPZ notified via sirens and informal no-

tification. TBP-86-11, 23 N.R.C. 294, 300-01 (1986). CASH's ar-

guments must be rejected.

4. EPZ Size

Appended to the Petition -- but not even mentioned in that
document -- is a brief piece entitled "Comment on Outdated Fed-

eral Guidance for Size of Emergency Planning Zone," with two at-

tachments: a "Statement Concerning the Procedures for Selecting
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the Size and Configuration of an Emergency Planning Zone," and a

Science magazine comment entitled "Nuclear Meltdown: A Calculat-

ed (and Recalculated) Risk." Notwithstanding Petitioners'i-
lence on the purpose of these enclosures, their general thrust is
clear; they seek to challenge the size and configuration of the

EPZ.

The Commission's regulations provide for a plume EPZ of ap-

proximately 10 miles in radius. The precise boundaries of the

EPZ are to be determined "in relation to local emergency response

needs and capabilities as they are affected by such'onditions as

demography, topography, land characteristics, access routes, and

jurisdictional boundaries." 10 C.F.R. g 50.47(c)(2). In the in-
stant case, the State Plan reflects the consideration of the

appropriate factors in the determination of the Harris EPZ. See

"North Carolina Emergency Response Plan In Support of the Shearon

Harris Nuclear Power Plant," Annex I (map depicting irregular EPZ

boundary, drawn to reflect required factors). There is no asser-

tion here that the Harris EPZ fails to comply with existing Com-

mission regulations; nor can there be. To the extent Petitioners
4

seek to change the generic "about 10 miles" rule, they must pur-

sue their interests in another forum. A g 2.206 petition is an

inappropriate vehicle for rulemaking.
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5. Conclusion

Nothing in the allegations raised by CASH regarding the var-

ious emergency planning issues gives rise to a significant health

and safety concern. Furthermore, this is not the proper forum to

decide the exemption request already before the Director or to

challenge the Commission's, emergency planning regulations. There

is no basis for issuance of a show cause order.

B. Falsification of Radiation Exposure Records and Health
Physics Allegations

CASH's allegations that Applicants falsified Ms. Patty

Miriello's radiation exposure records and that Applicants are

guilty of questionable health physics practices have been raised

and rejected twice before. These allegations are based on claims

made repeatedly by Ms. Miriello, first with the NRC Office of In-

vestigations sometime in September 1985. See Petition at 8.

Ms. Miriello's claims were raised before the Licensing Board by

Wells Eddleman and CCNC on April 22, 1986 as a basis for their
late-filed contention.~15 The Licensing Board denied the Inter-
venors'otion to admit the contention based on Ms. Miriello's
claims because, inter alia, the Board found "no persuasive evi-

dence of deliberate falsification of records and hence no

~15 See "Request... for Admission of New Contention WB-4 (Falsi-
fication of Exposure Records)" (April 22, 1986) ~





significant safety concerns." "Memorandum and Order (Rejecting

Late Proposed Contention Concerning Alleged Falsification of Ra-

diation Exposure Records)" (ASLB June 13, 1986) at 11. If the

Intervenors had truly been interested in having these issues con-

sidered prior to the authorization of Applicants'perating
license, they should have, but chose not to, pursue an appeal of

the Licensing Board's decision rejecting their contention. A

2.206 petition filed under the guise of a new organization of
which Intervenors are members is not the appropriate method of
achieving reconsideration of these issues.

While these allegations by Ms. Miriello have been made

before, here CASH presents only a perfunctory version of them.

CASH refers to "the attached affadavit (sic)," Petition at 9, but

there is no affidavit regarding falsified radiation exposure

records or questionable health physics practices submitted with

the Petition.~16 The only factual basis included with the Peti-
tion to support its bald assertions is Appendix F to the Peti-
tion, a letter from Ms. Miriello to Chairman James L. Kelley,
dated January 1, 1986 ("Miriello Letter" ).~17 In her letter,

~16 Mr. Eddleman's and CCNC's Request for admission of Conten-
tion WB-4 did include an affidavit of Patty S. Miriello, dated
April 3, 1986. It was not submitted as part of the Petition.
~17 The Miriello Letter attached as Appendix F to the Petition
is not identical to the letter sent, to Chairman Kelley. Elimi-
nated from the top of the first page is Ms. Miriello's hand-

(Continued Next Page)
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Ms. Miriello alleges negligent health physics practices and man-

agement encouragement for her to falsify her exposure records.

This unsworn document provides precious little factual in-
formation to support the serious allegations made therein, and as

such is of little probative value. CASH weakly argues that if
Ms. Miriello's ill-defined allegations are substantiated by the

Office of Investigations then there would be a basis for a show

cause order. Petition at 8. CASH's speculative approach hardly
constitutes the submission of facts forming a basis sufficient to
raise significant health and safety issues.~18 Moreover, the

(Continued)

written, sarcastic taunt to the NRC to keep her letter confiden-tial and out of the hands of the power companies. In addition,
pages 9 and 11 of the letter were not included in Appendix F.
Chairman Kelley had distributed the letter only to counsel and
parties involved directly in the litigation of CCNC
Contention WB-3 (Drug Abuse During Construction), and deferred
placing it in the NRC public document room. See ASLB Order
(Jan. 10, 1986). Subsequently, Chairman Kelley deferred to theStaff's request (on behalf of OI) that the letter not be placed
in the public document room until related ongoing investigations
were completed. See ASLB Memorandum at 18 (Feb. 10, 1986).
While CASH representatives criticized Judge Kelley's actions at
length, when they presented Mr. Denton with the Petition in Julyin Raleigh, it is now CASH which has filed the Miriello letter
for the world to see. Applicants refrain from placing a complete
version of the letter in the public document room, as directed by
Chairman Kelley, and assume that the Director has access to it
through Staff counsel.

~18 At best, even if Ms. Miriello's allegations were true, she
would only establish a single isolated violation which would not
give rise to an enforcement. proceeding for the issuance of a show
cause order. See Philadel hia Electric Co. (Limerick Generating
Station, Units 1 and 2), DD-85-11, 22 N.R.C. 149, 161 (1985).
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mere pendency of an investigation by the Office of Investigations

does not raise a serious safety matter sufficient to form the

basis for the institution of show cause proceedings. See

Louisiana Power 6 Li ht Co. (Waterford Steam Electric Station,

Unit 3), CLI-86-1, 23 N.R.C. 1, 7 (1986) .

Attachment 1 to this Response is the Affidavit of Stephen A.

Browne ("Browne Affidavit") which was filed with the Licensing

Board as part of "Applicants'esponse to Request by CCNC and

Wells Eddleman for Admission of New Contention WB-4 (Falsifica-
tion of Exposure Records)" (May 8, 1986). It is particularly
noteworthy that the Licensing Board relied upon Mr. Browne's

testimony to resolve Joint Contention IV (Thermoluminescent

Dosimeters), LBP-85-28, 22 N.R.C. 232, 258-66 (1985), and to re-

ject these same allegations of Ms. Miriello (June 13, 1986 Memo-

randum and Order ~au ra, at 10), finding Mr Br.owne to be "cred-

ible" and relying on portions of his testimony. In stark

contrast, it gave "very little weight" to Ms. Miriello's testi-
mony on CCNC Contention WB-3 (Drug Abuse During Construction),

finding it "unusually inconsistent." LBP-86-11, 23 N.R.C. at
325-326. The Board found that Ms. Miriello had misstated her

qualifications, and that other statements in her testimony were

"difficult to credit" and "subject to question." Id at 326. The

Board also took note of Ms. Miriello' retaliatory motivation,
and hostility toward CPGL. Id. The Board was "skeptical of her
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testimony and did not rely on it. " June 13, 1986 Memorandum and

Order, ~su ra, at 10.

The Browne Affidavit goes beyond the factual issues raised

by the Petition as it addresses an affidavit prepared by

Ms. Miriello that was submitted to the Licensing Board previous-

ly. Bee note 16 ~su ra. The Browne Affidavit clearly refutes

Ms. Miriello's claim that Applicants falsified her exposure

records and otherwise have questionable health physics practices.
While the Browne Affidavit has been part of the record in this
docket since May 8, 1986, CASH has presented no rebuttal. The

Licensing Board found Mr. Browne's response to Ms. Miriello's
claims persuasive. To repeat, the intervenors did 'not appeal

that Licensing Board decision.

CASH's assertion that Ms. Miriello cannot obtain her com-

plete record, Petition at 8, certainly does not raise a substan-

tial health or safety issue. Nor do Applicants understand her

claim to be true -- at least to the extent that Applicants have

provided Ms. Miriello with her final termination report providing
the total dose she received during her employment with CPGL.

Browne Affidavit at 9 10.

CASH's allegation that Applicants may have violated 10

C.F.R. g 0.735-30(c) (prohibition against disclosure of classi-
fied information), Petition at 8-9, is frivolous as that
provision applies to NRC employees, not a utility company.
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~In summary, Ms. Miriello's allegations are misguided, decep-

tive and in error. They certainly raise no significant health

and safety issues.

C. Quality Assurance of Piping Helds

In an excess of hyperbole, CASH asserts "approximately 10%

of the welds in the inservice inspection program at the Shearon

Harris Plant are defective and improperly documented." Petition
at 9. The sole basis for this allegation is the Miriello Letter.

Ms. Miriello, however, never actually alleges that defective

welds exist. She raises her "concern" that "this sort of

thing" -- which appears to refer to her description of two exam-

iners disagreeing about "indications" in ultrasonic testing of
welds or to unauthorized revisions to weld data sheets -- "oc-

curred, to the best of [her] knowledge in at least 10% of the

welds in the inservice inspection program. . . ." Miriello Let-

ter at 4 ~ Thus, even taken at face value, the Miriello Letter

does not raise a significant health and safety issue concerning

piping welds.

Ms. Miriello was employed by Nuclear Energy Services ("NES")

as a Data Controller from April 1984 through February 1985.~19

19/ Ms. Miriello must have formed the alleged bases for her al-
legations while employed by NES, which would have provided her
only access to information concerning her welding allegations.

(Continued Next Page)
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Affidavit of Thomas W. Brombach ("Brombach Affidavit") (Attach-

ment 2 hereto) at il 4.~20 NES was retained by CP&L to provide

non-destructive examination ("NDE") testing services for
preservice baseline inspections and examinations of

safety-related piping at the Harris Plant. Id. Ms. Miriello's
role was purely administrative and she was not qualified by

training or experience to perform NDE examinations or to inter-
pret data from such examinations. Id.

Ms. Miriello's allegations were investigated thoroughly by

the NRC I&E, Region II in December 1985, and by CPSL's Quality
Check Program in January 1986, when the Miriello Letter first
surfaced. The allegations were found to be without merit. Id.

at g 3, Attachment B. Harris Plant Procedure IST-101 Rev. 1,

~ ~

~

Paragraph 5.2.e, requires corrections to be completed by a single
line drawn through an incorrect entry, initialed and dated by the

responsible individual, and the corrections made. Brombach

(Continued)

It is noteworthy, however, that Ms. Miriello did not raise her
concerns when she transferred from NES to CPEcL and was given an
opportunity to do so. See Attachment 3 (quality check formfilled out and signed by Ms. Miriello).
~20 Mr. Brombach is a Project Specialist/Inservice Inspection
employed by CP&L and is responsible for overseeing
non-destructive examination and inservice inspection activities
at Harris. He appeared as a witness in the operating license
proceeding, testifying on eddy current inspections of Harris
steam generators. Tr. 10,077 et ~se
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Affidavit at, f[ 8. NES and CPGL had interpreted Procedure IST-101

as requiring changes to be made pursuant to Paragraph 5.2.e only

after the NES review process was complete. Id. at 9 9. During

the course of making the inspections in question, it was noticed

that some incorrect, data had been included on certain NES data

sheets. These data sheets were only considered preliminary find-
ings that would be carefully reconfirmed prior to filing the fi-
nalized data shets at the completion of the inspection process.

Id. It was these final data sheets that NES and CPScL believed

were subject to the requirements of Paragraph 5.2.e. Id. The

issue raised by Ms. Miriello points to no more than a difference
in the interpretation of a procedure. Id.

Most importantly, the welds in question, when reinspected by

the NRC, were found to be as indicated by the NES lead Technical

Reviewer on the revised data sheets. Id. at 0 8, Attachment B.

Furthermore, the NES preservice inspection is not designed to

confirm the quality of piping welds. Each weld on safety-related
piping systems has been inspected by radiography and the results
reviewed for quality and proper documentation by QA personnel.

Id. at 6. Applicants'A inspection program was found by the NRC

Staff to be "one of Applicants'trengths" and was recognized to
have "the ability to identify safety related hardware

deficiencies regardless of the cause of the deficiency." "Testi-

mony of Paul Frederickson and Richard L. Prevatte for the NRC
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Staff Regarding Contention WB-3's Allegation Concerning

Reinspection of Work Performed by Persons Suspected of Drug

Abuse," ff. Tr. 10,166, at 8.

Ms. Miriello alleges that CPEcL's practices are in violation
of the ASME Code. Miriello Letter at 3. In fact, CPGL has

adopted a standard for recording data from NDE examinations that
is 50 percent more stringent than required by the ASME Code in
order to acquire very conservative baseline data. If CPSL had

simply followed the ASME Code, the data entries that Ms. Miriello
brings to the Director's attention would never have even been

recorded. Brombach Affidavit at 9 10.

It is abundantly clear that the piping weld issue and the

other related minor allegations raised by Ms. Miriello (see

Brombach Affidavit at graf 12-14) do not establish the existence of
a significant health and safety issue.

D. CASH's Request for a Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement

Section VI of the Petition requests the NRC to prepare a

supplemental environmental impact statement ("EIS") to take into
account psychological stress and the impact, of "new conditions"

(e.cC. Chernobyl, Chatham County's previous withdrawal from the

emergency plan, and the effects of the siren incident). Petition
at 10-12. CASH's request for a supplemental EIS is clearly
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outside the scope of 10 C.F.R. g 2.206. The Director certainly
could not bring an enforcement action against Applicants even if,
as alleged, the NRC Staff had failed to comply fully with NEPA.

CASH apparently maintains that because the Supreme Court did

not affirmatively prohibit the NRC from considering psychological

stress under the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C.

4231 et ~se . ("NEPA"), the NRC should gratuitously delay autho-

rization of operations at, Shearon Harris until it completes a

supplemental EIS. The Supreme Court has ruled that psychological

stress is not a factor that should be considered by the NRC under

NEPA. The Court held that NEPA was solely intended to address

the effects of agency action on the physical environment.

Metro olitan Edison Co. v. Peo le A ainst Nuclear Ener , 460

U.S. 766, 773-776 (1983); see also Bauser, Throu h the Lookin

Glass and Back A ain: the PANE Case a Rebuttal, 9 Harv. Envtl.

Rev. 211 (1985). In any event, the so-called "new conditions"

proffered by CASH do not present new relevant information which

could affect the Staff's previously assessed environmental im-

pacts of authorizing operations at Shearon Harris.~21 The

~21 CASH argues that new information exists regarding radiation
dispersed as a result of recent studies done on the Chernobyl and
Three Mile Island accidents which must be considered prior to the
authorization of plant operations. This argument constitutes an
assault on NRC regulations and policy. CASH's belief that this
information may warrant an expansion of the 10 mile EPZ is clear-
ly unrelated to any enforcement proceeding contemplated by
Section 2.206. See discussion at Section IV.A.6 ~su ra.
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"Chatham County pull-out" and siren vandalism have been discussed

previously. CASH fails even to suggest the relevance to Harris

of an accident at. a Soviet built, graphite-moderated,

containment-less reactor (Chernobyl).~22 There is no cause for
the NRC to undertake a supplemental EIS to consider these "new"

conditions. Nor do any of CASH's arguments in any way provide a

basis for a show cause order.

V. Conclusion

CASH has attempted to use the Section 2.206 petition to

reconsider matters previously reviewed by the Licensing Board and

Appeal Board, to place matters before the Director that could

have or should have been placed (if at all) before the Licensing

Board or Appeal Board and to challenge the Commission's policies
and rules. This is an impermissible use of Section 2.206. Even

if the matters raised were properly placed before the Director,

22/ In his June 5, 1986 testimony before the House Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs, the Director, NRR, noted the sub-
stantial design differences between commercial reactors in the
U.S. and the Chernobyl reactor, and concluded that „"no immediate
changes in the NRC's regulatory practices and policies are neces-
sary. The Chairman of the Commission reached the same conclusion
in his May 22, 1986 remarks before the Subcommittee on Energy
Conservation and Power of the House Committee on Energy and Com-
merce.
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they do not present significant health and safety issues. There

is no basis for enforcement action against Applicants and the Pe-

tition must be denied.
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ATTACHMENT 1

. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPA'NY
and NORTH CAROLINA EASTERN.
MUNICIPAL POWER AGENCY

(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power
Plant)

)

)

)

) Docket No. 50-400 OL
)

)

)

)

AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN A. BROWNE

County of Wake

State of North Carolina'S.
Stephen A. Browne, being duly sworn according to law, de-

poses and says as follows:

1. I am employed by Carolina Power & Light Company

("CP&L") at the Shearon Harris Energy & Environmental Center as

a Project Specialist-Health Physics. In this position I- am re-

sponsible for the technical direction of the personnel

dosimetry program for all CP&L nuclear plants. I testified
before the Licensing Board on November 1, 1984. See "Appli-

cants'estimony of Stephen A. Browne in Response to Joint Con-

tention IV (Thermoluminescent Dosimeters)," ff. Tr. 6407. A

description of my professional experience and qualifications is

provided in that testimony. I also prepared an affidavit,
dated January 4, 1984, which was filed in support of



Applicants'otion for Summary Disposition of Joint Interve-

nors'ontention IV. A copy of that affidavit is "Attachment

A" to this affidavit.
2. The purpose of this affidavit is to report the re-

sults of my review of the Affidavit of Patty S. Miriello, dated

April 3, 1986, which has been filed with the Licensing Board in

support of "Request by CCNC and Wells Eddleman for Admission of

New Contention WB-4 (Falsification of Exposure Records)," dated

April 22, 1986. I will first review the fundamental exposure

monitoring and record-keeping practices at CPaL. Second, I
will present the actual facts concerning Ms. Miriello's expo-

sure history. Finally, I will respond to specific statements

in Ms. Miriello's affidavit.
3. At CP&L nuclear plants, routine personnel monitoring

is performed using thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs). The

objective of routine monitoring is to assess the cumulative

dose to personnel for official exposure recordkeeping purposes

and to ensure that total exposure for individuals is maintained

below the .limits established by the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-

sion. TLDs are rugged, reliable, and accurate for this purpose

and are worn continuously by personnel while working in ra-

diologically controlled areas. TLDs are normally processed at

a specrfied-regular interval, but may be processed at other

times if necessary, such as when an individual's self-reading

pocket dosimeter (SRPD) reading is suspect. TLDs and the TLD

reading system are subject to an extensive quality control





program to ensure the accuracy of dosimetry readings. CP&L is

accredited under the National Voluntary Laboratory Accred-

itation Program to process personnel dosimeters. Attachment A

at gg 3-5; Browne, ff. Tr. 6407, at 4-5.

4. SRPDs are used for operational monitoring at CPaL

nuclear plants. The objective of operational monitoring is to

provide the basis for controlling and minimizing individual ex-

posure during the course of working in radiologically con-

trolled areas. The SRPD is suited to this purpose primarily

because, unlike the TLD, it can be read directly by the worker

at any,.time. However, the inherent design of SRPDs results in

a tendency for them to give readings which are higher than the

true dose as a result of "drift" and as a result of being

dropped or bumped. On the average SRPDs give higher readings

than TLDs, but TLDs are more accurate. SRPDs are worn in con-

junction with TLDs by all .personnel working in radiologically
controlled areas. SRPD and TLD readings for an individual are

compared and significant differences investigated whenever ei-

ther device gives a reading above 100 mrem. However, unless

there is evidence that the TLD reading is invalid, the TLD

reading is used as the official dose even if the SRPD reading

is higher. ~tachment A at g$ 6-8.

5. At CPSL, exposure monitoring records are maintained

in a computer data base. The data base contains detailed

records of each SRPD reading, TLD reading, dose estimate, and

whole body count foi every individual who is monitored at any





CP&L nuclear plant. The data base is maintained up-to-date and

all official exposure entries are independently verified for

completeness and accuracy by a second individual., In fact, at
a

the time of Ms. Miriello's employment all official exposure en-

tries were independently verified by two separate individuals

from different departments within CP&L at different physical

locations. The computer data base is used to generate various

official exposure reports. In addition to the computer data

base, CP&L maintains individual exposure history files for

every individual monitored. These files contain all original

source documents relevant to the individual's exposure history

at CP&L. Attachment A at j[ 9.

6. The following is a summary of Ms. Miriello's short

exposure history at CP&L, based on official records and docu-

ments. Each line of the table represents a different TLD

badge.

Official Dose Summary

Location
Harris..

Brunswick

Period
. 6/13/85. -'/28/85
6/29/85 — 8/02/85
8/02/85 — 8/30/85
8/05/85 — 8/09/85
8/09/85 — 8/30/85

TLD Dose

0
0
0

29
0

(mrem)
Skin

0
0
0

33
0

Total 29 33

7. Ms. Miriello's brief exposure history at CP&L is

unremarkable except for one unusual SRPD reading on August 9 at

Brunswick, which was investigated and documented. On that



occasion her SRPD read higher than expected based on the dose

rates in the work area and the amount of time spent in the

area. Her TLD was promptly read to confirm whether or not the

SRPD reading of 360 mrem was valid. The TLD reading was 29

mrem. The TLD reading was accepted as the official dose for
the monitoring period for the following reasons:

A. SRPDs are prone to false high readings, espe-

cially when bumped.

B. The TLD and SRPD were worn together at all
times, as Ms. Miriello verified in her affidavit; there-

fore, in the absence of any defect in the TLD or abnormal-

ity during processing, the TLD should accurately reflect
the true dose.

C. There was no defect in the TLD based on the re-

sults of" subsequent testing, and no abnormality during

processing based on the consistency in the results of the

four independent TLD element readings for her TLD badge

and on the results of TLD reader checks performed on the
1

day,her TLD was read.

D. The exposure of one co-worker working in the

same area was 5 mrem.

8. Two reports of exposure received were provided to Ms.

MirielTo'.'nly one of these reports is addressed in the

Miriello Affidavit.
lows.

A brief explanation of each report fol-





(g

9. At Ms. Miriello's request< a summary of her CP&L dose

was prepared and forwarded to her on August 20, 1985 (this is

the report referred to in her affidavit). See Attachment B.

The report only covered the period of time from February 25,

1985 through August 9, 1985, since at the time of her request

her employment with CP&L had not terminated, and two TLDs which

had been assigned to her (one at Brunswick and one at Harris)

had not yet been processed. These last two TLDs were not pro-

cessed until August 30, 1985, which was her official termina-

tion date. The report contains the correct total dose, but

.through an inadvertent clerical error the doses for the second

and third periods of time shown on the report were switched.

The report should show a dose of 0 mrem for the whole body and

0 mrem for the skin during the period from April 1, 1985 to

June 30, 1985, and should show a dose of 29 mrem for the whole

body and 33 mrem for the skin during the period from July 1,

1985 through August 9, 1985. The periods of time shown on this

report are not intended to correspond to actual monitoring pe-

riods, but rather represent each calendar quarter or portion

thereof during which Ms. Miriello was employed by CP&L. The

report is formated in this fashion so that the cumulative dose

for each caldhdar quarter can be reported for purposes of de-

monstrating-compliance with th'e quarterly dose standards estab-

lished by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Other than the

clerical error which resulted in the doses being corresponded

with the wrong dates, this report was a complete and accurate



representation of the total dose -received at CP&L for TLD

badges processed from February 25< 1985 through August 9, 1985.

10. On September 10, 1985, a final termination report was

forwarded to Ms. Miriello (no reference was made to this report

in her affidavit). See Attachment C. This report covered her

entire period of employment from February'25, 1985 through

August 30, .1985, and was generated directly by the computer

syst'm, so no clerical errors occurred. (The previous report

was generated manually using data retrieved from the computer

system.) In this report the total dose by location is shown

for each of the. following periods: (1) the entire period of

employment, (2) the latest calendar quarter, and (3) the latest

calendar year. The dose for individual monitoring periods at

each plant is not shown. This report includes the results of

the last two TLDs which were not included in the previous

report, although there is no difference in the total dose re-

ported since both of the TLDs read 0 mrem. This report is a

complete and accurate representation of the total dose received

by Ms. Miriello during her employment at CP&L. A copy of this

report was forwarded to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission as

well as to Ms. Miriello, as required by regulation.

11. Ms. Miriello states: "The radiation exposure of 0

mrem or -narcose which CP&L provided as official is not only

false, it appears and I believe it to be the result of record

tampering and destruction with malice by CP&L." Miriello Affi-
davit, g 2. This statement is incorrect, since the report





referred to by Ms. Miriello in her affidavit clearly indicates

a total official dose of 29 mrem for the whole body, not 0

mrem. While Ms. Miriello may not agree with the dose she was

'ssignedduring work at the Brunswick Plant, she was fully in-
formed and aware of the dose assigned, and acknowledged such. by

signing the Personnel Exposure Investigation form for that in-
cident. See Attachment D. No evidence of tampering with her

records has been presented.

12. Ms. Miriello states: "I was fortunate enough to carry

two survey meters and I was accompanied by anothex technician;

therefore, I know what my exposure was, but many employees of

CP&L will never know." Miriello Affidavit,. $ 3. The fact that
Ms. Miriello carried a survey meter does not mean she was able

to ascertain what exposure she actually received by her own

measurements. A survey meter registers the instantaneous dose

rate at a particular location and time, not the cumulative

dose, like a TLD or SRPD. Since dose rates vary with both lo-
cation and time in a nuclear plant, it would be very difficult
for her t.o estimate her dose accurately. In any case, she 'pro-

vides no specific information in her affidavit about any mea-

surements she made with the instruments which would support a

claim that the TLD reading was not accurate.

13. Ms. Miriello states: "I estimate the missing dose or

actual dose to be from 400 to several thousand mrem which I had

received while working for CPGL in the time period indicated."

Miriello Affidavit, jf 5. The "missing" dose for the period





July 1, 1985 to August 9, 1985 was inadvertently reported under

the wrong time period on the first report provided to Ms.

Miriello, as explained previously. The subsequently provided

official termination report was complete and accurate. The 400

mrem referred to represents the SRPD readings, including the

high reading of 360 mrem, obtained during the period of

August 5, 1985 through August 9, 1985 at Brunswick. The corre-

sponding TLD reading which was used as the official dose for

this time period was 29 mrem. The dose that Ms. Miriello calls

"missing" is the unofficial dose from the SRPD readings; but

SRPD dose is not used as official dose unless the TLD reading

is'navailable or unreliable. In this case the TLD was avail-

able and considered reliable. With regard to the possibility
of several thousand mrem of dose being "missing" from her

record, Ms. Miriello has presented no information which could

possibly account for such a large exposure during any of her

monitoring periods.

14. Ms. Miriello states: "The point is that: 61 mrem plus

at least 400 mrem which I saw on the SRPD are missing from my

dose records." Miriello Affidavit, g 5 (p. 3). Again, this

statement refers to unofficial SRPD dose which was not "miss-

ing", but which was superceded by the TLD reading which was

used as the official dose.

15. Ms. Miriello states: "The second TLD that I was given

at BSEP must be read and that reading should have been added to

my dose. It appears 'that this TLD reading is missing from my



dose records." Miriello Affidaviti 5 5 (p. 3). As previously

explained, the second TLD at Brunswick had not been read at the

time the first report was issued to Ms. Miriello, but was read

and the results (0 mrem) were included in the final termination

report issued to Ms. Miriello on September 10, 1985.

16. Ms. Miriello states: "Even though the dose access.

card shows that no dose was accumulated on the second SRPD

which I made an entry with on August 9, 1985 (the last entry on

the card) the TLD is more sensitive than an SRPD and it would

probably show some dose." Miriello Affidavit, g5 (p. 3). If a

SRPD indicates a dose of 0 mrem, it is highly unlikely that the

TLD would indicate any dose, since the SRPDs normally read

higher than TLDs as previously explained. Further, the TLD is

not significantly more sensitive than the SRPD to gamma radia-

tion, although it is more accurate.

17. Ms. Miriello states: "A third TLD reading also ap-

pears to be missing from my dose records." Miriello Affidavit,

$ 5 (p. 3). This refers to the last TLD issued at the Harris

Plant. As previously explained, this TLD was not read until
August 30, 1985 and was not included in the report issued to

Ms. Miriello on August 20, 1985. The dose from this TLD (0

mrem) was included in the official termination report issued on
'h

September 10, 1985. Further, the zero readings at Harris are

consistent with our experience. with other workers involved in

the areas in which Ms. Miriello worked.
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18. En conclusion, the primary allegation of Ms.

Miriello's affidavit is that records of her radiation exposure

while employed by CPGL were falsified to reflect less dose than

she actually received. The allegation is based on two beliefs:
first, that her SRPD reading was a more accurate reflection of

her true dose than her TLD reading during one exposure period

at the Brunswick Plant, and second, that several TLD readings

were not entered into her records at the Brunswick Plant and

the Harris Plant as evidenced by a written report she received

from CP&L. Based upon the facts presented above, I conclude

.that both beliefs are false, and that there is no basis in fact
for the Contention WB-4.

Stephen A. Browne

Subscribed and sworn to before me

This ~~ day of

No ry Public

My Commission Expires 9
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ATTR2%12lT A

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGUIATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND I ICENSING 'BOARD

ln the Matter of

CAROLINA POWER Sc LIGHT COMPANY
AND NORTH CAROI INA EASTERN MUNICIPAL
POWER AGENCY

(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant,
Units 1 and 2)

)
)

) Docket Nos. 50-400 OL
) 50-401 OL

)

)
)
)

AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN A. BROWNE

County of Wake

State of North Carolina
)

)

)

SS:

Stephen AD Browne, being duly sworn according to law, de-

poses and says as follows:

1. I am employed by Carolina Power 6 Light Company

("CPZL") as a Project Specialist - Health Physics. In this po-

sition I am responsible for the technical direction of the p'er-
t

sonnel dosimetry program for all CPSL nuclear plants. My

business address is: Shearon Harris Energy 6 Environmental

Center, Route 1, Box 327, New Hill, North Carolina 27562. A

summary-olney professional experience and qualifications is

contained in Attachment A to this affidavit. For the last

eight years I have been directly involved with the supervision

and direction of dosimetry programs using thermoluminescent





'I

dosimeter (TED) systems manufactured by Harshaw, Teledyne and

Panasonic, which are the major manufacturers of TI.D systems

used in the United States today. Recently I have been asked by

the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) to consult as a

technical expert in assessing and evaluating personnel radia-

tion dosimetry processors under the National Voluntary I,abora-
I

tory Accreditation Program. I have personal knowledge of the

matters stated herein and I make this affidavit in support of

Applicants'otion for Summary Disp'osition of Joint Interve-

nors'ontention IV.

2. In this affidavit I will discuss the issues of TID

accuracy and real-time monitoring capability. I will describe

the major elements of Applicants'xposure control and person-

nel dosimetry systems and show how together they provide

accurate and timely information to assure worker safety and

health. I will discuss certain fundamental dosimetry princi-
ples and concepts and point out how they relate to the Joint

intervenors'ontention and responses to interrogatories. I

will relate Applicants'roposed programs to applicable regula-

tory requirements, standards, the state-of-the-art, and accept-

ed practice in the nuclear power industry. Finally, I will
show why the Wint Intervenors'ecommendation to use portable

pressuzi.ze~onization monitors to corroborate TID readings is

not practical.
3 ~ When a worker is exposed to a radiation field there

is a complex relationship between the source of radiation and





the dose received by the individual at a specific point in the

body. Some of the factors involved include the type and energy

of the radiation, variation of the dose rate in the work area

with location and time, and the orientation, movement, and time

spent by the individual in the work area. Since it is not pos-

sible directly to measure absorbed dose in tissue, dosimeters

are placed on the surface of the body to estimate the dose

received. Many different types of dosimeters are available for

individual monitoring, including film, TLDs, and Self-Reading

Pocket Dosimeters (SRPDs) . Many factors must be weighed in

selecting the type of dosimeter for a particular application.

Each type has certain advantages and is suitable for certain

types of monitoring.

4. At CPSL's nuclear plants, routine monitoring is

performed using TLDs. The objective of routine monitoring is

to assess the cumulative dose to individuals for official expo-

sure recordkeeping purposes. TLDs are nearly ideal for routine

monitoring because they are rugged, reliable, accurate, and

sensitive. TLDs are capable of measuring the dose from the

types and energies of radiation which represent significant
external exposure hazards in nuclear power plants. For beta

radiation, the TLDs proposed for SHNPP are capable of measuring

dose over the energy range from about 0.1 to 2.3 MeV. Betas

below 0.1 MeV are too weak to be a significant external hazard,

while betas above 2.3 MeV are very rare. For gamma radiation,

the TLDs have a usable energy range from about 40 keV to 7 Mev.





Gammas above this range are rare and gammas below this range

contribute relatively little to the total dose. The TTD also

can be used for neutron monitoring with appropriate

calibration. Other types of dosimeters have disadvantages

which make them less well suited for routine monitoring. Film

is more susceptible to temperature and humidity extremes which

are prevalent conditions in nuclear power plants, thus

increasing the risk of invalid results. Film is also very en-

ergy dependent in its res'ponse to radiation. SRPDs are knocked

off-scale very easily by dropping or bumping them and are in-

sensitive to beta radiation. Pressurized ionization chambers,

suggested by the Joint Intervenors as an appropriate monitoring

device, cannot be used for individual monitoring, since it is
impractical for them to be worn or carried by individuals.

Overall, TEDs are clearly superior and were therefore chosen

for use as the dosimeters of record for the Shearon Harris Nu-

clear Power Plant (SHNPP) .

5. TKDs are worn continuously by individuals while

working in the radiologically controlLed areas of nuclear power

plants and are processed to obtain official dose readings at

regular intervals, normally monthly. More frequent processing

is possible and sometimes performed under special

circum~ncas, such as when an SRPD is lost or goes off-scale.

Extensive .quality control measures are applied to the

processing of TI.Ds and recording of individual dose to ensure

accuracy. Some of the major controls are: (1) semi-annual



calibration of TIZs and associated processing equipment to

standards traceable to NBS; (2) daily calibration checks to as-

sure constancy in the operation of equipment; (3) formal

training and qualification of operating personnel; (4) formal

review of all records and data; and (5) participation in

periodic personnel dosimetry intercomparison studies. As part

of the overall quality control effort, CPS', has applied for ac-

creditation of its dosimetry laboratory under the recently.

announced Dosimetry Processor laboratory Accreditation Program

administered by the NBS.

6. At CPSI's nuclear plants, operational monitoring is
performed using SRPDs. The objective of operational monitor'ing

is to provide the basis for immediate actions and decisions by

the worker, in order to control and minimize personal exposure.

The SRPD is well-suited to this purpose because it is small,

rugged, and easily read. The TLD is actually more accurate and

reliable than the SRPD, but it cannot be read 'by the worker.

For operational monitoring, frequent reading of the dosimeter

is necessary, therefore ease of reading by the worker himself

is more important than the accuracy of the dose measurement.

Because of their physical construction and principles of

operation, SRPDs inherently tend to respond higher than the

actualAasmn normal use. This provides a built-in conserva-

tism which is beneficial from an exposure control standpoint.

7. SRPDs are worn by individuals while performing

certain tasks or while working in certain areas where



significant radiation exposure is possible and are read at

varying intervals by the worker. As discussed in
Applicants'SAR

at 12.5.3.6.1.1, SRPDs will be used at SHNPP for speci'fic

job exposure evaluation and to indicate current individual ex-

posure status. Although SRPDs are only useful for gamma radia-

tion, they will provide workers with adequate real-time moni-

toring, since the majority of individual dose comes from gamma

exposure. In cases where significant beta exposure is possi-

ble, beta-sensitive survey instruments are used to establish

beta dose rates for exposure control purposes and TIDs are used

to determine the dose of record. The quality control for SRPDs

includes semi-annual calibration to ensure exposure response,

charging operation, and charge leakage are within established

specifications. The use of SRPDs assures .that workers will
have adequate real-time monitoring capability which will allow

prompt decisions and actions to avoid unnecessary exposure.

8. Although TU)s and SRPDs are used primarily in sepa-

rate and distinct roles for dose assessment and exposure

control respectively, they are also used in auxiliary roles zs

backup for one another. For example, if a worker loses his

TU), his SRPD can be used to estimate his dose during the

period for oEZicial record purposes with only slightly less ac-

curacy —.-Or-, if a worker's SRPD goes off-scale as a result of

being dropped, the TID can be processed immediat'ely instead of

at the end of the month, and used to update the individual's

exposure control records. Also, the results of both SRPD and
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TLD readings for individuals who receive significant dose are

compared and differences above designated control levels are

investigated. This check serves to detect gross problems with

the monitoring devices, the methods of use, or the records of

.dose.

9. CPSI. maintains a computer-based dosimetry record

keeping system in which complete dose history data is

maintained for every individual who is monitored. When a TE.D

is first issued to an individual a record is created on the

computer. Initially, the individual's prior dose history is

obtained from previous employers and is entered into the com-

puter record. Based on the applicable administrative limits

and prior dose history, the computer automatically calculates

the dose, known as available dose, which the individual may

receive without exceeding the limits. Each time the

individual's SRPD is read, the dose is entered into the com-

puter system and a new available dose is calculated. At this

point, the dose total is unofficia'l because it is based on SRPD

readings. Normally, an individual's SRPD will be read several

times and the computer record updated accordingly before the

individual's TLD is read. The SRPD readings provide the

interim dose Matus between TU) readings. When the TEJ3 is

read, whj.,cps at least monthly, the dose is entered into the

computer record replacing the SRPD readings for the exposure

period and the new, official dose total is calculated. Because

the computer system allows on-line, real-time updating of



records, the individual's current dose status is always

immediately available. The net effect is that the readings

from the T&s and the SRPDs are maintained in the record-

keeping system both as separate readings and in combination

such that at any point in time the total accumulated dose for

an individual is known based on the latest TLD reading, plus

any SRPD readings which have been made since the TZD was last

read. Through this record-keeping system the need's for

accurate official dose totals and up-to-date exposure control

status for each individual can be satisfied effectively.
10. The use of TLDs for personnel monitoring is generally

accepted as the state-of-the-art technique. Over the past few

years the use of TI.D badges has steadily increased, while the

use of film badges has decreased. CPEcE, has used TU3s success-

fully for eight years to monitor personnel at its operating nu-

clear plants. During this time the NRC has always accepted the

results of TLD badges as complying with the occupational expo-

sure monitoring requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part 20. Many nucle-

ar power plants and other organizations use TI.Ds for personnel

monitoring. During a two year study conducted by the Universi-

ty of Michigan for the NRC, approximately two-thirds of the

dosimeters submitted for testing by fifty-nine processing orga-

nizations- o4-all types were TLD badges. Performance Testin of

Personnel Dosimetr Services - Procedures Manual, NUREG/CR-1063

(January 1980); Performance Testin of Personnel Dosimetr

Services - Final Re ort of Two Year Pilot Stud October 1977
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Seatember 1979, NUREG/CR-1064 (January 1980); Performance

Testin of Personnel Dosimetr Services - Sun lementar Renort

of Two Year Pilot Stud October 1977 - December 1979,

NUREG/CR-1304 (January 1980); Performance Testin of Personnel

Dosimetr Stud - Alternative and Recommendation for Personnel

Dosimetr Testin Pro ram, NUREG/CR-1593 (August 1980);

Performance Testin of Personnel Dosimetr Stud - Final Renort

Test 3, NUREG/CR-2891.(February 1983); Performance Testin of

Personnel Dosimetr Services - Revised Procedures Manual,

NUREG/CR-2892 (February 1983).

11. At the present time Applicants intend to use TIDs

manufactured by Panasonic Company at SHNPP as the official
dosimeter of record. These TI.Ds have been tested and found to

meet the performance specifications of ANSI N13 . 11-1983 for

photons and betas. The testing was conducted at the University

of Michigan by Dr. Phil Plato as part of a study sponsored by

the NRC. During the study the dosimeters were irradiated to a

variety of radiation sources whose calibrations were verified

by NBS. The methods used during this study are documented by

Performance Testin of Personnel Dosimetr Services - Revised

Procedures Manual, NUREG/CR-2892 (February 1983) and the

results of teeting are documented in Performance Testin of

Personnel .]hsimetr Stud - Final Re ort Test 3, NUREG/CR-2891

(February 1983). In these reports CPM is listed as processor

number 187. This study demonstrates that the TI.Ds proposed for

SHNPP meet the accuracy requirements which have been endorsed



by the national consensus standard of ANSI and recommended by

the international community of radiation protection and mea-

surement authorities as appropriate to ensure the safety and

health of workers.

12. In making their allegation that TE.Ds are too inaccu-

rate to assure worker safety and health, the Joint Intervenors

have been very vague, in light of the complexities in measuring

radi'ation dose described above," about either. the nature or mag-

nitude of the inaccuracies about which they are concerned. In

response to various interrogatories, the Joint Intervenors have

cited inaccuracies for TIDs of 20, 30, and 50 percent without

supplying specific technical references or specifying the

conditions of exposure, such as radiation type, energy,

dosimeter design, and irradiation geometry. Because of the

lack of any detailed information, it is difficult to understand

or address the Joint Intervenors'oncerns.
13. The International Commission on Radiation Units and

Measurements (ICRU), the International Commission on

Radiological Protection (ICRP), and the National Council for.

Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) have addressed the

issue of accuracy for individual monitoring and published rec-

ommendations wn ICRU Report 20, ICRP Report 12 and NCRP Report

57. These organizations are considered to be authorities in

the field of radiation protection and measurements and their
recommendations are the basis for radiation protection practice

-10-



they recommend greater accuracy at high (accident) dose levels

than at levels below the maximum permissible levels. Disre-

garding dose level, their recommendations for accuracy range

from within 20 to within 90 percent. Because of the low risk

at low dose levels these authorities recommend that individual

monitoring is not needed at doses less than 25 to 30 percent of

the maximum permissible dose level. NRC regulations follow

these recommendations and 10 C.F.R. 5 20.202 states that per-

sonnel monitoring is not required for doses less than 25

percent of the quarterly dose limit. According to ICRU Report

20, the maximum permissible dose levels have been set so con-

servatively that great accuracy in dose measurement is not con-

sidered necessary.

14. The current standard for testing the performance of

dosimetry processes, ANSI N13.11-1983, specifies tolerance

levels which are a compromise between the various recommenda-

tions previously mentioned and the limitations of available

measurement techniques determined through the series of tests

conducted at the University of Michigan involving many

dosimetry processors. In this standard, ANSI set the tolerance

level at 50 percent for doses from 0.03 to 10 rem and at 30

percent for dmes from 10 to 500 rem. It should be noted that

the ANSI,performance criteria specify that for a series of

dosimeter measurements the sum of the average absolute bias

(accuracy) plus the standard deviation must be less than the

specified tolerance level. The average absolute bias is a
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measure of the 'deviation of the average measured dose from the

true dose, while the standard deviation is a measure of the

variation or spread of the individual dosimeter measurements

about the average measured dose. Since a series of dosimeter

measurements normally contains a certain amount of statisti-
cally random variability about the average value, the bias ac-

tually must be better than 50 percent in the normal

(non-accident) dose range o meet the standard. To illustrate,
if the percent 'standard deviation for a series of measurements

is 10 percent, then the bias or accuracy must be better than 40

percent to pass the combined criteria of 50 percent. Since all
of the values for the accuracy of TLDs mentioned by the Joint

Intervenors fall within the tolerance levels established by

ANSI N13.11-1983, it is not clear on what basis the Joint In-

tervenors claim that TIDs are not accurate enough. The ANSI

standard will be used as the basis for, testing dosimetry pro-

cessors under the recently announced dosimetry processor ac-

creditation program which will be administered by the NBS and

as such it appears to be the best available standard for com.-
(

parison.

15. The Joint Intervenors also contend that TLDs lack

real-time momtoring capability. The pertinence of real-time

monitozin~apability for the dosimeter of record is not clear.

It appears that the Joint Intervenors do not understand the re-

lationship between the different types of monitoring performed,

routine and operational, and the types of dosimeters used, TLDs
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and SRPDs. As discussed above, the purpose of routine

monitoring is the assessment of individual dose for official
exposure records, while the purpose of operational monitoring

is the control of exposure to the individual. The two

functions are closely related, yet distinct. Separate

dosimeters are normally used for each purpose. The TLD is used

for routine monitoring and the SRPD is used for operational

monitoring. For exposure control purposes, real-time moni-

toring capability is important because it provides the basis

for immediate decisions and actions to minimize individual ex-

posure. For official record purposes, accuracy and reliability
are more important than timeliness. This is manifest in the

fact that TLDs are normally only read monthly. Real-time moni-

tori.ng capability is not needed in TLDs, but SRPDs do provide

this capability more than adequately to ensure the safety and

health of the workers.

16. Finally, the Joint Intervenors recommend that porta-

ble pressurized ionization monitors be used to corroborate TLD

readings. In response to interrogatories served by Applicants

and the Staff, the Joint Intervenors amplified upon this recom-

mendation to include real-time recording equipment as part of

the proposed monitoring equipment configuration. "Joint Inter-

venors'esponse to Applicants'nterrogatories and Request for

Production of Documents to Joint Intervenors (First Set),"

dated March 29, 1983, at 6; "Joint Intervenors'esponse to

Staff Interrogatories," dated August 31, 1983, at 5-6. The
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Joint Intervenors stated that such equipment should be l,ocated

near work stations and that accumulated dose could be obtained

through computation fxom the output of the real-time recording

equipment with greater accuracy than TLDs worn on the body by

workers. Id. at 5-6.

17. What the Joint Intervenors actually have proposed is

a work area monitoring system, xather than a personnel moni-

toring system. The equipment proposed by the Joint Interve-

nors, although technically portable, is designed to be used in
a stationary position. The equipment cannot be carried or worn

by the worker and the results it provides will not represent or

correspond to the dose of any individual. The xesults from any

off-the-body instrument, regardless of its inherent accuracy,

are subject to many variables and inaccuracies which can
only'e

reasonably accounted for by an on-the-body device. These

variables are discussed below:

A. Spatial variations in the ex osure rate
within the work area: Order of magnitude
variations are common between various
points in a single work area at a nuclear

.plant. .In fact the radiation fields are
often so non-uniform that the dose to one
part of 0he individual's body may differ
significantly from the dose to another part
(e.g. head compared to chest). Such dif-
ferences are often unpredictable and neces-
sitate the wearing of multiple dosimeters
on various parts of the body. The'highest=" 'dcrsimeter reading is selected as the dose

-of record. An off-the-body monitoring de-
vice would not be able to assess the dose
to different parts of the body simulta-
neously, nor would a stationary monitor be
able to assess the dose rate at multiple
locations within the work area where
different individuals might be working
simultaneously.



B. The movement of the worker within the work
area: Such movement will cause the worker
to be exposed to varying dose rates during
the time he is working in an area because
of the non-uniformity of radiation fields.
Even the difference between standing or
kneeling may be significant to the dose
received by the individual. A stationary,
off-the-body monitoring device cannot
account for the movement or position of the
individual.

C. The variation of 0he radiation field as a
function of time: In a nuclear plant the
radiation fields are constantly changing
and fluctuating as a function of the
operating conditions. Often the work being
performed affects the radiation field as
shielding is installed or removed and as
contaminated equipment, parts, or waste are
moved'bout. Even the most accurate
surveys of an area with portable monitoring
equipment are of only transitory value be-
cause of changing radiation fields. A sta-
tionary monitor with a real-time recorder
would only monitor the changes at one point
in an area.

D. The variable time s ent b workers in
radiation fields: A worker spends a
certain amount of time in one work area and
then proceeds to other areas. The amount
of dose received is a function of the expo-
sure time in each area. Different workers
will spend different amounts of time in the
same or different areas. With a stationary
monitoring system a worker's exposure would
'be'xtremely difficult to assess since it
would require a precise knowledge of each
area entered and the time spent in each
area and a complex series of computations
for the dose received in each area. Such
an approach would still fall far short of
individual monitoring by TIDs in terms of
.overall accuracy.

18. As a result of these variables the dose to a worker
Jwill be a complex function of his position, orientation, move-

ment, and time in the radiation field, as well as a function of
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any changes in the field itself during the period of exposure

to the worker. Each individual. worker will be subject to a

unique combination of these variables, so that the final doses

received under apparently similar conditions may be signifi-
cantly different. It would be impossible for the system pro-

posed by the Joint Intervenors to account for these variables

and corroborate the accuracy of the dose measured by TIDs worn

by the worker.

19. In addition, the "real-time" monitoring aspect of the

Joint Intervenors'roposed system for corroborating TKZ mea-

surement is unrealistic. Since the output of the pressurized

ionization monitors will be a dose rate, computations will be

required to assess individual integrated doses. The time

period for integration will be different for each individual

who enters a given area and will require separate computation.

Iikewise, the dose rate in each area which an individual may

enter will be different and will require separate computation.

To calculate the total dose for an individual will require an

exact knowledge of each area entered, the time of entry, 'the

time of exit and the integrated dose in each area over the

specific time intervals spent in each area. In fact, the com-

putations required would be so complex and time-consuming that

they coQXcVKot be accomplished by any feasible means on a

"real-time" basis.

20. Although pressurized ionization monitors are not

suitable for the use proposed by the Joint Intervenors, CPSI
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does use such equipment for other more appropriate purposes.

For example, in environmental monitoring the pressurized ion-

ization monitors are used effectively because of their accuracy

and sensitivity at very low dose levels. " In addition, the dose

rates in the environment are relatively uniform and constant

compared to the dose rates in work areas; therefore, a station-

ary monitor is acceptable.

21. In summary, with respect to accuracy, the TIDs proposed

by Applicants for use at SHNPP are adequate and'eet applicable

standards. The standards themselves are reasonable, considering

the state of current measurement technology and the conservatism

of radiation dose limits. With respect to real-time, monitoring

capability, SRPD's which can be read by the individual will be

used for this purpose. The primary purpose of TLDs is to assess

the cumulative dose of individuals for official records, not for

real-time monitoring. Finally, with respect to the Joint Inter-

venors'roposal for corroborating TK.D measurements, the use
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of portable pressurized ionization monitors with real-time recording equipment is

completely impractical.

Stephen A. Browne

Subscribed and sworn to before me

this ~d— day ad 1984.

tary Public

Ny Commission Expires
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ATTACHMENT A

Stephen A. Browne
Harris Energy 6 Environmental Center
Carolina Power & Light Company
New Hill, North Carolina 27562

Education and Trainin

B.S. degree in Physics, Union College (1971)

- M.S. degree in Environmental Health Engineering, Northwestern
University (1974)

Professional Societies

Health Physics Society

Ex erience

A.

B ~

C.

1972 to 1974 - Radiation Safety Officer, Packard Instrument
Company, Downers Grove, Ill.
1974 to September 1978 - Health Physicist, General Electric
Company, Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, Windsor, Conn.

September 1978 to April 1979 - Lead Engineer, General Electric
Company, Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, Windsor, Conn.

April 1979 to October 1981 - Senior Specialist - Dosimetry,-
CaroIina Power & Light Company, New Hill, N.C.

October 1981 to present - Project Specialist - Health Physics,
Carolina Power 6 Light Company, New Hill, N.C.



ATZACHMENT B

Carolina Power h Light Company
Shearon Harris Energy h. Environmental Center

Route 1, Box 327
New Hill, North Carolina 27562

August 28, 1985

Ms. Patty S. Miriello
P.O. Box 28871
Raleigh, North Carolina 27611

Dear Sirt
The following exposure information is provided for your records:
Name> Miriello, Patty S. Social Security No. 288-46-8985

Period of Employment at CPhLs from 82/25/85 to 88/89/85
I. Radiation Exposure Information in REMS

Period

82/25/85 to 83/31/85
84/81/85 to 86/38/85
87/81/85 to 88/89/85

Whol e Bodv

8. 888
8 829
8 F 888

Skin

8. 888
8. 833
8. 888

Extremity
Unoer or Lower

N/M
N/M
N/M

Total: 8. 829 8. 833

II. Whole Body Counting and/or Bioassay Infor mation

A No whole body count or bioassay was performed.
B. X Whole body count and/or bioassay was performed and the

resul ts indicated no si gni ficant acti vity.
III. This report is furnished to you under the provisions of the

Nuclear Rigulatory Commission Regulation 18CFR, Part 19.
You should preserve this report for further ref erence.

N/M — not monitored

Form ERC-832 2/85

S. N. Crosl in
Technical Speci al i st

Health Physics



ATZACHNEW C

Ccrolxna Power 6 hqht Coapany

SBEEC Ronte 1, Box 327

. Iew Hill, Iotth Carolina 27562

85/09/10

PITTT S IlIlELLO
P.O. BOI 28071

. RlLElm} IC 27611

BBSJECT: Radiation hposnre Tereination Report

Dear IS. IlRIELLOr

This is to infora you of the resu)ts of radicticn oxposore aonitorinq durin9
yoar eaploycent/visit at Carolina Power L Light i:ospany froa 85/02/25 to BS/08/30.

EITERIIL EIPONM NT1

Social Secnrity llo
208-46.0985

Period C P 1 L

Proc To Location

Eaployaent/visit 85/02/25 85/08/30 Brnnsvick Plant
hrris E 6 E Center

Robinson Plant
hrris Plant
C P 4 L Totals

Latest Qwarter 85/06/29 85/08/30 Brnnswick Plant
Harris E 4 E Canter

Robinson Plant
Harris 1'lan't

C P 4 L Totals
85/01/01 85/08/30 Brnnssict Plant

Harris E 0 E Center

Robinson Plant
hrris Plant
C P I L Totals

Dose (rae)
Ihole body $tin Hands Peat

8.029 0.033

0.000 0.000

0.029 0.033

0.029 0.033

0.000 0.000

0.029 0.033

0 029 0.033

0.000 0.000

0.029 0.033

lITERISL EIPMORE 01T1

Polloein9 is tbe cost receat body coant data, taken oa 85/08/OS 08riS :

Iaclide OrIaa haocaries 8 of IPSE Iaclide Orqan Ianocnries 4 of IPSS

Total 8 IPSS .0

This report is famished to yoa nader the provision of the Inclear Raga]atory Coaeissioa

re$ aiatioa 10CPR 19. yoa shoald preserve this report for farther reference. Pntnre

eeployers aay re>eire this inforaation.

Copies to, ( ) lndividnal
() IRC

()HEIEC

tssy Lrsly ywrs,

S. I. Croslin
Technical Specialist
Health Physics
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TLD DR Q iO ERIAL NO

IF INDIVIDUALWAS WORK I % UNDER AN >W«,

ATE/1'IME CF CCC+R ~CE

ALIVE RbP 90~ 8 riA

/ ~ ~

I I DAMAGED I I r(IGH OR 0 rlOPr«AL QUAD I "rG t I 3 PSCALc

CALCULATED DOSE: (WORK AR'EA DOSE RATE) X (TIME IN AREA) MPH/HR) X

R BIARK

( HR) > Pc'4 ! I 'rtA
jH

I I I ~ ASSIGNED DOS IHETRY RESULTS
FOR ASSIGNED TLO OR SiPO DEVICES,
SHIM DOSE INFORMATION:

IV~ OT)IER PERSOHHEL (As Aopl I csbl e)
FOR OTHERS WORKING IN SAME AREAr SHOW DOSE INFORMATION

NAtrE RE, SEC. BIIDGK R Z

DOSE(MR&i )
TLD JJ SFP0 ~ TLD 5%0 ~ SICKO««

OCSE (MR&)
TLC SIP 0

UAL

LL

UAL

LL

r

V OOS lllETRY OEV ICES
TLD REMOVED FROl SERVICE
NEW TLD ASSIGNED
TLD TO BE TESTcO
SFPO REMOVED FRCM SERVICE
SfPO TO BE TESTEO

YES NO

TgT iT

I I I

Lc

IF YES, SER I AL NO+.'

I ~ FI l4lt ACTIOH

I /I NO DOSE ASSIGNMENT, NORMAL TLO READINGS ACCP TED

t I DOSE ASSIGNED BASED ON THIS INVESTIGATION ANO ENTERED IN RIMS:
WHOLE BODY GAWA/BETA MRE!l
'WHOLE 800Y NEUTRON MREM

SKI N MR &1
LPPER EX ~ Re«l TIES
LOWER EX REMI TIES

BASIS: CÃLCUCATEO I I SfP0 t I TLO ( I CO"wORKER ( I OTHER I I

0 I SCUSS ION: Lg 0 I( Ak)JC

MRErl
WEM

INDIVIDUAL'5 SIGNAT(RE:

EINVcSTIGATED BY:

REVIEWED BY:

DATE:

. ~g~C~ iPPROVED BY

E: REVIEWED 9Y:

OATc ~

DATE:

«( I NC I DENT)
««(PR IOR TO INCIDENT)



ATTACHMENT 2

UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA'UCLEAR

REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE DIRECTORS'FFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

In the Matter of

CAROLINA POWER & LXGHT COMPANY
AND NORTH CAROLINA EASTERN MUNICIPAL
POWER AGENCY

(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant)

)

)

) Docket No. 50-400
) (10 C.F.R. 5 .2.206)
)

)

)

AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS W. BROMBACH

County of Wake )
)

State of North Carolina )

ss

Thomas W. Brombach, being duly sworn according to law, de-

poses and says as follows:
l. I am employed by Carolina Power & Light Company

("CP&L") at the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant as a Project

Specialist/Inservice Xnspection. In this capacity I am responsi-

ble for non-destructive examination ("NDE") of Class 1, 2 and 3

components, piping and their supports to ensure applicable

requirements of ASME Code Section XI and 10 C.F.R. 5 50.55(a) are

met. My business address is Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant,

Route 1, Box 101, New Hill, North Carolina 27562.

2. I have been actively engaged in NDE and inservice

inspection programs at nuclear power plants since 1976. I have





received extensive NDE training, including ultrasonic testing,
~

~

~ ~

~

visual inspection and eddy current testing/examination. While

employed by Virginia Electric and Power Company from 1976 until
1982, I was certified as an NDE examiner. From 1978 to the

present I have been employed in supervisory positions, overseeing

NDE and inservice inspection activities. Beginning with my early

training and experience in the United States Navy, I have seven-

teen years of hands-on experience in power plant operations,

maintenance and testing. A complete statement of my professional

qualifications and experience is appended hereto as Attachment A.

I have personal knowledge of the matters stated herein and be-

lieve them to be true and correct.

The purpose of this affidavit is to address certain

issues raised in a "Request for Institution of Proceedings Pur-

suant to 10 CFR 2.206" dated July 2, 1986 ("Request" ), specifi-

cally those allegations regarding inservice inspection of Harris

safety-related piping welds. Request at 9-10. Those allegations
~ are based entirely on "problems" described in a January 1, 1986

letter to Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Chairman James L.

Kelley from Ms. Patty S. Miriello ("Miriello Letter" ) attached to

the Request. I will show that the allegations, which have previ-

ously been investigated by CP&L's Quality Check Program and the

NRC I&E, Region II, are without any foundation whatsoever.

4. Before addressing Ms. Miriello's allegations I note,

for the record, the extent of her qualifications and experience





to form an opinion regarding NDE of piping welds. During the

~

~

~

~ ~

~

. period beginning in April 1984 through February 1985, Ms.

Miriello was employed by Nuclear Energy Services (NES) as a Data

Controller. NES was retained by CPGL to provide NDE testing ser-

vices for preservice baseline inspections and examinations of

safety-related piping at the Harris Plant. I was responsible for

overseeing NES activities. As a Data Controller, Ms. Miriello

was responsible for assigning each data sheet with a unique num-

ber and reviewing the data for completeness, legibility and accu-

racy of certain information. Ms. Miriello coordinated the re-

quired reviews by the NES Technical Reviewer, CPGL reviewers and

the Authorized Nuclear Inspector ("ANI"). Her role was purely

administrative. While she has an engineering degree and was com-~ ~

~ ~ ~

~

~pensated at an Engineer I level by NES, her role and assigned

responsibilities were those of a technician. Ms. Miriello was

not qualified by training or experience to perform NDE examina-

tions or to interpret data from such examinations.

5. The Request alleges "approximately 10% of the welds in

the inservice program at the Shearon Harris plant are defective

and improperly documented." Referring to an instance where data

on a calibration data sheet were revised, it is alleged: "These

inservice inspection records were altered and changed without

following the proper NRC procedure for record revisions on pipe

welds." Request at 9-10. The sole basis for these assertions of

defects in welds and tampering with records is Ms. Miriello's
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letter. Yet, Ms. Miriello never actually points to a defect in
~

~

~

~

~ ~

~

~

~

welds but rather raises her "concern" that "this sort of thing"

(referring either to two NDE examiners disagreeing about "indica-

tions" in welds or unauthorized revisions to data sheets) "oc-

curred to the best of [her] knowledge in at least 10% of the

welds in the inservice inspection program." Miriello Letter

at 4.

6. In fact, the inservice inspection ('"ISI") program is

not designed to confirm the quality of construction. Each weld

on safety-related piping systems has been inspected by radio-

graphy and/or surface examination and the results reviewed for

quality and documentation by QA personnel. ISI, rather, is a

programmed system of planned, repetitive tests, inspections and

examinations carried out prior to initial operations and at regu-

lar intervals throughout the service life of an operating nuclear

plant. Prior to plant operation, preservice tests and examina-

tions establish a baseline against which to compare the results

of subsequent inspections. Pipe welds are examined by ultrasonic

NDE testing to establish baseline data. ISI during plant life
can help identify conditions in safety-related systems and compo-

nents which could lead to failures, can serve as the basis of ex-

tending the design life of plant systems and components, and can

enhance reliability. CPGL does not, however, rely on the preser-

vice baseline inspection to assure the quality of construction.



7. Ms. Miriello's only'specific allegation refers to cali-
~

~

bration data sheets attached to her letter. Ms. Miriello states:

"Inspection Sheet A [Attachment 1 to the Miriello Letter] was

turned into me and'was an official document which could only be

revised through a revision process according to plant proce-

dures." Ms. Miriello describes how NES Level III lead Technical

Reviewer, Mr. Ron Saunders, "took the sheet back" and after argu-

ing with'the NES inspector, Mr. Mel Perry, about the results on

the data sheet, returned it to Miriello with new pages as indi-

cated by reference to Sheet B (Attachment 2 to the Miriello Let-

ter). Miriello Letter at 2. Ms. Miriello finds this procedure

"questionable." She notes "that the mention of a weld or repair

weld was eliminated from page 4 of the original Mel Perry turned

in." She claims, "[a]iso removed was the listings of indications
~

~

~

~ ~ ~ ~in this weld, referring specifically to indications 09 and 512."

Id. at 2-3.

8. In an unannounced inspection by the NRC I&E, Region II,
held December 2-6, 1985, CP&L's preservice inspection of safety-

related piping welds at Harris was reviewed in detail. The NRC

I&E inspectors had previously been provided with copies of the

same data calibration sheets attached to Ms. Miriello's letter.
The Inspection Report of the results of the inspection (Report

No. 50-400/85-48 dated July 15, 1986) is appended hereto as

Attachment B. The NRC inspectors'eview of Preservice and In-

service Data Control Procedure, IST-101 Rev. 1 and the manner in
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which revisions were made to NES data sheets, led to a notice of

violation (Severity Level V) for failing to correct data sheets~ ~

~

~

as prescribed in Paragraph 5.2.e of IST-101 —which requires

corrections to be completed by a single line drawn through the

incorrect entry, initialed and dated by the responsible individ-

ual, and the corrections made. While the NRC found fault with

the method used to correct errors on data sheets, independent

inspections of the welds in question by NRC inspectors confirmed

in all cases the correctness of data as revised. In fact, the

NRC inspectors themselves noted a problem in defining the bound-

ary of the weld metal in the welds in question which "caused many

of the data corrections made by the NDE lead examiner and could

be identified in many cases as ultrasonic beam redirection to the

ID [inside diameter]." Attachment B at 7-8. The mention of "a

weld or repair weld" that "was eliminated from page 4" referred

to by Ms. Miriello was a proper correction as the reference to

the repair weld was not applicable to the entire weld circum-

ference. This notation, however, was not removed from page 3

of 5 on Sheet B and was in the same location on indication gl as

indication g2 on page 2 of 5. Indication 59 and 512, claimed to

have been removed from the data sheet, were not removed. Only

the classifications of these indications were clarified. On

Sheet A they were noted as "geometric reflectors or small indica-

tions," on Sheet B they were specifically noted, correctly, as

"geometric reflectors."
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9. NES and CPGL had interpreted Procedure IST-101 as

~

~

F

requiring changes pursuant to Paragraph 5.2.e only after the NES

review process was complete. NES had viewed Sheet A as an

inprocess document, as it had not been, reviewed or accepted by

the lead Technical Reviewer, Mr. Saunders. Thus, rewriting a

data sheet with incorrect entries was not viewed as inconsistent

with the procedures as long as the lead Technical Reviewer had

not accepted the data. This issue raises no more than an honest

difference in interpretation of a procedural requirement.

10. Ms. Miriello quotes selectively from the ASME Boiler

and Pressure Vessel Codes, Section XI, and asserts that CPGL's

practices are in violation of the ASME Code. Miriello Letter

at 3.'n fact, CP&L's Ultrasonic Testing Procedure IST-501 re-
~

~

~

~

~ ~ ~

~ ~

quires recording all indications that exceed 20 percent of the

reference level. The ASME Code Section XI, Article IWA-2232

(b)(1), states that "for examination of welds reflectors that

produce a response greater than 50% of the reference level shall

be recorded." Note that the indications that Ms. Miriello brings

to the Director's attention —all with a response less than

50% —need not be recorded, based on the requirements of the

ASME Code as adopted in 10 C.F.R. 5 50.55a. CPGL has adopted a

standard for recording indications that is 50 percent more strin-
gent than required by Code to acquire a very conservative base-

line data, providing useful information if recording criteria
ever change with new Code additions and subsequent years of plant

life.~

~





t

11. For the record, Ms. Miriello never brought the data

sheets attached to her letter to my attention nor did she bring

any similar concerns to my attention while she was employed by

NES. When Ms. Miriello was terminated from employment at Harris

and was interviewed by QA personnel as part of the Quality Check

Program, she never brought to Quality Check personnel any allega-

tions with respect to quality of the welds at the Harris Plant.

Instead, she took unauthorized copies of weld data sheets for her

later use.

12. Ms. Miriello makes something of a file kept by Mr. Ron

Saunders of ISI records that were "changed on the side without a

revision as required by procedure." Miriello Letter at 5. This

file kept by Mr. Saunders was reviewed by me, by the'ANI and by

the NRC. This review showed that the NDE data was not being
~

~

~ ~

incorrectly changed or revised. All parties accepted Mr.

Saunders explanation that he had viewed the revision procedure

not applicable to inprocess documents that had not been finalized

by the lead NES Technical Reviewer.

13. It is untrue that I cautioned Mr.'tark, the ANI, or

Ms. Miriello to keep discussions to themselves when the NRC was

around. See Miriello Letter at 7.

14. For the record, I never received phone calls from IGE,

Region II, or anyone else alerting me in advance of inspections.

When NRC inspectors arrive at the Harris Plant they hold an en-

trance interview with applicable plant personnel and discuss the
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areas of interest. These meetings are often held early in the

morning and might account for my informing Plant personnel of a

~

~

~

~
~ ~

~ ~

pending inspection. See Miriello Letter at 7.

15. In summary, Ms. Miriello may have identified a techni-

cal discrepancy in the way NES corrected preliminary data in data

sheets. The information presented in Ms. Mixiello's
letter does not support the assertion that any welds in the

safety-related piping at, the Harris Plant are defective or that
there has been any intentional altexation of inspection xecords.

Her allegations have been investigated by NRC I&E, Region II, the

CP&L Quality Check Program and by me and were found without

basis.

Thomas W. Br bach

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this ~~day of August, 1986.

My Commission Expires: g 7g
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ATTACHMENT A

Resume

THOMAS W..BROMBACH

EDUCATION

MILITARY Basic Propulsion and Engineering School'achinist Mate "A". School'ater Treatment School
Power Plant Maintenance School
Damage Control School
Fire Fighting School
Submarine School
Nuclear Power School (25 weeks)
Hydraulic and Pneumatic School
AC S R School'agnetic and Liquid Penetrant School
3M Records Manaaement School
Radiological Control School

CIVILIAN High School Graduate
5 Semesters of College
Continuing Education Units Awarded for:

-Magnetic Particle Inspection
-Liquid Penetrant Inspection
-Ultrasonic Weld Inspection
-ASME Section XI Short Courses

Formal 5 1/2 Year Journeyman Power Plant
Mechanic-Apprenticeship
Company Sponsored Schools:

-Dresser Valve School
-Radiation and Radiological Control School
-Grinnel Valve School
-Milton Roy Pump School
-Non-destructive Testing Schools for MT, PT,

VT and Eddy Current Tube Inspection
-Multifrequency Eddy Current Examination
-Personnel Management
-Aberrant Behavior

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS

American Society of Mechanical Engineers



EMPLOYMENT

September l982
to
Present

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
Pro ect Specialist/Inservice Ins ection

Scope of Res onsibi lit
Responsible for developing and maintaining the Harris

Plant's inservice inspection ("ISI") proqram in accordance
with, and as required by, ASME Code Section XI to assist in
meeting NRC, plant Technical Specification, operating license,
and other related plant and regulatory 'requirements. The ISI
program is developed based on the latest regulatory require-
ments. The ISI program provides direction and support of
inservice inspection related tests such as hydrostatic testing,
weld inspections, and eddy current testing.
Maior Functions

1. Developing and maintaining an inservice inspection
program for welds by working with Operations and Mainte-
nance.

2. Coordinating inservice inspection activities and
schedules.

3. Developing, updating, and maintaining ASME Code Sec-
tion XI inspection programs.

4. Maintaining interface responsibilities among the
Plant's organizations to ensure the ISI program is imple-
mented effectively.
5. Analyzing and providing resolution to Plant problems
resulting from ISI.
6. Preparing and monitoring budget items pertaining to
ISI.
7. Staying updated on changes to, and latest require-
ments of, the ASME Code.

8. Responsible for ensuring the proper maintenance of
inservice inspection records, deficiencies and resolu-
tions.
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March 1976
to
August 1982

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY
SURRY NUCLEAR POWER STATION
Engineerinq Supervisor of Non-destructive
Testing and Evaluation

Sco e of Responsibilit
Performed unit and component testing in the field of

non-destructive examination and provided evaluation of test re-
sults to insure component and vessel inteqrity.
Ma or Functions

Co@duct inservice and preservice inspections to
assure compliance with ASME Code Section XI and
plant technical specifications.

2.

3.

Provide non-destructive testing services for the
station, i.e.: PT, MT, RT, VT, UT and ET, in
accordance with ASME Code Sections III, IV, IX
and XI and other designated applicable codes as
required.

Coordinate inspection services with the desig-
nated ANSI to ssure full compliance with the
ASME Code in effect.

4 Provide eddy current examination services to
meet the requirements of USNRC Regulatory Guide
1.83 and ASMF, Code Section XI for. steam genera-
tors.

5.

6.

Provide eddy current examination services in ex-
amination of condenser and other various heat
exchanger tubing.

A

Prepare and submit inservice, preservice and
eddy current reports.

7. Assist Engineering in identifyinq qeneric prob-
lems and working toward solutions.

8. Support and implement additional training pro-
grams for NDT technicians to keep personnel
abreast and trained in new fiel'd developments.

9. Establish and maintain appropriate records man-
aqement of all work conducted.

10. Prepare and submit budgets for procurement of
equipment, supplies and arrange for contractor
and vendor services.





's

ll. Provide schedules and commitment dates durinq
plant outages for inspection services.

12. Review and implement non-destructive examination
procedures.

13. Certified in accordance to ASNT-TC-1A as a LEVFLII in Visual, Liquid Penetrant, Magnetic Parti-
cle and Eddy Current examinations and LEVEL I in
Ultrasonic Testing.

Also prior to being promoted to a supervisory position, I
was a journeyman mechanic providing round-the-clock maintenance
and repair to all station equipment, i.e.: pumps, valves, hy-
draulic and pneumatic systems, HVAC, steam turbines and auxil-
iary systems on both the primary and secondary sides of the
plant. A collateral duty was to travel to various fossil fuel
plants within the VEPCO system and conduct maintenance and re-
pair on high pressure power boilers, coal systems and other
plant systems.

September 1975
to
March 1976

1

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING AND DRYDOCK, CO.
Newport News, VA
Power Plant 0 erator, Utilities De artment

Assiqned to the operation of the main power plant and all
substations '-- maintaining and operatinq 600 lb. boilers, ai r
compressors and related equipment supplying power steam and
compressed air to the shipyard.

September 1974
to
September 1975

COLLEGE OF DUPAGE
Glen El lyn, Illinois
Assistant Chief of Plant 0 erations

Responsible for the operation of the steam generating andair conditioning plant, in addition to which, performed'all re-
pairs as necessary to its plumbing, hydraulic, pneumatic and
electrical systems. Collaterally responsible for the mainte-
nance of the buildings and all service support systems.

April 1974
to
September 1974

FACTORY MUTUAL ENGINEERING CO.
Chicago, Illinois
Boiler & Machinerv Inspector

Conducted on-site physical inspections of steam generating
power plants and machinery for compliance with ASME, state and
local .codes.

January 1969
to
December 1973

UNITED STATES NAVY
E-4 Machinist Mate
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ATTACHMENT B
UNITED STATES p pc ~ 1II~ ~

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION II

101 MARI ETTA ST R E ET, N.W.
ATLANTA,GEORGIA 30323

JUL 1 5 1986

Carolina Power and Light Company
ATTN: Mr. E. E. Utley

Senior Executive Vice President
Power Supply and Engineering

and Construction
P. 0. Box 1551
Raleigh, NC 27602

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: REPORT NO. 50-400/85-48

On December 2-6, 1985, NRC inspected activities authorized by NRC Construction
Permit No. CPPR-158 for your Harris facility. At the conclusion of the inspec-
tion, the findings were discussed with those members of your staff identified in
the enclosed inspection report.

Areas examined during the inspection are identified in the report. Mithin these
areas, the inspection consisted of selective examinations of procedures and
representative records, interviews with personnel, and observations of activities
in progress. The inspectors also conducted independent measurements, utilizing

gion II ultrasonic equipment at your site, to verify your capability for
erforming ultrasonic examinations and analyzing examination results.

The inspection findings indicate that certain activities violated NRC require-
ments. The violations, references to pertinent requirements, and elements to be
included in your response are presented in the enclosed Notice of Violation.

Your attention is invited to unresolved items identified in the inspection
report. These matters will be pursued during future inspections.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosures are not subject to the
clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget issued under the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, PL 96-511.

Should you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact us.

Sincerely,

nclosures: (See,page 2)

D id M. V relli, Chief
R actor Projects Branch 2
Division of Reactor Projects



Carolina Power and Light Company

nclosures:
1. Notice of Yiolation
Z. Report No. 50-400/85-48

cc w/encls:
R. A. Watson, Yice President

Harris Nuclear Project
0: I.. Tiq4qtts Oivector oi Regulatory ComplianceJ. I . Witiis, Plant general Manager



ENCLOSURE 1

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Carolina Power and Light Company
Harris

Oocket No. 50-400
License No. CPPR-158

The following violations were identified during an inspection conducted on
Oecember 2-6, 1985 and a subsequent in-office review 'on Oecember 12, 1985. The
Severity Levels were assigned in accordance with the NRC Enforcement Policy
(10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C).

l. 10 CFR 50.55a paragraph (g) subparagraph (2) allows the licensee to use the
American Society of Mechanical Engineer (ASME) Code Section XI, 1980 Edition
with addenda through the winter 1981. Carolina Power and Light Company's
Inservice Inspection Program delineated in Procedure Number ISI-201
Revision 1, the ASME Code, 1980 Edition, with addendas through winter 1981.

Contrary to the above, Nuclear Energy Service, Inc. (NES) Inservice
Inspection Procedures IST-501 (Rev. 1) and IST-401 (Rev. 1) were written to
the ASME Code, 1980 Edition with addendas through winter 1982.

This is a Severity Level V violation (Supplement II).
2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix 8, Criterion V, requires that activities affecting

quality shall be prescribed by documented instructions, procedures, or
drawings, of a type appropriate .to the circumstances and shall be accom-
plished in accordance with these instructions procedures or drawings. NES
Preservice and Inservice Oata Control Procedure IST-101 Rev. 1, Para-
graph 5.2.E. requires that corrections to data reports are to be completed
by a single line drawn through the incorrect entry, initialled, and dated by
the responsible individual when the correction is made.

Contrary to the above, on Oecember 2-6, 1985, examination data sheets were
observed where the NES Nondestructive Examination (NDE) Lead Examiner, had
written "rewrite" on initial examination data sheets that had been signed by
an NOE examiner and given a control number. In some instances technical
entries of evaluations were changed on the rewritten data sheets.

This is a Severity Lev'el V violation (Supplement II).
Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, you are required to submit to this office within
30 days of the date of this Notice, a written statement or explanation in reply,
including: (1) admission or denial of the alleged violations; (2) the reasons
for the violations if admitted; (3) the corrective steps which have been taken

~

~~

and the. results achieved; (4) corrective steps which will be taken to avoid
urther violations; and (5) the date when full compliance will be achieved.



Carolina Power and Light Company 2 Oocket No. 50-400
Harris License No. CPPR-158

Security or safeguards information should be submitted as an enclosure to
facilitate withholding it from public disclosure as required by 10 CFR 2.790(d)
or 10 CFR 73.21.

Oate:
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UNITEO STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSlON

REGION II
101 MARIETTASTREET, N.W.
ATLANTA,GEORGIA 30323

Report No.: 50-400/85-48

Licensee: Carolina Power and Light Company
P. 0. Box 1551
Raleigh, NC 27602

Oocket No.: 50-400

Facility Name: Harris 1

Inspection Conducted: Oecember 2-6, 1985n
Inspec'tors:

R. . Newsom

K. Lv.
ey

Approved by: ~
J. . 8 a e, Section Chief
En ineering Branch
0 vision of Reactor Safety

License No.: CPPR-158

~-is-a ~
Oate Signed

p$
Oate Signed

0 te Signed

SUMMARY

Scope: This routine, unannounced inspection entailed 65 inspector-hours at the
site in the areas of preservice inspection (PSI) of safety-related piping welds
including review of procedures, observation of work, data review and evaluation,
and independent ultrasonic verification examinations; also, general observation
of construction activities, construction progress and material storage.

Results: Two violations were identified - Preservice examination procedures
incorrectly reference subsequent code addendas - paragraph 6.a.(5): Failure to
follow procedure for correction of examination data, paragraph 6.a.(6).





REPORT DETAILS

Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

***J
**N

*C
**R

*C
*C

**T
*p
*M.

Harness, Assistant Plant Manager
J. Chiangi, Manager, Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC)
R. Gibson, Assistant to Plant Manager
B. Van Metre, Manager, Technical Support
L. McKenzie, Director, QA/QC, Operations
R. Osman, Principal QA/QC Specialist
M. Brombach, Project Engineer, Inservice Inspection ( ISI)
M. Howard, Regulatory Compliance
G. Mallace, Regulatory Compliance

2.

Other licensee employees contacted included construction craftsmen,
engineers, technicians, security force members, and office personnel.

Other Organization

*R. Saunders, Level III Examiner, Nuclear Energy Service, Inc.

NRC Resident Inspector

*G. Maxwell, Senior Resident Inspector

*Attended exit interview
"*Attended exit interview and contacted by telephone on December 12, 1985

*"*Contacted by telephone on December 12, 1985

Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on December 6, 1985', with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above; on December 12, 1985,
Region II held a conference telephone call with the persons indicated in
paragraph I. The purpose of the call was to inform the licensee that after
further review of the PSI data and procedural requirements, and in-office
discussions between the inspectors and regional management it was concluded
that one item reported on December 6, as an unresolved item - (Preservice
examination procedures incorrectly reference subsequent code addendas) would
be upgraded to a violation. Two new additional items (one violation and one
unresolved item) were also reported to the licensee. The inspectors
described the areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection findings.
No dissenting comments were received from the licensee. The following new
items were identified during the inspection and subsequent in-office review.



(Open) Violation 50-400/85-48-01, Preservice Examination Procedures
Incorrectly Reference Subsequent Code Addendas - paragraph 6.a.(5).

(Open) Violation 50-400/85-48-03, Failure to Follow Procedure for Correction
of Examination Oata - paragraph 6.a.(6).

(Open) Unresolved Item 50-400/85-48-02, Power Wire Brushing Prior to Surface
Examinations - paragraph 6.a.(3).

(Open) Unresolved Item 50-400/85-48-04, Independent Technical Review of
Examination Oata - paragraph 6.a.(7).

The licensee did not identify as proprietary any of the material provided to
or reviewed by the inspectors during this inspection.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Enforcement Matters

This subject was not addressed in the inspection.

4. Unresolved Items

5.

Unresolved Items are matters about which more information is required to
determine whether they are acceptable or may involve a violation or
deviation. Two new unresolved items identified during this inspection are
discussed in paragraphs 6.a.(3) and 6.a.(7).

Independent Inspection Effort (92706)

The inspectors conducted a general inspection of the containment, auxiliary
building, .and. material storage areas to observe construction progress and
construction activities such as welding, material handling, housekeeping and
storage. The inspectors did not observe any questionable workmanship. The
inspectors also observed that material protection, handling, and storage
appeared adequate.

Within the areas examined, no violations or deviations were identified.

6. Preservice Inspection (PSI)

The inspectors examined documents, activi ties, and records, as indicated
below, to determine whether PSI was being conducted in accordance with
applicable procedures, regulatory requirements, and licensee comnitments.
The applicable code for PSI is-the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Boiler and Pressure Vessel (ASME BKPV) Code, Section XI, 1980 edition with
addenda through 'winter 1981. Nuclear Energy Services (NES) has responsibi-
lity as the PSI contractor. However, nondestructive eddy current
examinations had been conducted by Conam Inspection and Technical Services
Laboratory (TSL). NES Level III examiners are performing the ultrasonic
examination evaluations.



a. Review of Procedures (73052B)~

~

(1) The following procedures were reviewed in the areas of procedure
approval and qualification of NDE personnel:

Procedure No.

IST-501 (Rl) Chg. 1/1

80A5051 (RO)

80A5036 (RO)

Ti tie

Procedure for Ultrasonic Examination
of Piping Systems (NES)

Ultrasonic Examination Procedure
for Reactor Vessel Welds From the
OD Surface

Procedure for the Operation of
the RPV ID Examination Positioning
Device for the Inside Surface
Ultrasonic Examination of the
Reactor Pressure Vessel for
Shearon Harris Nuclear Power
Plant Unit 1

80A5037 (Rl)

80A5040 (Rl)

Automated UT Examination Procedure
for Reactor Vessel Shell Welds
(Plus Field Changes FC-1 throuoh
FC-7)

Automated Ultrasonic Examination
Procedure for Reactor Vessel Nozzle
to Shell Welds

80A5050 (RO)

IST-401 (Rl) Chg. 1/1

IST-604 (RO)

IST-101 (R1)

Manual Ul trasonic Examination
Procedure for Vessel Nozzle Safe
End Welds (Plus Field Change FC-1)

Liquid Penetrant Examination (Color
Contrast, Sol vent Removable) NES

Multifrequency Eddy Current
Procedure for Westinghouse 04 Steam
Generator Tubing Using The MIZ-18
Digital Eddy Current System (Conam
Inspection)

Preservice and Inservice Data
Control Procedure (NES)



(2)

(4)

(5)

The inspectors also reviewed the above listed ultrasonic examina-
tion procedures to ascertain whether they had been reviewed and
approved in accordance with the licensee's established gA
procedures. The above procedures were reviewed for technical
adequacy and conformance with ASME, Section V Article 5 and other
license commitments/requirements in the below listed areas: type
of apparatus used, extent, of coverage of weldment, calibration
requirements, search units, beam angles, DAC curves, reference
level for monitoring discontinuities, method of demonstration of
penetration, limits for evaluating and recording indications
recording significant indications, and acceptance limits.

The inspectors also reviewed the liquid penetrant procedure,
?ST-401, to ascertain whether it had been reviewed and approved in
accordance with the licensee's established gA procedures. The
above . procedure was reviewed for technical adequacy .and
conformance with ASME, Section V, Article 6, and other licensee
commitments/requirements in the following listed areas: specified
method, penetrant materials identified, penetrant materials
analyzed for suIfur, penetrant materials analyzed for total
halogens, acceptable pre-examination surface, drying time, method
of penetrant application, surface temperature, solvent removal,
dry surface prior to developing, time and method for applying
developer, examination technique, and evaluation technique.

While reviewing the liquid penetrant examination procedure, the
inspectors noted that power wire brushing of surfaces prior to
'liquid penetrant examination was allowed by the procedure. This
practice may close surface openings and be detrimental to the
penetrant examinations. This concern was discussed with the ..
licensee who has agreed to address the power wire brushing issue
and make appropriate changes to resolve the issue. Pending NRC

review of the actions taken regarding this concern the matter will
be identified as Unresolved Item 50-400/85-48-02, Power Mire
8rushing Prior to Surface Examinations.

The inspectors reviewed Eddy Current Procedure, 1ST-604, for
technical content relative to: multichannel examination unit,
multichannel examination equipment is specified, examination
sensitivity, material permeability, method of examination, method
of calibration and calibration sequence, acceptance criteria,
qualification of NDE personnel, and procedure approval.

Ouring the review of, procedures IST-501 (R1), Ultrasonic Examina-
tion and IST-40l (Rl), Liquid Penetrant Examination, the
inspectors noted that these procedures were written to satisfy the
requirements of ASME Section XI 1980 edition with addenda through
winter 1982. Since the "Code of Record" committed to by the
licensee is the ASME Section XI 1980 edition with addenda through



winter 1981, as stated in -their Preservice Inspection Program (Rl)
submitted to the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), the
inspectors discussed this discrepancy with the licensee. The
licensee indicated that he had discussed this point with NRR but
was unable to produce documentation supporting this discussion and
there did not appear to be a formal request to NRR which would
allow the licensee to use the winter 1982 addenda. The licensee
is in violation of Title 10 code of Federal Regulations Part
50.55a paragraph (9) subparagraph (2) which requires the licensee
to use ASME Section XI 1980 Edition with addenda through winter
1981 if authorization from the Oirector of the Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation has not been obtained. This item is identified
as Violation 50-400/85-48-01, Preservice Examination Procedures
Incorrectly Reference Subsequent Code Addendas.

On Oecember 4, 1985, the NRC inspectors conducted verification
examinations on a selected sample of welds that included examples
of welds where technical changes to the examination data had been
made as a result of data rewrites. The NES NOE lead examiner was
invited to accompany the inspectors during these verification
examinations and it quickly became apparent that the NOE lead
examiner was very familiar with the examination of the specific
welds involved although in some cases there was no documented
evidence that he had ever examined the weld. The lead examiner
knew specific locations of welds even when they were not visually
discernible due to surface contouring for PSI and in one case
because of cladding on the pipe base material. He was also able
to tell the inspectors how to manipulate their transducer to see
specific indications and how and where to dampen specific signals
when it appeared that the signal could not be dampened. The NRC

inspectors verification examinations were performed using
Region II's ultrasonic equipment and the examinations compared
favorably w'ith the final examination data and evaluations made by
NES (see paragraph 6.b.2 of this report for sample selection and
conclusions by the inspectors).

On Oecember 5, 1985 the NES NOE lead examiner was requested to
perform a. liquid penetrant examination on a weld where the initial
examination data indicated that the rewrite had altered the
reported results. The re-examination confirmed the results
reported in the final report with some small, differences noted in
the reported indication size. The inspectors did not detect any
problems with the final examination data when compared to the
components involved.

Ouring the inspectors in-office review on Oecember 12, 1985, of
the Preservice and Inservice Oata Control Procedure, IST-101
Rev. I and NES inspection data reports obtained by Region II,
changes were. observed to technical entries on data sheets prior to
the completion of the NES review process that were not in



accordance with paragraph 5.2.E. of the data control procedure.
Paragraph 5.2.E requires that 'corrections to data reports are to
be completed by a single line drawn through the incorrect entry,
initialled and dated by the responsible individual when the
correction is made. Examination data sheets were observed in some
instances where the NOE lead examiner had written "rewrite" on the
initial examination data sheet that had been signed by the
examiner and given a control number. In most cases a new data
sheet would be submitted on the same day as the initial data
sheet, however in some instances technical entries or evaluations
would change with no explanation or evidence of additional
investigation. The method used to correct examination data sheets
was not in accordance with paragraph 5.2.E. of the data control
procedure IST-101, and is in violation of 10 CFR-50 Criterion V.
This item was reported as Yiolation 50-400/85-48-03, Failure to
Follow Procedure for Correction of Examination Oata.

(7) In addition to the item reported above, the inspectors review of
NES Procedure IST-101, R1, revealed that the diagram for data
flow, illustrated in Attachment I of the procedure, delineated the-
NES NOE lead examiner to review the examination data for technical
and administrative accuracy and then in a subsequent step allowed
the same individual to sign-off the data as the technical
reviewer . This method of controlling data is inappropriate when
it results in the individual signing off data that he previously
had input to. The licensee was notified of this conflict in data
review/flow on Oecember 12, 1985, when the item was reported to
the licensee as Unresolved Item 50-400/85-48-04, Independent
Technical Review of Examination Oata.

b. Observation of Mork and Mork Activities (730538)

The inspectors observed a limited amount of work activities due to the
limited number of examinations being performed and the time required
for independent ultrasonic verification examinations utilizing
Region II equipment and personnel. The inspectors reviewed certifica-
tion records of equipment, materials, and NOE personnel which had been
and will be utilized during the required PSI examinations. The reviews
conducted by the inspectors are documented below.

Examiner equal ifi cation

The inspectors reviewed the qualification documentation for the
below listed NES, CONAM and TSL examiners in the following areas:
employer's name, person certified, activity qualified to perform,
effective period of certification, signature of employer's
designated representatives, basis used for certification, and
annual visual acuity, color vision examination and periodic
recertification.





Method - Level

Examiner (CONAM) UI

JEC
GRT
REM

PT MT RT EC

II A
II 1 td
III

Method - Level

Examiner (NES)

MDA
CAA
RSB
PMG

GG

JTH
SM

MS

RTS

UT

I
II
II
I

II
II

III .

PT

II
II
II
II
II

~0

II
II

III

MT

I
II
I

II
II
II

I I I

RT EC

Method - Level

Examiner (TSL)

RMB

SDG

CMC

UT PT MT RT

I I I
II

I

(2) The inspector s conducted verification ultrasonic examinations
using Region II's equipment on portions of the below listed welds.
The examinations were performed in order to evaluate the technical
adequacy of the ultrasonic examination procedures being used to
perform preservice ultrasonic examinations and to assess the
validity of the information being reported by the ultrasonic
examiners. The ultrasonic examination procedure used to perform
the verification examinations was IST-501 (RI) Chg. 1/1.

Weld ID

1-SW-FT-601
Sl-13»1-SW-4
1-CT-SW-E4
1-RC-SW-A3
RC-2-FW-7
1-AF-SW-84

ISO No.

1-ISI-S1-29
1-ISI-CS-7
1-ISI-CT-1
1-ISI-RC-23
1-IS I-FW-MS-RC-2 ~

I-IS I-AF-7

Size

3 II

4 II

Bo

6"'1"

4 Il



0



The verification ultrasonic examinations conducted by the
inspectors indicated that the procedures being used to conduct the
preservice examinations are adequate and that the information
being reported by the ultrasonic examiners compares favorably with
the verification examinations. The verification examinations also
indicated that a conservative examination was being performed.

The only problem encountered by the inspectors was in defining the
boundary of the weld metal in pipe joints due to the quality of
surface grinding and in one specific instance, due to clad welding
on the pipe base metal. The inspectors were able to over come
this problem by using an additional instrument and a compressional
wave transducer to continuously monitor the inside diameter ( IO)
surface configuration. These problems caused many of the data
corrections made by the NOE lead examiner and could be identified
in many cases as ultrasonic beam redirection to the IO.

(3) The following listed ultrasonic equipment and materials cer tifi--
cation records were reviewed:

Ultrasonic Instruments

Manufacturer / Model Serial No.

Sonic
KK
AI

MKI
USL-48
S-80

781306
212200
10244-9

Minature An le Beam Calibration Blocks

Serial No. 783913
Serial No. 785363

Ultrasonic Cou lant Batch Numbers

Ul tragel II 8336 5 8443

Ul trasonic Transducers

Size

5ll
1.0"
1.0"
1

IIx 1
I I

5
II

5llx1 Qll

.312"x.625"

'~Fre uenc

2.25MHz
1.0MHz
1. 0MHz
1. 0MHz
2. 25MHz
2.25MHz
2.25MHz

Serial No.

E20000
J22462
J22463
F30199

L-19108
B 3388
A 3342





(4) Magnetic particle yoke serial number 6853 was used for the
performance of PSI examinations. The inspectors reviewed the lift
test qualification documentation to verify control ling document
requirements were met.

(5) The inspectors observed the liquid penetrant examination of weld
1-RH-SM-D19B on ISO I-ISI-RH-2. The observation was compared with
the applicable procedure and the Code in the following areas:
specified method, penetrant materials identified; penetrant
materials analyzed for halogens and sulfur; acceptable pre-
examination surface; drying time;. method of penetrant application;
penetration time; surface temperature; solvent removal; dry
surface prior to developing; type of developer; examination
technique; evaluation technique; and reporting of examination
results.

The above examination resulted in the enhancement. of two linear
indications, one indication was above the other and both measuring-
3/32" in length. Both indications were acceptable to Section XI
of the ASME Code and compared favorably to the licensee's final
liquid penetrant examination data sheet.

(6) The inspector reviewed the below listed penetrant material
certification records to ascertain if the sulfur and halogen
content of the material was within acceptable content limits.

Materials Batch Number

Liquid Penetrant
Cleaner/Remover
Developer

82B058, 83K052, 83M015
82K080, 84J040, 84M021
82J062, 84J002, 83L094

(7) The inspectors reviewed the qualification documentation'or the
below listed TSL 5 CONAM eddy current equipment to verify
controlled documents were met.

TSL MIZ-18's Serial Numbers 052 8 075
CONAM MIZ-18 Serial Number 007

(8) The inspectors reviewed certification documentation for the eddy
current calibration standard identified as Z1292, Heat No. 2185.

PSI Data Review and Evaluation (73055)

Records of completed nondestructive examinations were selected. and
reviewed to ascertain whether: the method(s), technique and extent of
the examination complied with the ISI plan and applicable NOE

procedures; findings were properly recorded and evaluated by qualified
personnel; programnatic deviations were recorded as required;
personnel, instruments, calibration blocks and NDE materials
(penetrants, couplants) were designated.
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(1) Records selected for this

Iso. No./Item

1-IS I-FW-MS-RC-1

1-ISI-RH-2
1'-ISI-S1-29
1-ISI-CS-7
1-ISI-S1-10
1- IS I-CT-1
1-IS I -CT-14
1- IS I-RC-23
1-IS I-FM-MS-RC-2
1- IS I-AF-7
1-IS I-FM-MS-RC-2

review are listed below:

Meld I.O.

1-MS-SW-86
1-MS-SW-83
1-RC-SW-NS
1-RC-SM-06
1-RC-SM-P6
1-RH-FM-17(A)
1-SW-FW-601
Sl-13-1-SW-4
Sl-SM-C8
1-CT-SW-E4
1-CT-FM-185
1-RC-SW-A3
RC-2-FW-7
1-AF-SW-84
1-FM-FM-486
1-FM-SW-E3

NOE Method

UT
UT
UT
UT
UT
UT
UT
UT
UT
UT
UT
UT
UT
UT
UT
UT

Reactor Vessel Shell
Weld

Reactor Vessel Inlet
Nozzle at

335'eactor

Vessel Inlet
Nozzle at

95'eactor

Vessel Safe
End at

335'eactor

Vessel Safe
End at

145'-IS

I-FW-MS-RC-3

Reactor Vessel Safe
End

1-SH-RY-010
1-SH-RV-004

Nozzle to Shel 1 Meld

Nozzle to Shell Meld

I

Nozzle to Safe End

Nozzle to Safe End

1-MS-FM-255
1-MS-SW-A3
1-MS-SW-A3A
1-MS-SW-A38
1-RC-SW-03
1-RC-SM-P8
1-RC-SW-N6
1-RC-FM-'
1-RC-SW-02
1-SH-SR-01

UT
UT

UT

UT

UT

UT

MT
MT
MT

MT

PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
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1- IS I-RH-2
RH-2
CT-15
CS-7
SI-10
RC-23
SI-29
RH-2
CT-1
AF-7

I

1-RH-SW-0198
RH-FW-17

*CT-FW-185
*S I -13-1-SW-4

SI-SW»C8
*RC-SM-A3

S I-FR-601
RH-SW-019

*CT-SM-E4
"1-AF-SW-B4

PT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RI

I

*Construction radiographs were reviewed to confirm ultrasonic signal
reflector locations.

(2) The inspectors reviewed records of the Steam Generator (SG) tubing
eddy current examinations. The reviews were compared with the
applicable procedures and the Code in the following areas: the
multi-channel eddy current examination equipment has been
identified including indicator, meter, tube, strip 'recorder, and
tape; method for maximum sensitivity is:applied; method for
determining material permeability recorded; material permeability
has been recorded; method, of examination has been recorded;
examination equipment has been calibrated in accordance with the
applicable performance reference; amplitude and phase has been
calibrated with the proper applicable calibration reference and is
recalibrated at predetermined frequency; 100% coverage of steam
generator tubes occurs during the examination; and acceptance
criteria is specified or referenced and is consistent with the
procedure or the ASHE BhPV Code.

The tubes selected for review by the NRC inspectors were
originally examined by CONAN and sometime later independently
examined again by TSL. The objective of the examination by TSL
was to assure the validity of the examinations conducted by CONAN.

The data comparisons made by the NRC inspectors indicated that
with the exception of a few minor deviations due to probe speed
and independent calibration curves the data generated by the two
independent examinations compared favorably. Examination data for
the tubes listed below was used by the NRC inspectors to make this
comparison;
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TUBE lO

SG-A

SG-B

SG-C

Row-
12-
15-
15-
41-
10-
29 -'-

20-
33
15-
22-
41-
14-
29-
5-

21-
22-
31-

Co1umn
6

74
86
74

8
14

1

45
46
50
33
29
77
29
23
21
33'4

Within the areas examined, no vio1ations or deviations were
identified, except as reported in paragraphs 6.a(5) and 6.a(6)
above.
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Form 80248
5/84

ATTAC1RRPE 3

QCP Case Number
(Assigned by QCP Coordinator)

EMPLOYEE EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE

l. Wexe you provided o entation on the Harris Nuclear Pro)ect Quality Check
pxogram? Yes No

2. Have you xeported any concerns or allegations 'in regard to the design,
fabrication, constxuction, test, start-u or inspection of the Harris
Nuclear Prop ecr? Yes 'No

3. If you reported concerns or allegations, were he results satisfactory?
Yes No Not applicable

4 ~

5.

Do you have any remaining concerns or allegations which you have not reported?
YesQ . No Q If answer is YES, complete QCR form.

What is your reason for leaving the Harris Nucleax Pro) ct?

.IUD g ~~ ~~ PE L.

The attached Q ity Check Report form may be used at some later time for x'epox'ting
concerns or allegations which you may have xeported previously without satisfactory
results or ich you have not x'orta

~p> XSX
7

Date

Employer at Harris
Nuclear Pro]ect 9 L

Date Commenced Work
Name /77 / j '/K~A(Print) at Harris Pro)ect

Address P. D. 3dA AM77 Telephone No.

~ ~ e ~ c'o''. g,
The QCP Coordinator or one of his representatives will assist if needed in
filling out this form or the attachment.

Date

I

Attachment: Quality Check Report foxm
~ (To be provided to employee)

C Coordinator o Represe ive

e




